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“In regard to regeneration it has been evident for some time, that the 

specification or the differentiation (with its concomitant products), cannot be 

unreservedly utilized as a basis for an explanation of formative processes 

that take place. (…) There must be something else behind what we see that 

is responsible for the change that takes place. (…) Several years ago a 

consideration of a number of results in regeneration led me to state that this 

relation might be expressed as a sort of tension.” 

 

In THE DYNAMIC FACTOR IN REGENERATION 

T.H. Morgan, 1909 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Functional regeneration of organs upon injury is a key process for animals 

survival. Contrary to humans, some vertebrates are remarkably competent 

in regenerating after acute organ or appendage lesions. This advantageous 

skill allows overcoming limitations in repair even in adult stages, when 

tissues are fully developed, via a process of epimorphic regeneration. One 

such organism is the zebrafish, which can regenerate several organs, 

namely its heart, retina, spinal cord and fins.  

In this work, the zebrafish caudal fin and fin fold were used as model 

systems due to their capacity to recover their original size and shape upon 

numerous amputations. The achievement of the correct size during 

regeneration, which entails a precise growth control program and existence 

of positional memory mechanisms, has remained little understood. This 

robust process involves the formation of a highly proliferative cell mass, the 

blastema, which directs the regenerative process to achieve proportionate 

growth and pattern. By seeking new regulators of growth during 

regeneration, through a combination of candidate gene approaches and 

medium-throughput screens, we have investigated the underlying 

mechanisms of size-control during epimorphic regeneration. 

By establishing the regenerating fin fold as a suitable model for live imaging 

studies, we characterized its regenerative process with in vivo detail. 

Importantly, we observed dynamically and quantitatively the tissue 

movements, cell behaviors and cell shape changes that occur during fin fold 

development and regeneration. Additionally in this system, we developed 

and performed a chemical screen assay searching for new regulators of fin 

fold size upon amputation. By screening 1200 small molecules belonging to 

the Prestwick library, we identified 14 novel compounds that inhibit 

regenerative growth, from which 8 were referenced as neuroactive 

substances having effects in several classes of neurotransmitters.  
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The combined knowledge from the live imaging and chemical screen 

approaches uncovered significant mechanistic differences between the fin 

fold and adult caudal fin regeneration models. In particular, the fin fold does 

not have a spatially restricted distal area of proliferation; nevertheless this 

process has a confined time of occurrence. Moreover, the fin fold growth 

rate necessary to recover final size does not appear to depend exclusively 

on the increase of cell numbers, since the tissue continues to expand in 

size, even when cell division is low. Furthermore, we confirmed that this 

effect is not a result of differences in cell division orientation that could 

contribute for the final size and form of the regenerating fin fold.  

This work also explored the differences in proximal-distal (PD) 

compartments of the adult caudal fin blastema and how these could 

contribute for fin regenerative growth. Once formed the blastema has a 

proximal mesenchymal region that exhibits high proliferation and 

differentiation rates that become less prominent towards the distal tip. 

Interestingly, we observed that the blastema showed different cell densities 

and associated cell morphologies along those PD regions. The observation 

that the mesenchymal blastema has different levels of cell density (i.e. 

confluency) suggested a natural occurring process of contact inhibition of 

proliferation. Importantly, we found that these modifications were tightly 

associated with the dynamic intracellular location of Yap, the Hippo pathway 

effector. Recently, it was shown that this highly conserved signal-

transducing pathway is able to regulate final organ size via control of cell 

proliferation, apoptosis and cell differentiation. Of relevance, the Hippo 

pathway was shown to transduce physical information provided by the 

extracellular environment, namely differences in cell contacts or matrix 

rigidity. This prompted us to characterize the role of the Hippo pathway in 

vivo. In particular, we studied Yap activation during epimorphic regeneration 

of the caudal fin. 

We started by addressing the activation state of Yap in the blastema. For 

this, we quantified the intracellular localization of Yap as a proxy for its 
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activation. In the distal domain, with high cell density, Yap is mainly 

cytoplasmic (inactive), while in the proximal, lower cell density domain, Yap 

is largely nuclear (active). The functional relevance of Yap localization was 

confirmed by conditional genetic manipulation during blastema formation: 

overexpression of a Yap constitutively active transgenic (Hsp70:RFP-

CAyap) led to an increase in blastema proliferation, while overexpression of 

a Yap dominant negative transgenic (Hsp70:RFP-DNyap) resulted in the 

opposing phenotype. This characterization showed that uncontrolled growth 

can occur in the blastema, when this pathway is misregulated. This resulted 

in functional consequences, since it halted the fin regenerative program, 

indicating that Yap is on top of a complex network of tissue growth 

regulation during regeneration. 

To find possible adhesion and cytoskeleton associated proteins acting as 

cell density sensors in the blastema, through which Yap function could be 

mediated, we performed an immunohistochemistry screen searching for 

differences in expression along the PD axis of the blastema. Interestingly, 

Alpha-Catenin and F-actin were found to be present in the mesenchymal 

cells in a proximal-distal gradient. Moreover, Yap inactivation correlated with 

high cell density areas where Alpha-Catenin and F-actin were localized. In 

addition, by interfering with F-actin polymerization in vivo, we showed that 

Yap activation is dependent on F-actin intracellular distribution, this being an 

upstream regulator of Yap during the regenerative process.  

This study identified a mechanism for the regulation of Yap activity within 

the regenerating blastema based in cell density differences of the 

mesenchymal tissue. These findings provided evidence for the existence of 

a mechanotransduction process involving changes in cell morphology, 

junction assembly and cytoskeleton remodeling. Altogether, we propose that 

alterations in mechanical tension through these factors, lead to a graded 

control of Yap, contributing to tissue growth recovery in epimorphic 

regeneration. 
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Overall, the work presented in this thesis provides evidence for multiple 

growth control mechanisms at work during zebrafish fin regeneration. We 

propose that signaling molecules together with mechanical forces are able 

to direct proliferation and contribute for the restoration final fin size.  
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RESUMO 

 

A regeneração de órgãos após lesões é um processo chave para a 

sobrevivência dos animais. Ao contrário dos Humanos, alguns vertebrados 

são notavelmente competentes a reformar membros ou órgãos internos 

após danos severos. Esta habilidade é extremamente vantajosa para 

superar limitações em processos de reparação pois ocorre mesmo em 

estádios adultos, após desenvolvimento total dos tecidos, através de um 

processo de regeneração epimórfica. Um organismo capaz de utilizar este 

tipo de regeneração é o peixe-zebra. Este animal é capaz de regenerar 

vários órgãos, nomeadamente o coração, a retina, a espinal medula e as 

barbatanas, entre outros. 

Neste trabalho, a barbatana caudal adulta do peixe zebra e o seu primórdio, 

foram utilizados como modelos de regeneração, devido à capacidade de 

recuperação do seu tamanho e forma originais após várias amputações. A 

obtenção do tamanho correcto durante a regeneração, que implica um 

programa de controlo de crescimento preciso e também mecanismos de 

memória posicional, tem permanecido pouco compreendida. Este processo 

robusto envolve a formação de uma massa de células altamente 

proliferativa, o blastema, que guia o processo regenerativo de forma a se 

obter crescimento e formas proporcionais. Ao procurar novos reguladores 

do crescimento durante a regeneração através de uma combinação de 

métodos, genes candidatos e screens de médio impacto, nós investigámos 

os mecanismos fundamentais de controlo de crescimento durante a 

regeneração epimórfica. 

Ao estabelecer o primórdio da barbatana caudal de peixe zebra como um 

modelo adequado para aquisição de imagens em tempo real, nós 

caracterizámos o seu processo regenerativo com detalhe in vivo. Observou-

se e quantificou-se de forma dinâmica os movimentos dos tecidos, 

comportamentos e mudanças de forma das células, que ocorrem durante o 
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desenvolvimento e regeneração desta estrutura. Adicionalmente neste 

sistema, nós desenvolvemos e desempenhámos um ensaio de procura de 

compostos químicos, de forma a encontrar novo reguladores do 

crescimento após amputação do primórdio da barbatana caudal do peixe 

zebra. Ao screenar 1200 moléculas pertencentes à biblioteca química 

Prestwick, nós identificámos 14 novos compostos que inibem o crescimento 

regenerativo, dos quais 8 estão registados como substâncias neuroactivas, 

tendo efeitos em várias classes de neurotransmissores. 

O conhecimento combinado das abordagens de aquisição de imagens em 

tempo real e pesquisa de químicos, revelou differenças mecanísticas 

significativas entre o processo regenerativo da barbatana caudal adulta e 

seu primórdio. Em particular, o primórdio da barbatana não tem uma área 

de proliferação restrita à sua zona distal; todavia, este processo ocorre 

durante um tempo confinado. Além disso, a taxa de crescimento do 

primórdio da barbatana para recuperação do seu tamanho original não 

parece depender exclusivamente no aumento do número de células, pois o 

tecido continua a expandir, mesmo quando a divisão celular é baixa. Em 

reforço, nós confirmámos que este efeito não é um resultado de diferenças 

na orientação da divisão celular que possam contribuir para a regeneração 

do tamanho e formas finais do primórdio da barbatana caudal. 

Este trabalho também explorou as diferenças entre compartimentos 

proximais-distais do blastema da barbatana caudal adulta e como este 

podem contribuir para o seu crescimento regenerativo. Após formado, o 

blastema tem uma região mesenquimatosa proximal que exibe elevada 

proliferação e diferenciação celulares; estes tornam-se menos evidentes em 

direcção à ponta distal do blastema. Nós observámos que o blastema tem 

diferentes densidades celulares, associadas com diferentes morfologias ao 

longo destas regiões proximo-distais (PD). A observação que o blastema 

mesenquimatoso tem diferentes níveis de densidade celular (i.e. 

confluência) sugeriram a ocorrência de um processo natural de inibição da 

proliferação por contacto. Associado a estas modificações, encontrou-se a 
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localização intracelular dinâmica de Yap, o efector da via de sinalização 

Hippo. Recentemente, esta via tem emergido como uma via de transdução 

de sinal altamente conservada, que é capaz de regular o tamanho final do 

órgão por meio de controlo da proliferação celular, apoptose celular e 

diferenciação. De relevância, foi mostrado que a via Hippo é capaz de 

traduzir informação física proporcionado pelo ambiente extracelular, 

nomeadamente diferenças em pontos de contacto das células ou rigidez da 

matriz extracelular. Isto levou-nos caracterizar o papel da via Hippo in vivo. 

Em particular, estudámos a activação de Yap durante a regeneração 

epimórfica da barbatana caudal. 

Começámos por abordar estado de activação de Yap no blastema. Para 

isso, foi quantificada a localização intracelular de Yap como um proxy para 

a sua activação. No domínio distal, com elevada densidade celular, Yap é 

principalmente citoplasmático (inactivo), enquanto que no domínio proximal 

onde existe densidade celular inferior, Yap é em grande parte nuclear 

(activo). A importância funcional da localização de Yap foi confirmada por 

manipulação genética condicional, durante a formação do blastema: a 

sobre-expressão de um transgénico com Yap constitutivamente activo 

(Hsp70: RFP-CAyap) conduziu a um aumento na proliferação blastema, 

enquanto que a sobre-expressão de um transgénico com Yap dominante 

negativo (Hsp70: RFP-DNyap) resultou no fenótipo oposto. Esta 

caracterização mostrou que o crescimento descontrolado pode ocorrer no 

blastema, quando esta via é desregulada. Isto resultou em consequências 

funcionais, uma vez que o programa regenerativo da barbatana foi 

interrompido, indicando que Yap está no topo de uma rede complexa de 

regulação do crescimento de tecidos durante a regeneração. 

Para encontrar possíveis proteínas associadas a adesão e citoesqueleto 

que possam actuar como sensores de densidade celular no blastema, 

através do qual a função Yap poderia ser mediada, foi realizada uma 

procura recorrendo imunohistoquímica de forma a encontrar diferenças na 

expressão de genes ao longo do eixo proximal-distal do blastema. 
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Curiosamente, Alfa-Catenina e F-actina foram encontradas ao ter uma 

localização nas células mesenquimais sob a forma de um gradiente de 

proximal para distal. Além disso, Alpha-catenina e F-actina foram 

localizados nas zonas de inativação de Yap onde existe alta densidade 

celular. Além disso, ao interferir com a polimerização de F-actina in vivo, 

mostrou-se que a activação de Yap é dependente da distribuição 

intracelular de F-actina, sendo este um regulador a montante de Yap 

durante o processo regenerativo. 

Este estudo identificou um mecanismo para a regulação da actividade de 

Yap dentro do blastema durante a regeneração, com base em diferenças 

de densidade de células do tecido mesenquimal. Estes resultados 

forneceram evidências para a existência de um processo de 

mecanotransdução envolvendo alterações na morfologia celular, formação 

de contactos celulares e remodelação do citoesqueleto. Ao todo, propomos 

que as alterações na tensão mecânica através destes factores, conduzem a 

um controlo graduado da activação de Yap, contribuindo para a 

recuperação do tecido durante a regeneração epimórfica. 

No geral, o trabalho apresentado nesta tese fornece provas para vários 

mecanismos de controlo de crescimento a actuar durante a regeneração da 

barbatana caudal do peixe-zebra. Propomos que moléculas de sinalização, 

juntamente com forças mecânicas são capazes de dirigir a proliferação 

celular e contribuir para a restauração do tamanho final deste membro. 
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“Beauty depends on size as well as symmetry.” 

Aristotle 
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1. Epimorphic Regeneration 

 

In the animal kingdom, some vertebrates are known for their proficiency in 

regenerate tissues upon injury, reconstructing flawless and fully functional 

replicas. This extraordinary process was initially described by Lazzaro 

Spallanzani, who showed that after major amputation, salamanders and 

toads formed faithful reproductions from the existing tissues (Spallanzani, 

1769). The concept of epimorphosis (from the Greek: epi, upon; morphosis, 

form) was later introduced by Thomas H. Morgan in the 1900’s to describe 

the regenerative process in which there is a complete regrowth of damaged 

appendages, tissues or organs through the formation of a specialized 

structure called blastema (Morgan, 1901)(Morgan, 1906).  

The blastema is characterized as being a cell mass composed of 

progenitors of all cell types needed to reconstitute the injured tissue parts 

(Morgan, 1901). Typically, the canonical blastema is structurally organized 

in layers of epidermis surrounding a group of mesenchymal cells. These 

mesenchymal cells have a central role during regeneration since they will 

constitute the so-called progenitor cell mass. This structure is a niche that 

creates the necessary conditions for the blastema cells to proliferate and 

differentiate, particularly in terms of signaling molecules and growth factors, 

allowing the re-formation of the missing organ. Closely associated with the 

mesenchymal blastema cells is the surrounding wound epidermis, 

classically called the apical ectodermal cap (AEC) by Thornton (Thornton, 

1968). The AEC is formed upon sealing of the wound and thickening of the 

epidermis. Aside of its structural roles, it provides multiple signaling factors 

that instruct the behavior of the underlying mesenchyme (Murawala et al., 

2012)(Campbell et al., 2011). Importantly, AEC removal or its substitution 

with other epithelia impairs the regenerative process (Mescher, 

1976)(Tassava and Garling, 1979)(Christensen and Tassava, 2000). 
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The origin of the blastema cells that give rise to the new structure has been 

a subject of intense investigation in the regeneration field. In particular, the 

process of epimorphic regeneration (or epimorphosis) takes place in 

animals that have undergone normal development with complete body axis 

formation and terminal cellular differentiation (Morgan, 1901)(Nacu and 

Tanaka, 2010). This presents a challenge for the cells that will compose the 

blastema, since they must acquire the properties that allow them to provide 

the necessary cell types the injured tissue is composed of. These properties 

reflect an exceptional transition to a developmental programme within an 

adult tissue. Recently, several studies have shown that the origin of the 

blastema cells can result from a step-wise dedifferentiation process: fully 

differentiated cells from the vicinities of the wound sense the injury, migrate 

towards the stump, and dedifferentiate in a lineage restricted fashion 

constituting a heterogeneous progenitor pool, the blastema (Echeverri et al., 

2001)(Kragl et al., 2009)(Jopling et al., 2010)(Knopf et al., 2011)(Sousa et 

al., 2011)(Stewart and Stankunas, 2012). In this dedifferentiated state, the 

blastema cells acquire features closer to an embrionary state, namely 

through the expression of early genes specific of their lineage (Knopf et al., 

2011). These cells also change their morphology and proliferate at high 

rates until differentiation cues are established. Differentiation occurs 

gradually and always unidirectionally along the proximal-distal axis, with 

mature cells initially being positioned closer to the amputation plane and 

patterning proceeding to the distal direction (Knopf et al., 2011)(Sousa et al., 

2011)(Roensch et al., 2013).  

The plasticity potential of the blastema cells has also been a relevant 

question in the field. The blastema cells were shown to dedifferentiate and 

become lineage restricted progenitors, therefore contributing only to specific 

cell types within the regenerating tissue. In addition, it was reported that 

transdifferentiation, the process of a dedifferentiated cell acquiring a 

different fate from its origin (Jopling et al., 2011), does not naturally occur 

during the epimorphic regenerative process – neither between major 
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developmental tissue classes (neuroectoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm) 

nor amongst specific lineage classes within the damaged tissue (Tu and 

Johnson, 2011)(Gargioli and Slack, 2004). However, exceptions have been 

described: when specific genetic and X-ray manipulations are performed, 

dedifferentiated blastema cells give rise to cell types other than their own 

(Dunis and Namenwirth, 1977)(Kragl et al., 2009)(Singh et al., 2012). This 

reveals that the blastema cells have the potential to become pluripotent 

when challenged. It still remains to be established whether this phenomenon 

can occur in all lineages within the blastema or whether there is a specific 

lineage capable of converting into a pluripotent stem cell like state.  

An additional essential feature of epimorphic regeneration is its nerve 

dependency. In the absence of innervation, proliferation is halted and 

consequently regeneration is impaired (Singer, 1952)(Geraudie and Singer, 

1985). Moreover, it has been shown that the function of the nerves is linked 

to the beginning of this process, since the presence of nerves can alone 

induce a blastema but is not required for its maintenance, outgrowth and 

differentiation (Endo et al., 2004)(Satoh et al., 2007). This indicates that the 

nerves provide important early signals to the blastema cells. To date, the 

protein newt Anterior Gradient (nAG) is the only molecule described to be 

secreted by the intrarray nerve fibers into the mesenchymal blastema (and 

later by glands in the wound epidermis), contributing for the newt 

regenerative response (Kumar et al., 2007). Conserved factors, transversal 

to several animal model systems, are yet to be identified. 

Importantly, epimorphic regeneration shows remarkable robustness, 

occurring in animals in an unlimited manner, leaving no scar and being able 

to take place independently of the age of the animal (Azevedo et al., 

2011)(Shao et al., 2011)(Itou et al., 2012). Connected to these features are 

the striking properties of maintenance of original size and shape upon 

damage. These reveal a level of cellular coordination and complexity that 

likely incorporates signaling factors and accurate control mechanisms, 

which will be introduced in sections 2 and 3. 
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1.1 Zebrafish Caudal Fin Regeneration  

 

The ability of the fish fin to regenerate was initially observed by Broussolet 

(1786) and later largely established by Thomas H. Morgan (Morgan, 

1900)(Morgan, 1902). The zebrafish caudal fin is able to regenerate through 

a process of epimorphic regeneration. This bilobed structure is comprised of 

segmented bony rays (lepidotrichia) that have a cartilage-like structure in 

their distal tip (actinotrichia). Upon amputation, each ray forms an 

independent blastema that contains cells of different lineages and 

developmental origins. These include neuroectoderm derived lineages, 

composed by the pigment cells (melanocytes, iridophores and 

xanthophores), and the nerves (lateral line, intrarray motor and sensory 

nerves with associated glia); the mesodermal lineages that contain the 

vascular endothelium (arteries and veins), the scleroblasts (the fish 

osteoblasts) and the dermal fibroblasts (both medial mesenchymal cells and 

perivascular cells); blood cells (plasma cells, macrophages and neutrophils); 

and the ectoderm derived epidermis (Tu and Johnson, 2011)(Lund et al., 

2014) (Figure 1).  

     
Figure 1. Cell types present in the adult zebrafish caudal fin. The caudal fin is composed 
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of 16-18 bony rays, each an independent unit. A transversal section from a bony ray reveals 

the cell types present in this structure. Adapted from Tu and Johnson, 2011. 

 

Upon amputation, these cell types will integrate the newly regenerated fin, 

respecting their original developmental lineages. The fin regenerative 

process is unidirectional and takes approximately 10-15 days. Also, the total 

duration of this process is temperature-sensitive, since higher temperatures 

will result in faster regeneration rates (Ferretti and Health, 

2006)(Boominathan and Ferreira, 2012). Even so, fin regeneration proceeds 

in the following phases (Figure 2): 

1) Wound healing phase – As soon as the injury is inflicted, a layer of 

epithelial cells quickly migrates to the open wound, resulting in wound 

closure (initial 3 hours post amputation, hpa). It is thought that this process 

relies on acto-myosin contractility and collective cell migration (Poleo et al., 

2001)(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2005). This new epithelial layer then develops into 

a structured multilayered wound epidermis formed by three distinct epithelial 

layers: an outer sheet composed of flat, condensed cells; a medial region 

composed of looser cells, in which mucous cells differentiate; and a basal 

layer consisting of well-organized cuboidal cells that exhibit protrusions and 

lie on an extracellular basement membrane (Santamaria et al., 

1991)(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2002). Notably the wound healing phase occurs 

independently of blood supply and of cell proliferation (Santos-Ruiz et al., 

2002)(Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002). After 12-18 hpa, the wound 

epidermis is fully established becoming the apical ectodermal cap (AEC). 

The AEC, in particular its basal epidermal layer, will constitute an important 

signaling center for the underlying intrarray mesenchyme (Lee et al., 2009).  

2) Blastema formation – This self-organizing structure forms as early as 

12 hpa when intrarray differentiated mesenchymal cells migrate towards the 

distal tip of each damaged bony ray. Morphologically the blastema cells 

appear homogeneous since they change to a rounder morphology as part of 

the dedifferentiation process (Sousa et al., 2011). Currently, it is still 
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unknown which signals emanate from the injury site and whether these can 

constitute also dedifferentiation factors. 

Taking into account that only a limited group of cells from the first segment – 

adjacent to the amputation plane – sense the injury and migrate, an 

important feature of the blastema is its proliferative nature. To overcome the 

need in numbers to replace the missing organ, the blastema contributing 

cells start to divide even before reaching the stump; once they arrive there, 

they start to proliferate at higher rates, forming the progenitor cell mass that 

will reconstitute the lost parts. The blastema is completed within the first 48 

hpa and when fully formed is divided in two zones: a distal zone where there 

is little proliferation and a proximal zone with highly proliferative cells 

(Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002). The distal zone is typically associated with 

less differentiated cells (“stem-cell like”) due to the limited amount of 

proliferation and the high concentration of signaling factors that maintain this 

state, such as MsxB, Notch, Wnt and Retinoic Acid (Nechiporuk and 

Keating, 2002)(Münch et al., 2013)(Grotek et al., 2013)(Wehner et al., 

2014)(Blum and Begemann, 2011). It is thought that the maintenance of this 

specialized distal region occurs via signaling interactions from the basal 

epidermal layer and the underlying mesenchyme (Lee et al., 2009). 

3) Regenerative outgrowth – At this stage, the blastema is more 

structured along the proximal-distal axis, presenting: a distal-most region 

where proliferation is scarce; a distal region which contains rapidly 

proliferating cells; and a proximal region with moderately proliferating cells, 

in which the major differentiation and patterning events occur. Asin the 

previous phase, the lateral basal epidermal layer expresses a number of 

signaling molecules important for tissue patterning, namely Shh and Lef1 

(Lee et al., 2009). During outgrowth, the cell cycle accelerates significantly, 

going from a 6 hour long G2 phase (during blastema formation) to just one 

hour. The total duration of regenerative outgrowth phase as well as 

mechanisms that regulate its termination, remain uncharacterized.  
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Figure 2. Zebrafish caudal fin regeneration. Upon amputation, regeneration takes place in 

several stages: wound healing, blastema formation and outgrowth. Blastema formation is 

essential and requires migration and proliferation of intrarray mesenchymal cells. Once fully 

formed, the blastema is divided in distal-most, distal and proximal regions, which have 

different functions. This process can occur repeatedly without consequences for the animal. 

Adapted from Kawakami, 2010; Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002. 
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1.2 Zebrafish Fin Fold Regeneration 

 

During larval stages, the zebrafish exhibits an analogous structure to the 

adult caudal fin, the fin primordium or fin fold. Therefore, the fin fold has 

been established as a simpler but comparable regenerating system to the 

adult caudal fin model (Kawakami et al., 2004). At 2 days post fertilization 

(dpf), this avascular and boneless appendage is composed of several cell 

types, namely: two folded layers of epidermis which present different 

potential and have underlying basement membranes (Dane and Tucker, 

1985)(Guellec et al., 2004)(Slanchev et al., 2009); a medial layer of dermal 

fibroblasts (Wood and Thorogood, 1984)(Feitosa et al., 2012); nerve fibers 

(peripheral axons of somatosensory Rohon-Beard neurons)(Rieger and 

Sagasti, 2011); resident blood cells (neutrophils and macrophages); and 

actinotrichia (Durán et al., 2011)(Zhang et al., 2010).  

The fin fold’s regenerative process occurs in three days, although faster 

than the adult system, it too has three phases (Figure 3): wound healing, 

blastema formation and regenerative outgrowth. During the wound healing, 

there is the sealing of the open wound (occurring in approximately one 

hour), performed by the surrounding epidermis, culminating in the formation 

of the specialized wound epithelium. Early signals emanated by the 

epidermis contribute to a successful regenerative process and promote the 

recruitment of immune cells towards the vicinity of the stump. These 

propagate in gradients and comprise calcium, hydrogen peroxide and 

changes in osmotic pressure (Niethammer et al., 2009)(Yoo et al., 

2012)(Enyedi et al., 2013). During blastema formation, mesenchymal cells 

accumulate distally and proliferate. Lastly, during regenerative outgrowth, 

the structure is re-patterned (Kawakami et al., 2004). While the wound 

healing phase occurs in the first 3 hours, the duration of the blastema and 

outgrowth phases overlap, with no clear boundaries between each other. 
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In spite of the 2 dpf larval fin fold is still undergoing development and is not 

composed of fully differentiated cells, several studies have supported the 

idea that epimorphic regeneration occurs in this system. Of relevance, there 

is conservation of upregulated signaling molecules upon fin fold amputation 

also required in adult caudal fin and heart regeneration (Yoshinari et al., 

2009)(Mathew et al., 2009)(Ishida et al., 2010). Also, the fact that 

regeneration in the fin fold system is unidirectional and the achievement of 

correct size and shape after amputation recapitulate the current 

developmental stage, favor the hypothesis that the fin fold regenerates via 

an epimorphic regeneration mechanism. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Zebrafish fin fold regeneration. Upon amputation, regeneration of the zebrafish 

fin fold takes place in similar steps as the adult: wound healing, blastema formation and 

regenerative outgrowth.  This process occurs as fin development is taking place from 2dpf to 

5dpf. Adapted from Kawakami, 2010. 

 

 

2. Positional Information  

 

Epimorphic regeneration, as observed in zebrafish caudal fins, has highly 

beneficial properties; the injured organs recover their original size and 

pattern and can regenerate countless times. Underlying this mechanism is 

the existence of positional information that instructs cells on how to pattern 
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the recovering organ. This concept was presented by Lewis Wolpert to 

describe the process by which a group of cells have their spatial location 

specified, leading to defined patterns of cell differentiation (Wolpert, 1969). 

Ultimately, this will stipulate the final form of tissues and organs during 

embryonic development. 

The positional information mechanism accounts for situations where cells in 

a coordinate system respond to a specific region, source or field, from which 

positional values are defined and interpreted (Huxley and Beer, 

1934)(Wolpert, 2011). This array of values is graded, varying along an axis 

or several axes in which spatial information flows, being a multidimensional 

process. Three basic features are needed for positional information to occur: 

1) a mechanism establishing polarity (i.e. the orientation along the axis in 

which positional information is measured by the cells); 2) a mechanism 

enabling the cells to interpret the signaling differences within the given 

information, such as concentration thresholds; and 3) the existence of at 

least one self-limiting reaction, such as degradation of the morphogen 

(Wolpert, 1969)(Wartlick et al., 2009).  

Classically the signals that are presented to the cells for determination of 

their position within a forming tissue are of biochemical nature. Alan Turing 

originally proposed the term morphogen to describe chemical substances 

that would “produce form” through diffusion (Turing, 1952). These propagate 

extracellularly through graded concentrations, conferring information in the 

target tissues via activated cell surface receptors, leading to specific spatial 

patterns of gene expression (Turing, 1952)(Wolpert, 1969)(Wartlick et al., 

2011). Additionally, external forces can also lead to changes in final shape 

and pattern along time (Gustafson and Wolpert, 1967), therefore they may 

convey additional signals for positional information. This has been recently 

observed during Drosophila and zebrafish gastrulation, where mesoderm 

specification is achieved by specific tissue deformations that affect localized 

gene expression (Desprat et al., 2008)(Brunet et al., 2013). 
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2.1 Positional Memory in Regeneration 

 

Within the field of positional information, there is positional memory, an 

unique instance of positional information that occurs during appendage 

epimorphic regeneration (Wolpert, 1969).  Upon injury, cells that give rise to 

the blastema preserve their original comprehensive patterning information, 

using it to then re-populate the new organ. Initially observed by Lazzaro 

Spallanzani, and subsequently widely studied amongst the regeneration 

field (Spallanzani, 1769)(Morgan, 1906)(Nabrit, 1929)(Iten and Bryant, 

1976)(Maden, 1976), the molecular details of how positional memory is 

achieved and regulated are still not fully understood.  

Whereas during development extracellular secreted factors are major 

regulators of positional information during development, in regeneration 

positional memory appears to be controlled by a combination of cell 

autonomous and non-autonomous graded factors along the proximo-distal 

(PD) axis. Evidence supporting this is based in graft experiments in which 

limb cells from a distal region were transplanted to a proximal region. 

Remarkably, upon amputation the contribution of these cells along the PD 

axis was maintained, indicating an invariant PD positional identity, 

independent of their current surroundings, resembling a cell autonomous 

regulation. On the other hand, due to the unidirectionality of the regenerative 

process, in such transplants, proximal regions give rise to complete 

patterned distal structures (Kragl et al., 2008)(Tamura et al., 2010). This 

reflects the rule of distal transformation, in which regenerating cells with 

proximal identities are able to produce distal identity cells. Complementing 

this view, during zebrafish fin regeneration, the blastema cells become 

spatially restricted: once the blastema is fully formed, cells from different 

lineages acquire similar positions to the differentiated cells before injury, in 

determinate regions along the medial-lateral axis (Tu and Johnson, 2011). 
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Closely associated with positional memory of cells during regeneration, is 

the attainment of correct final size. Importantly, the regenerative growth rate 

will increase proportionally with the amount of injured tissue. This allows 

completion of the regenerative process always within the same time period, 

regardless of differences in amputation planes along the proximal-distal 

axis. Additionally, it indicates that according to the PD position value the 

cells possess, there are precise instructing guidelines for the recovery of the 

injured tissue (Morgan, 1906)(Wolpert, 1969). A signaling molecule 

associated with regulation of this process is Fgf (Lee et al., 2005). During 

zebrafish caudal fin regeneration, it was shown that this growth factor 

modulates the PD growth rate, by controlling cell proliferation levels. This 

indicates that this molecule can act in a PD gradient along the caudal fin; 

however Fgf was also shown to not be the positional memory granting 

molecule, as PD identity and size were maintained upon conditional 

depletion of this signaling pathway. 

Despite much attention in the regulation of positional information along the 

proximal-distal axis, other axes also convey positional memory during 

regeneration. One well demonstrated case is the anterior-posterior (AP) axis 

of zebrafish pectoral fin, which shows particular transcription factor 

signatures according to the rays’ position (Nachtrab et al., 2013). In 

particular, it was shown that while the most anterior rays express specifically 

alx4a, the most posterior rays have unambiguous expression of hand2. 

These two factors were shown to be crucial in the maintenance of the AP 

axis during regeneration, since their conditional manipulation led to 

misregulation of regenerative patterning, resulting in fins with rays 

presenting the morphology of only one of the AP axis signatures. 

Interestingly the cells that appear to respond to these signals are the same 

in both anterior and posterior rays: the intrarray osteoblasts and fibroblasts. 

The establishment of the AP axis transcription factor signatures occurs 

during fin embryonic development, before these cell types have been 

differentiated and patterned (Yelon et al., 2000), indicating a robust 
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mechanism for positional information and memory. A relevant question is 

whether similar PD axis establishment occurs during fin development, since 

both these cell types contribute to the blastema and its position-dependent 

growth rate. 

 

 

3. Organ Size and Growth Control 

 

Organ size and its growth control are fundamental aspects of animal 

development and regeneration. Classically, Stephen J. Gould introduced 

two types of correlations between animal (or organ) size and shape: 

isometric or allometric. The first represents the maintenance of geometrical 

similarity with size increase, resulting in constant growth proportions with 

respect to body size. The latter represents growth in different proportions 

with respect to body size. Allometry can be positive, when there is a greater 

increase of the organ growth rate when compared to the growth rate of total 

body size; or allometry can be negative, when the organ growth rate 

decreases as the total body size growth rate increases (Gould, 1966). The 

adult dimension of organs, and ultimately animals, results from a 

combination of tissue specific isometric and allometric growth.  

During zebrafish development, the body and fins grow isometrically in 

relation to each other, maintaining proportionality and scaling in a constant 

manner (Goldsmith et al., 2006). There are examples of zebrafish mutants 

that fail to retain isometric fin growth during development, leading to animals 

with longer or shorter fins when compared to body size and siblings fin size 

(Goldsmith et al., 2003)(Iovine and Johnson, 2000)(Goldsmith et al., 2003).  

Faithful recovery of original fin size during normal caudal fin regeneration 

means that cells within the blastema precisely control their growth rate, by 

increasing it in a small timeframe, leading to a transitory positive allometric 

growth type, until pre-injury fin size is attained and isometric growth rates 
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are re-implemented. At one level, final organ form and mass depend on the 

number of cells within the organ and, on another level, on the size of the 

cells (Conlon and Raff, 1999). Thus these processes must be controlled by 

basic cellular mechanisms that instruct cells to divide, to die, to grow or to 

stop in a timely and restrained manner. 

 

 

3.1 Mechanisms of cell behavior 

 

To reach final organ size during both development and regeneration, cell 

proliferation, cell death and cell size must be precisely coordinated.  

Cell proliferation as the process in which one cell divides, to give rise to two 

daughter cells, can be stimulated or inhibited by a number of factors, hence 

is an extremely regulated process. The factors that promote cell division, 

commonly designated as mitogens, activate intracellular signaling pathways 

that prompt the production and/or activation of cell cycle components, 

allowing the progression of the cell cycle. Conversely, proliferation inhibitors, 

block the cell cycle, usually interfering at its checkpoints. The concentration 

of these factors, with mitogen concentrations often being limiting, can 

influence the rate of the undergoing cell cycle, allowing for proper control of 

cell numbers.  

Cell death occurs by several mechanisms, but apoptosis (or programmed 

cell death) is the most common cell death route during development and 

regeneration (Kuan et al., 2000)(Chera et al., 2009). This process entails an 

activation of an intracellular program leading to the cell self-destruction. 

Apoptosis is many times triggered by low concentrations of extracellular 

survival factors (which inhibit the activation of apoptosis) or increased levels 

of extracellular apoptosis inducing factors (Raff, 1992). Hence, apoptosis is 

many times the resorted mechanism for controlling cell numbers within an 

organ. 
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Cell growth occurs when cells increase their mass. This process is closely 

interconnected to cell proliferation, since when cells divide they duplicate 

their contents before cytokinesis occurs (Gao et al., 1997)(Conlon and Raff, 

1999). Although cell proliferation depends on cell growth, the reverse is not 

true, as growth does not depend on progression of the cell cycle (Neufeld et 

al., 1998). The mechanisms by which cells control their size remain largely 

unknown, but it is thought that certain molecules act as growth factors that 

activate intracellular signaling pathways, stimulating protein synthesis and 

other biosynthetic processes. This would in turn lead to an increase in the 

macromolecule producing rate within the cell, which would surpass the 

macromolecule degrading rate, resulting in cell enlargement (Conlon and 

Raff, 1999). 

 

 

3.2 Mechanisms of growth transduction 

 

Common to the previously described processes is the promiscuity in factor 

function. Often, survival factors also function as mitogens and as growth 

factors. Importantly, mechanisms that stop cell proliferation, cell survival or 

cell growth are determinant in attaining final organ size, in particular during a 

regenerative process. These regulatory mechanisms are yet poorly 

understood, but it is generally accepted that differences in cell number make 

a larger contribution towards organ size specification than differences in cell 

size (Raff, 1996)(Conlon and Raff, 1999).  

Considering extracellular mechanisms that regulate cell numbers and 

consequently cease proliferation, two processes have emerged as central in 

detecting information from the cells’ surrounding environment to regulate 

final organ size: cell contact inhibition and the extracellular matrix (ECM) 

stiffness. These two cases reflect mechanotransduction phenomena, where 
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mechanical stimuli are transformed into biochemical responses (Vogel and 

Sheetz, 2006).  

The concept of contact inhibition of proliferation was initially introduced in 

the 1960s and greatly characterized by Harry Eagle and Elliot M. Levine, to 

describe the phenomenon by which cells in a monolayer slow their 

proliferative rates, with a cell cycle arrest in G1, as they reach confluence 

(Eagle and Levine, 1967). This led to the concept that the greater contact 

between cell surfaces, the greater inhibition of cell proliferation. The 

association between cell density and cell-cell contacts proposed the 

following requirements: the existence of cell receptors at the membrane 

level that sense and partake in physical interaction between different cell 

surfaces; intracellular signaling pathways that are influenced by the surface 

receptors in a contact dependent fashion; and the establishment of a 

functional connection between the receptors and the signaling pathways by 

molecular mechanisms (Mcclatchey and Yap, 2012). Importantly, junctional 

adhesion complexes, namely cadherins and catenins, have been shown to 

act as cell surface receptors in this context, not only by establishing cell 

contacts with the neighboring cells according to cell density, but also by 

mediating downstream cell signaling and proliferation (Stepniak et al., 

2009). In fact cadherins and catenins are considered mechanosensory 

molecules, as they can detect differences in microenvironment forces and 

change their conformation accordingly, leading to the stabilization of the 

adhesion sites between cells (Liu et al., 2010)(Gomez et al., 2011) (Figure 4 

Adherens junction box). 

Coupled to the early cell contact inhibition observations, it was shown that 

an increase in cell confluence led to a decrease in the growth factor cell 

response, even in unlimited growth factor medium conditions, slowing 

proliferation (Vogel et al., 1980). This regulation remains unclear, but some 

models have been proposed: 1) junctional complexes may work as physical 

barriers that separate the growth factor receptors from their ligands; 2) 

interaction between growth factor receptors and cadherins can lead to 
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intracellular signaling inhibition; or 3) comprehensive changes in cell 

architecture after cell-cell junction formation stimulated by density could limit 

the growth factor signaling response (Mcclatchey and Yap, 2012).  

The ECM is the primary extracellular component of all tissues and organs, 

consisting of a 3D surrounding scaffold that provides physical support to 

cells. This meshwork is a combination of secreted proteins that include 

collagens, elastins, proteoglycans, laminins and fibronectin. This 

composition is highly dynamic as it varies according to the tissue and it is 

continuously remodeled. The ECM has numerous and complex biological 

functions, namely in cell migration (as an adhesion substrate for cells to 

migrate) and in regulating multiple intercellular biochemical signals, hence 

contributing to many cell processes, including proliferation and apoptosis.  

Depending on the tissue, the ECM can present various levels of rigidity (i.e. 

stiffness), which corresponds to the measured displacement per unit of 

applied force of the matrix substrate (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). A certain 

rigidity is conditional to the ECM components existing at a given time, their 

organization and degree of molecular crosslinking (DuFort et al., 2011). This 

can trigger individual cell responses, since higher matrix rigidities lead to 

increased ECM attachment by the cells. The mechanical cues dependent on 

ECM stiffness have been shown to play key roles in the control of cell 

proliferation and differentiation, contributing to the achievement of final 

organ form and size. Regarding cell proliferation, stiffer ECMs 

(approximately 40KPa) elicit an increase in cell numbers while softer ECMs 

(approximately 0.7KPa) lead to the arrest of the cell cycle (Engler et al., 

2006). 

As in contact inhibition of proliferation, mechanotransduction via the ECM 

also requires the presence of cell surface receptors, intracellular signaling 

pathways that transduce the information and a functional link between the 

two. The interactions between the cells and the ECM can occur through 

specialized cell surface receptors, the integrins – which establish the link 

between the extracellular environment and cytoskeleton adaptors in focal 
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adhesion complexes, acting as mechanosensors (DuFort et al., 2011) 

(Figure 4 Focal adhesion box). 

Both cell contact inhibition and ECM stiffness lead to changes in cell 

geometry: high cell densities and/or soft matrices result in rounder cells that 

proliferate less (Figure 4A); conversely larger intercellular spaces and/or 

high ECM rigidities, allow the cells to become flattened and spread out, 

promoting proliferation (Figure 4B) (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006)(DuFort et al., 

2011). This also reflects a combined action with the cell cytoskeleton and 

contractility, since the junctional complexes or integrins are linked to 

filamentous (F)-actin microfilaments. F-actin microfilaments can act by 

themselves as mechanosensors, being remodeled and distributed according 

to the upstream input and signaling for downstream cell behaviors. 

The cellular processes of contact inhibition of proliferation and ECM 

stiffness entail the cells’ capacity to integrate multiple upstream cues at the 

mechanosensory level, allowing modes of regulation of final cell numbers 

during developmental and regenerating processes, independently of 

diffusion of extracellular chemical signals. Few studies have addressed the 

role of the ECM in regeneration (Calve and Simon, 2012)(Mercer et al., 

2013) and characterization of regenerative systems where contact inhibition 

may occur are unexplored. These processes should function in regeneration 

like in other systems: as sensors of the integrity of the tissue, in such a way 

that discontinuities or disruptions within the damaged tissues are reflected in 

cell-cell contacts or ECM stiffness allowing cells to grow faster and restore 

proper cell numbers (Peyton et al., 2007). 
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Figure 4. The cell mechanosensory network. A Cells in soft ECMs have immature cell-

matrix adhesions but are able to establish stable cell-cell contacts, such as adherens 

junctions. The cell cytoskeleton in these conditions is concentrated at the cortical level, 

apically, linking intracellularly the cell junctions. Adherens junctions are cell-cell 

communication complexes that use transmembrane proteins (such as E-cadherin) that 

connect to several intracellular adaptor proteins and the cell cytoskeleton. B Cells in stiff 

ECMs have reduced cell-cell junctions, but mature focal adhesions. The cell cytoskeleton in 

these conditions is concentrated basally, linking intracellularly the focal adhesions. Focal 

adhesions are composed of transmembrane heterodimers of integrins which connect to 

intracellular adaptor proteins (such as Talin), also establishing the link to the cell 

cytoskeleton. Adapted from DuFort et al., 2011. 
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4. Hippo/Yap Pathway 

 

The Hippo pathway has emerged as a highly conserved signal-transducing 

pathway that is able to regulate final organ size via control of cell 

proliferation, apoptosis and cell differentiation. The initial identification of this 

kinase cascade was found in Drosophila genetic screens, which identified 

tumor suppressor genes that when mutated lead to overgrowth phenotypes. 

Remarkably, there is a conservation of the core Hippo pathway both in 

structure and in function throughout the eukaryotic kingdom. In mammals, 

many of the core components of the pathway have suffered gene 

duplications, but most of them have homologs and a similar role to their 

Drosophila counterparts. The Drosophila studies led to the recognition of a 

core module of proteins composed of two kinases, Hippo and Warts (Mst1, 

Mst2 and Lats1, Lats2 respective mammalian homologs), together with their 

respective adaptor proteins, Salvador and Mats (Mob in mammals)(Pan, 

2010)(Udan et al., 2003)(Justice et al., 1995)(Xu et al., 1995)(Tapon et al., 

2002)(Kango-Singh et al., 2002)(Lai et al., 2005). When activated, these 

factors promote sequential phosphorylation of each other, culminating in the 

phosphorylation of the pathway effector Yorkie (Yki, Yap and Taz 

mammalian homologs), which results in its cytoplasmic retention (Huang et 

al., 2005)(Lei et al., 2008) (Figure 5A,B). When the core kinase cassette is 

inhibited, Yorkie is free to enter the nucleus, where it acts as a 

transcriptional co-activator by associating with its DNA binding partner, 

Scalloped (Goulev et al., 2008). When active, Yorkie (via Scalloped) 

promotes the transcription of specific target genes that stimulate 

proliferation and inhibit apoptosis, such as cyclinE or diap1. In addition to 

Scalloped, Yorkie can have other DNA binding partners in a tissue 

dependent manner (Goulev et al., 2008).  

A multitude of upstream regulators of the Drosophila pathway have been 

found that comprise different groups of proteins leading to activation of the 
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core components. For example, Merlin together with Expanded and Kibra 

form an apical protein complex that is able to activate Hippo, leading to the 

subsequent activation of the pathway (Yu et al., 2010). This complex 

responds to the transmembrane polarity protein Crumbs. Alternatively, the 

core cassette can be activated by the action of the atypical cadherins Fat 

and Dachsous, which is modulated by Four-jointed activity (Cho et al., 

2006). Upon activation, Fat and Dachsous act via the unconventional 

myosin Dachs and the actin adaptor Zyxin, which phosphorylates Warts 

(Rauskolb et al., 2011). 

Other cell contact proteins, associated with adherens junctions, such as E-

Cadherin, Alpha-Catenin, Ajuba and Echinoid lead to activation of the core 

components of the pathway (Robinson and Moberg, 2011)(Yue et al., 2012). 

Associated with septate junctions are Scribbled, Lgl and Discs-large that 

also elicit activation of the kinase cassette (Genevet and Tapon, 2011). 

More recently, GPCRs have also been implicated in the activation of the 

pathway via F-actin, by a still unclear mechanism (Regué et al., 2013) 

(Figure 5A). 

On the other hand, the conservation of upstream inputs of the mammalian 

Hippo pathway activation is still not very explored. Although upstream 

regulation by Nf2 (Merlin homolog) and Kibra is observed, regulation by the 

Fat-Dachsous module, Echinoid and even Expanded appear to have 

evolved specifically within the Diptera order. Instead, mammals have 

Angiomotin, which associates to Crumbs polarity complex at the tight 

junctions level, performs similar functions to Expanded. Of note, Yap and 

Taz are structurally more diverse when compared to the fly Yorkie, as they 

contain a serine-rich phospho motif in their C-terminal that targets them to 

ubiquitylation and proteasome-mediated degradation (Bossuyt et al., 2013).  
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Figure 5. A The Drosophila and mammalian Hippo pathways. Upstream regulatory 

components typically have a member which is connected to the cell membrane and several 

cytoplasmic proteins. Hippo pathway core components are all cytoplasmic and are activated 

in a kinase cascade fashion, until reaching Yorkie(Yki)/Yap/Taz. This protein, when 

activated, can stimulate the transcription of target genes by connecting with DNA binding 

partners (Scalloped, Sd or TEAD1-4). Adapted from Bossuyt et al., 2013. B Intracellular 

Yap/Taz (Yorkie) activation dynamics. When the Hippo pathway is active, Yap/Taz are 

retained in the cytoplasm, inactive through phosphorylation. Conversely, when the Hippo 

pathway is inactive, Yap/Taz are free to enter the nucleus, being active and able to form a 

complex with their DNA binding partners. 

 

 

Structurally and functionally, Yap and Taz are mostly redundant, differing 

principally in their WW domains: while Yap has two tandem WW domains, 

Taz only has one. These domains detect a PPxY motif (Proline, Proline, any 
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aminoacid, Tyrosine) important for Yap/Taz localization. Also, Yap has a 

PxxΦP motif (where Φ is a hydrophobic residue) that is not conserved in 

Taz, possibly accounting for differences in TEA-Domain binding (TEAD, 

Scalloped homolog)(Zhao et al., 2008) and causing differences in target 

transcriptional activation (Varelas, 2014). Interestingly, Yap/Taz 

transcriptional targets, such as connective tissue growth factor (ctgf), 

cysteine-rich 61 (cyr61) and amphiregulin (areg), also promote proliferation 

and prevent apoptosis, but are not homologs of Drosophila bona-fide targets 

(Zhao et al., 2008)(Zhang et al., 2009).  

Considering Yap/Taz motifs, they share a PDZ-binding motif at their C-

termini, which allows interactions with numerous transmembrane and 

cytoskeleton proteins and a transcriptional activation domain (TAD). In 

addition, an N-terminal TEAD binding region, contains the specific and 

conserved phosphorylation site targeted by 14-3-3 upon Lats1/2 induction 

(Ser127 in human Yap, Ser89 in human Taz). Substitution of these TEAD 

binding sites with alanines jeopardizes Lats 1/2 ability to inactivate Yap/Taz, 

leading to Yap/Taz overactivation and consequently overgrowth phenotypes 

(Varelas, 2014) (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Mammalian Yap and Taz functional structures. Adapted from Varelas, 2014. 
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4.1 Mechanotransduction pathway – link with the cytoskeleton and 

cell geometry 

 

Recently the Hippo pathway has been identified as an intracellular signaling 

pathway that can transduce physical information provided by the 

extracellular environment through cell surface receptors, shedding new light 

into mechanotransduction mechanisms regulating final organ size. In 

particular, Yap/Taz react to mechanical cues provided by contact inhibition 

or matrix rigidity (Zhao et al., 2007)(Dupont et al., 2011). When cells are 

sparse or the matrix is stiff, Yap/Taz are activated and translocate to the 

nucleus, promoting the transcription of its target genes and consequently 

promoting proliferation (Figure 7A). In opposition, when cells are confluent 

or the matrix is soft, Yap/Taz are retained in the cytoplasm and thus inactive 

(Figure 7B). As introduced previously, these mechanical cues induce 

changes in cell geometry and cell cytoskeleton, in particular F-actin 

localization. In particular, when cells are round, small and Yap is inactive, F-

actin is localized mostly to the cortical regions of the cell, associated with 

the cell membrane and junctions; in contrast, when cells become flat, 

spread and Yap is active, F-actin re-localizes to stress fibers, in the medial 

cytoplasm (Dupont et al., 2011)(Wada et al., 2011). 

The link between Yap/Taz and F-actin is still not fully understood, but it has 

been shown that manipulating F-actin brings functional consequences for 

Yap/Taz. When F-actin polymerization is impaired, Yap/Taz are also 

inhibited, even when the environmental surroundings of the cells, such as 

stiff matrices, prone to Yap/Taz activation in the nucleus (Dupont et al., 

2011). This has also been shown by specific genetic manipulations in genes 

that affect F-actin polymerization state, such as CapZ, Gelsolin or Cofilin. 

These are F-actin capping/severing proteins, which when downregulated, 

lead to Yap/Taz activation in situations that normally these would be 

inactive, such as dense cultured cells (Aragona et al., 2013). Similar 
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phenotypes in Yap/Taz intracellular localization are obtained when 

chemically inhibiting contractility associated proteins RhoGTPase, Myosin 

Light Chain 2 or ROCK, reflecting that Yap/Taz are indeed responding to 

changes in cytoskeletal tension (Dupont et al., 2011). 

The fact that Yap/Taz react to changes in F-actin levels and not other actin 

types, reveals a specific growth function for this molecule depending on 

extracellular tension the cells are exposed to (Dupont et al., 2011)(Reddy et 

al., 2013). The ways by which F-actin and Yap/Taz can interact are still 

elusive, but several models have been proposed, namely: tethering 

mechanisms, in which F-actin filaments are able to grasp Yap when 

localized at the cortical level, releasing it when F-actin is re-localized into 

medial cytoplasmic stress fibers; or specific interactions of Yap/Taz with F-

actin modulators and adaptors that bind to F-actin ends depending on its 

cytoskeletal conformation, influencing Yap’s activation state (Matsui and Lai, 

2013). 

Closely related with the actin cytoskeleton and central to Yap/Taz regulation 

are cell-cell junctions, namely the adherens junction complex via Alpha-

Catenin. As stated previously, these junctions present mechanosensory 

roles in contact inhibition of proliferation. In confluent conditions, Alpha-

Catenin is stabilized at the membrane level and retains Yap in the 

cytoplasm via interaction with its PDZ domain, consequently leading to its 

degradation via 14-3-3 recruitment. Conversely, in sparse culture conditions, 

Alpha-Catenin is not at the cell membrane allowing a re-localization of Yap 

to the nucleus (Schlegelmilch et al., 2011)(Silvis et al., 2011) (Figure 7). 

Since Alpha-Catenin is a membrane structural linker and is able to bundle F-

actin (Shapiro and Weis, 2009), alternative joint regulatory modes for Alpha-

Catenin and the Hippo/Yap pathway remain to be explored, either directly or 

through adaptor proteins, like Ajuba, Zyxin or Angiomotin (Marie et al., 

2003)(Rauskolb et al., 2014)(Mana-Capelli et al., 2014). 
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Figure 7. Multiple mechanical inputs regulate Yap/Taz activation. A Large adhesive 

areas lead to Yap/Taz activation (nuclear localization). This can be caused by low cell 

densities and/or stiff matrices. B Small adhesive areas lead to Yap/Taz inactivation 

(cytoplasmic localization). This can result of soft matrices and/or high cell densities. Adapted 

from Halder et al., 2012. 

 

 

4.2 Roles in Repair and Regeneration 

 

Due to its functions in regulating cell numbers during developmental 

processes, the Hippo pathway has become a key pathway to be addressed 

in repair situations. The initial clue that this pathway could play a major role 

in injury recovering tissues was found in the Drosophila intestine. It was 

shown that upon damage, Yki is activated in the intestinal stem cells and 

enterocytes, allowing proliferation to occur replacing the needed cells. In this 

system, the activation of the JNK and Jak/Stat signaling pathways that 

inhibit the Hippo core kinase cascade leads to Yki activation (Shaw et al., 

2010)(Staley and Irvine, 2010). This phenomenon was found to be 

conserved in mouse models of intestinal repair, with Yap being required for 
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proper intestine regeneration but not for the normal homeostasis process 

(Cai et al., 2010)(Zhou et al., 2011). 

More recently, in neonatal mice hearts, which retain the ability to restore 

cardiomyocyte numbers upon damage, has been shown that Yap/Taz 

promote this regenerative capacity by stimulating IGF and Wnt pathways. 

Conversely, in the adult mice heart that shows limited regenerative abilities, 

the core kinase Hippo cascade appears to be active even in injury 

situations, restricting Yap pro-proliferative abilities (Xin et al., 2013)(Heallen 

et al., 2013). Also in mouse models, Yap and Taz were shown to regulate 

cutaneous wound healing: downregulation of either of these genes leads to 

a delay in wound healing (Lee et al., 2013) 

In animals with greater regenerative capabilities such as flatworms, Yki/Yap 

have pleiotropic functions related to size control, namely in maintaining 

organ homeostasis and regeneration, stem cell proliferation and axial 

patterning (Lin and Pearson, 2014)(Demircan and Berezikov, 2013). In 

epimorphic regeneration situations, the role of the Hippo/Yap pathway 

remains little investigated, nevertheless in Xenopus limb bud regeneration it 

has been shown that Yap was upregulated upon amputation and controlled 

cell proliferation levels, being required for regeneration to proceed (Hayashi 

et al., 2014). Moreover, through the use of a conditional dominant negative 

form of Yap, ectopic apoptosis was induced and regeneration was defective 

(Hayashi et al., 2014). 

  

 

4.3 Regulatory Functions in Stemness and Differentiation 

 

Since the initial reports on the role of Hippo pathway controlling 

developmental cell proliferation and consequently organ size, several 

studies have arisen drawing attention to its potential functions as a main 

regulator of cell differentiation and establishing cell fate. In particular, 
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studies in various tissue specific progenitors and stem cell types have 

shown that ectopic expression of Yap inhibits differentiation and maintains 

undifferentiated progenitor states, namely in the epidermis, intestine, 

muscle, neural tube as well as mesenchymal stem cell populations (Figure 

8A). This effect was also observed in mouse embryonic stem cells and in 

induced pluripotent stem cells. On the contrary, Yap knockdown leads to 

loss of pluripotency states (Zhao et al., 2011)(Hiemer and Varelas, 2013). 

Importantly, Yap/Taz are involved in the determination of the first cell fate 

decision in the mouse embryo: the choice between trophectoderm and inner 

cell mass. The intracellular distribution of Yap/Taz within the blastocyst is 

controlled by apical-basal polarity proteins. The more compacted, apolar 

cells with cytoplasmic Yap/Taz, will become inner cell mass cells; 

conversely, in sparser, polarized cells with nuclear Yap/Taz, trophectoderm 

forms (Nishioka et al., 2009)(Varelas, 2014) (Figure 8B). 

In regeneration situations that depend on stem cell activation, such as the 

intestine, Yap/Taz not only stimulate proliferation, but also maintain and 

expand the progenitor pool, via cooperation with other signaling pathways, 

such as Wnt and TGFβ (Mauviel et al., 2011)(Azzolin et al., 2012)(Barry et 

al., 2012)(Fujii et al., 2012). Recently, it has been shown that Yap plays a 

key role in inducing dedifferentiation of hepatocytes upon partial liver 

removal, through activation of the Notch pathway (Yimlamai et al., 2014). In 

the context of epimorphic regeneration, in which several lineages must 

dedifferentiate and contribute to the blastema, Yap/Taz roles have never 

been addressed. 
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Figure 8. Yap/Taz intracellular localization influences cell differentiation decisions. A 

Active Yap/Taz can bind to a variety of transcription factors promoting self-renewal or 

differentiation of different cell types, directing cell fate. ESC, embryonic stem cells; iPSC, 

induced pluripotent stem cells; ISC, intestinal stem cells. Adapted from Hiemer and Varelas, 

2013. B Depending on their intracellular localization, Yap/Taz lead to different cell fate 

outcomes in the early mouse embryo. In the outer cells, Yap/Taz are active (nuclear) leading 

to trophectoderm formation; in the inner cells, Yap/Taz are inactive (cytoplasmic) leading to 

inner cell mass formation. Adapted from Varelas, 2014. 
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4.4 The Hippo/Yap pathway in Zebrafish  

 

In zebrafish, the conservation in components and function of the Hippo 

pathway has remained little explored, although the main core components 

are present and many similarities with the mammals’ Hippo pathway do 

exist. Several studies have shown important roles for some members of the 

Hippo pathway, namely Yap and Taz, during zebrafish development. These 

include the developing zebrafish brain, eyes, neural crest and pronephros 

(Jiang et al., 2009)(Engel et al., 2009)(Yuan et al., 2009)(Hu et al., 2013). 

Importantly, some studies have identified a role in cell differentiation during 

zebrafish development similar to what has been described in mammals 

(Hong et al., 2005)(Gee et al., 2011)(Asaoka et al., 2014). Nonetheless 

issues addressing growth control for the establishment or recovery of final 

organ size have never been thoroughly addressed. 
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5. Aims and Scope 

 

The ability to recapitulate a lost organ upon severe tissue damage is a 

prominent feature of vertebrate epimorphic regeneration. In this process, the 

accurate retrieval of native organ size and form constitute important 

characteristics. Classically, studies on regenerative growth control have 

focused on morphological properties. More recently, a molecular approach 

has been undertaken and led to the identification of regulatory factors, 

whose contribution to final organ size is still not entirely understood. 

This PhD thesis aims at understanding the fundamental biology of size-

control during regeneration, using the zebrafish caudal fin and fin fold as 

model systems. The central intent is to study, identify and extend the 

knowledge on the mechanisms by which final organ size is accomplished 

and how this process is regulated by positional information cues during 

injury situations.  

In Chapter II, I demonstrate that the larval fin fold is a suitable model for in 

vivo regeneration studies, by using live imaging, and explore the relations 

between tissues and cells contributing for this regenerative system. This 

analysis was performed with the goal of further understanding the 

mechanisms and cell behaviors by which regenerating systems sustain 

positional memory. 

In Chapter III, I describe the establishment of a chemical screen assay in 

zebrafish fin fold regeneration, designed to target and identify small 

molecules affecting organ size upon amputation. This strategy pursued the 

main objective of broadening our knowledge of signaling pathways that 

instruct or interfere with position information, affecting final size during 

epimorphic regeneration. 

In Chapter IV, I investigate how regenerative growth is governed by 

extracellular mechanical inputs in the adult zebrafish caudal fin, influencing 

the recovery of fin size upon injury. In particular, the primary purpose of this 
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work was to explore new and alternative mechanisms of growth control 

within the epimorphic regeneration field. 

The final chapter of this thesis, Chapter V, is a general discussion of the 

results obtained, integrating and correlating them with the most recent 

literature. Furthermore, I propose future directions for the study of positional 

memory and organ size in regeneration as well as consider parallels on 

growth control between regeneration and cancer biology. 
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A MODEL FOR IN VIVO REGENERATION STUDIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter is based in the following manuscript: 

In Vivo Cell and Tissue Dynamics Underlying Zebrafish Fin Fold Regeneration 

Rita Mateus, Telmo Pereira, Sara Sousa, Joana Esteves de Lima, Susana Pascoal, 

Leonor Saúde and Antonio Jacinto (2012), PLoS ONE 7(12): e51766. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0051766 
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“It is possible that during the initiation of migration, the mesenchymal cells 

are under strongest 'directive' influence (…)” 

 

 

In An Analysis of In Vivo Cell Migration during Teleost Fin Morphogenesis 

A.Wood and P. Thorogood, 1984 
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1. Summary 

 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) has a remarkable capacity to regenerate many 

organs and tissues. During larval stages the fin fold allows the possibility of 

performing long time-lapse imaging making this system very appealing to 

study the relationships between tissue movements, cell migration and 

proliferation necessary for the regeneration process. Through the combined 

use of transgenic fluorescently-labeled animals and confocal microscopy 

imaging, we characterized in vivo the complete fin fold regeneration 

process. We show, for the first time, that there is an increase in the global 

rate of epidermal growth as a response to tissue loss. Also enhanced 

significantly is cell proliferation, which upon amputation happens in a broad 

area concerning the amputation level and not in a blastema-restricted way. 

This reveals a striking difference with regard to the adult fin regeneration 

system. Finally, an accumulation of migratory, shape-changing fibroblasts 

occurs proximally to the wound area, resembling a blastemal-like structure, 

which may act as a signaling center for the regeneration process to 

proceed. These findings provide a novel in vivo description of fundamental 

mechanisms occurring during the fin fold regeneration process, thereby 

contributing to a better knowledge of this regenerative system and to reveal 

variations in the epimorphic regeneration field. 

 

 

1.1 Keywords 

 

Regeneration, zebrafish, fin fold, development, migration, in vivo 

characterization. 
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2. Introduction 
 

Most vertebrates, including humans, are unable to regenerate the majority 

of lost or damaged tissues. In contrast, lower vertebrates such as zebrafish 

(Danio rerio) are able to regenerate many of their organs upon amputation. 

These animals have the amazing and extremely useful capacity of restoring 

a fully functional organ, through a process of epimorphic regeneration. This 

type of regeneration involves a specialized and transient tissue, the 

blastema, that plays a key role in the signaling and proliferation events that 

are necessary to recover the lost organ (Morgan, 1901). The blastema is 

composed of undifferentiated cells that are recruited to the amputation plane 

(Echeverri et al., 2001)(Kragl et al., 2009)(Knopf et al., 2011)(Sousa et al., 

2011), and is enclosed by a wound epidermis that also plays a central role 

in terms of signaling (Lee et al., 2009)(Campbell et al., 2011)(Campbell et 

al., 2008).  

The zebrafish has emerged as a powerful model system to perform 

regeneration studies due to its high regenerative potential coupled to 

availability of genetic tools. Kawakami et al (2004) proposed a new 

zebrafish-based regeneration system: the early fin primordium (or fin fold) of 

the 2 days post-fertilization (dpf) larva (Kawakami et al., 2004). This model 

was established on the basis of its similarities to the adult zebrafish caudal 

fin system. In particular, the existence of the three regeneration phases 

(wound healing, blastema formation and regenerative outgrowth), the 

formation of similar structures upon amputation (i.e. wound epidermis) and a 

large number of coincident upregulated expression markers (Yoshinari et 

al., 2009)(Ishida et al., 2010). In addition, the fin fold model presents some 

advantages in comparison to the adult model, namely the speed of 

regeneration, since in the fin fold the full process takes only 72 hours to 

complete restoration of the lost tissue, and the structural simplicity of this 

non-vascularized appendage (Mathew et al., 2009) since it is only 

composed of five layers of tissue. In the larva fin fold, a middle layer of 
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mesenchyme, composed of fibroblast-like cells (Wood and Thorogood, 

1984)(Feitosa et al., 2012), nerves and actinotrichia (Durán et al., 

2011)(Zhang et al., 2010), is surrounded by two layers of epidermis 

containing basal p63-positive keratinocytes, with underlying basement 

membranes (Slanchev et al., 2009)(Dane and Tucker, 1985) (Figure 1A). 

Our goal was to characterize in vivo the complete fin fold regeneration 

process, by using advanced time-lapse confocal imaging of transgenic 

animals. In particular, we followed the three regeneration stages to unveil 

how the tissue behaves and recovers after an amputation, in terms of 

interactions between epidermal layers of tissue and individual migratory 

mesenchymal cells. Furthermore, we analyzed the orientation of cell division 

and rate of proliferation in a systematic manner. We show that there is an 

increase in the global rate of epidermal growth as a response to tissue loss 

that is not directly dependent on local proliferation. Interestingly, proliferation 

is enhanced upon amputation but happens in a broad area surrounding the 

amputation level and not in a blastema-restricted way. This reveals a 

striking difference with regard to the adult system. Additionally, we found 

that a population of polarized, migratory, shape-changing mesenchymal 

cells accumulates proximally to the wound area, resembling a blastemal-like 

structure, which may act as a signaling center for the regenerative process 

(Process Overview Figure 1B). 
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Figure 1. Fin fold organization and regeneration. A Representation of the composition of 

the 2 dpf fin fold cell types and structures, including their respective organization. A’, A’’, A’’’ 

Representative in vivo fin fold images to illustrate the previous described structures. A’-A’’ 

Immunostaining with anti-P63 and anti-GFP together with DAPI, in 2 dpf uncut β–actin:mGFP 

transgenic larvae. Note that P63 only labels a subset of the epithelial nuclei, which 

corresponds to the lower epithelial cell layer of the fin fold. Epithelial cell membranes are 

evidenced by the expression of the transgene. Scale bars correspond to 50µm and 10µm 

respectively. A’’’ Live imaging of 2 dpf uncut nrd:eGFP transgenics, that is expressed in the 

nerves throughout the fin fold. Scale bar corresponds to 50µm. B Schematic overview 

representing the main findings occurring after amputation of the 2 dpf larva fin fold, as a part 

of the regenerative process, addressed throughout this chapter. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 Ethics Statement  

All experiments involving animals were approved by the Animal User and 

Ethical Committees at Instituto de Medicina Molecular, according with 

directives from Direcção Geral Veterinária (PORT 1005/92). 

 

3.2 Zebrafish lines, maintenance and surgery 

All Zebrafish lines used were maintained in a re-circulating system with a 14 

h/day and 10 h/night cycle at 28°C. Embryos were gathered as described in 

The Zebrafish Book and kept in E3 zebrafish embryo medium at 28°C until 

reaching the desired developmental stage. Both AB and Tuebingen wild-

type lines were used. The transgenic lines used for live imaging were: Tg(β-

actin:mGFP) (Cooper et al., 2005), Tg(H2a.f/z-GFP)kca66 (Geldmacher-voss 

et al., 2001), Tg(actb1:myl12.1-eGFP) (Behrndt et al., 2012), 

Tg(EF1α:mKO2-zCdt1(1/190))rw0405b (Sugiyama et al., 2009) and GT(ctnna-

Citrine)ct3a (Žigman et al., 2010). These lines were kindly provided by 

Mathias Koppen, Zirc, Carl-Philipp Heisenberg, Atsushi Miyawaki and 

Mihaela Zigman, respectively. The mutant line pptta98 (Hammerschmidt et 

al., 1996) was kindly given by Carl-Philipp Heisenberg. All fin fold 

amputations were performed in embryos anaesthetized in 0.1% MS-222 

(Sigma) using a scalpel as previously described (Kawakami et al., 2004). 

Regeneration was then allowed to proceed until defined time points at 28°C. 
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3.3 osteopontin:eGFP transgenic line generation 

A bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) that included the zebrafish 

osteopontin (also known as spp1) locus (CH73-213K3, BACPAC Resources 

Center) was used as a template to amplify a 1295bp fragment, comprising 

the 1244bp sequence upstream of the translational start site and the first 

51bp of the coding sequence. The following set of primers were used for 

amplification: Fwd 5’CATGATATCTCAGGGCACTACGG3’ and Rev 

5’TACACAGAAGACTGTGGCGACG3’. The promoter region was cloned in 

a modified version of pMinitol:MCS (Balciunas et al., 2006) that included 

βglobin-5´HS4 insulator sequences flanking the transgene (Bessa et al., 

2009). Microinjections to generate the transgenic embryos were performed 

at one cell-stage of wild-type AB strain, according to standard procedures. 

The final plasmid was named pMinitol2.5-osteopontin:eGFP and 52 ng/µL of 

DNA was co-injected with 112ng/µL of capped transposase mRNA and 1% 

of rhodamine B dextran (10,000 MW, Invitrogen), diluted in 1x Danieau's 

solution (58 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM KCl, 0.4 mM MgSO4, 5 mM HEPES, 0.6 mM 

Ca(NO3)2). 

 

3.4 Microinjection of zebrafish embryos 

Wild-type AB strain one-cell stage embryos were injected using standard 

procedures with 100pg Utrophin-GFP mRNA, produced by linearization of 

pcs2-utrophin-GFP (Burkel et al., 2007) with NotI (Fermentas), and 

transcribed using the SP6 mMESSAGE mMACHINE High Yield Capped 

RNA Transcription Kit (Ambion). A PV-820 Pico-injector (World Precision 

Instruments) and a Narashige micromanipulator were used for 

microinjection.  
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3.5 Live imaging 

Wound healing time-lapse imaging was performed in 2 dpf injected 

Utrophin-GFP, actb1:myl12.1-eGFP or ctnna-Citrine transgenic embryos. 

Animals were amputated 5 minutes prior to imaging. Sequential time-lapse 

imaging was performed in β-actin:mGFP, H2a.f/z-GFP and  of 2 dpf, 3 dpf 

and 4 dpf embryos both in uncut and amputated fin folds at several 

regeneration stages. In both cases, a Zeiss5Live confocal microscope was 

used and images were acquired using a 20x dipping objective every minute 

for wound healing imaging, every 2 minutes for β-actin:mGFP experiments, 

and every 10 minutes for H2a.f/z-GFP. Long time-lapse imaging (up to 12h) 

and shape monitoring time-lapse imaging (up to 3h) was performed using 

2dpf double positive embryos from an osteopontin:eGFP and EF1α:mKO2-

zCdt1 cross both in uncut and amputated fin folds. Images were acquired 

every 5 minutes for long time-lapse and every minute for shape monitoring 

time-lapse, using a ZeissLSM710 with a 40x oil objective. All in vivo imaging 

was performed in anaesthetized animals with 0.1% MS222 (Sigma) diluted 

in E3 zebrafish embryo medium.  

 

3.6 Immunofluorescence 

This protocol was adapted from Neugebauer et al., 2009 with the following 

modifications: embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Sigma) 

at 4°C overnight (o/n), then transferred to 100% Methanol (MeOH) (Merck) 

and stored at -20ºC o/n. Then embryos were rehydrated gradually in series 

of MeOH/phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and washed twice for 5 minutes 

with 1% PBS-TritonX-100, followed by a 7 minute permeabilization with 

100% acetone at -20ºC. Then the embryos were washed in 0.1% Triton-

X100, 1% DMSO (Sigma) and 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Sigma) in 

PBS (PBDX), followed by a 2 hour blocking in 0.1% Triton-X100, 1% DMSO, 
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1% BSA and 5% goat serum in PBS. The embryos were incubated in 

primary antibodies (listed in Appendix IV) diluted in blocking solution, o/n at 

4ºC. The embryos were then washed several times in PBDX and incubated 

in secondary antibodies (listed in Appendix IV) and/or with phalloidin (1:200, 

conjugated with Alexa Fluor 568, Invitrogen) diluted in blocking solution, o/n 

at 4ºC. The next day, embryos were washed several times as previously 

and DAPI (Sigma) was applied in 0.001mg/mL of PBS. Embryos were 

mounted in 80% Glycerol, 2% DABCO (Sigma) diluted in PBS and then 

imaged using a ZeissLSM710 confocal microscope. In stainings where 

phalloidin was used, there was no MeOH transfer and there was a direct 

continuation of the protocol after o/n fixation with PFA. 

 

3.7 3D Image processing 

To create the 3D images, the original z-stack acquired data was treated 

using the Imaris software with the easy 3D option. 

 

3.8 Image analysis and quantification  

For all movie analysis, maximum intensity z-stack projections were made 

using the LSM Image Browser software. 

For tissue movement analysis, raw images were registered using the 

ImageJ plugin StackReg (rigidbody transformation), to correct for non-

specific movement. Vector velocity fields were obtained using mpiv toolbox 

for Matlab (64 pixel window, 0.5 window overlap, 40 pixel window 

displacement, mqd algorithm, with two recursive checks). Resultant vector 

fields were filtered (median filter, threshold 2, kriging interpolation) and 

smoothed (weighting method) to remove stray vectors and homogenize the 

result respectively. This analysis was performed using three images, equally 

separated in time (2.5 hours), for each time-lapse movie. To remove erratic 
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vectors which appear outside the fin fold area, images were segmented 

using the Matlab watershed algorithm (binary conversion threshold=0) and 

eroded (disk size=3 pixels). The obtained segmented mask was used to 

reveal the real vectors. The three resultant vector fields were averaged point 

by point to generate vector field images. The average tissue velocity for 

each movie was obtained by averaging the vector norms. Resultant data 

was plotted using GraphPad Prism software and two-tailed Mann-Whitney 

tests were performed between the several conditions (p<0.05). 5 samples 

were used for each condition. 

Proliferation analysis was performed using an ImageJ plugin, ObjectJ. This 

plugin was used to manually identify: all cytokinesis events, taking into 

account their orientation, fin fold area and the notochord axis. Resultant 

data was processed, normalized (area normalization) and corrected (fin fold 

rotation and translation) in Matlab. Images showing all cell divisions were 

created using Matlab to project all cell divisions in the correct location 

relative to the keyframe chosen to represent the movie. Cell division angles 

were separated into regions according to their location (angle with 

notochord axis). For each region, angles were divided in 45 degrees 

intervals, and plotted accordingly. Normalized cell divisions (total numbers) 

were plotted using GraphPad Prism software, and two-tailed Mann-Whitney 

tests were performed between the several conditions (p<0.05). For each 

condition the sample number is n=5. 

Mesenchymal cell movies were registered using the ImageJ plugin 

MultiStackReg (rigidbody transformation), to correct for non-specific 

movement.   
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4. Results 

  

4.1 Wound healing is initiated by an abrupt tissue contraction and 

formation of an actomyosin cable. 

Upon amputation, the regeneration process is initiated by a wound healing 

phase. To start the in vivo characterization of this process we looked at the 

dynamics of wound closure upon injury. For that we used live cytoskeleton 

markers and established a fast time-lapse imaging protocol. In the fin fold, 

the wound healing is achieved through a rapid contraction of the epidermal 

tissue through the formation of an actomyosin cable at the leading edge. 

The accumulation of both Actin and Myosin is observed as early as 5 

minutes post-amputation (minpa), before the main tissue contraction events 

have happened (Figure 2A, E). By 8 minpa the cable is fully formed (Figure 

2B, F arrow) and from this time point until one hour post-amputation (hpa), 

the tissue contraction exerted by the actomyosin cable appears to be the 

driving force for the wound to close and to allow the opposite leading edge 

cells to connect and seal the hole (Figure 2A-D and E-H, arrowheads). After 

the wound is closed (1 hpa), the cable is no longer detected and the tissue 

relaxes back to its original shape (1-3 hpa). Also present at the wound 

leading edge cells is the adherens junction component, Alpha-Catenin, 

which accumulates in a similar manner to Actin and Myosin (Figure 2 I-L). 

To confirm that this protein co-localizes with the actomyosin cable, we 

performed immunohistochemistry in 5 minpa Alpha-Catenin transgenics and 

observed that indeed Alpha-Catenin co-localizes with F-Actin in the cable 

(Figure 3). This indicates that the actomyosin cable at the leading edge is a 

complex structure readily assembled to enable contraction of the tissue and 

sealing of the open wound.  
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In order to address if the fin fold regeneration dynamics can be affected by 

the type of injury and/or size of it, we compared the regenerative ability of fin 

folds with different amputation planes. We could observe that the dynamics 

were similar in all cases analyzed, namely: in fin folds that were amputated 

just distal to the notochord (Regular cut); in fin folds that were amputated at 

a central position between the notochord and the fin tip (Half-size cut); and 

in fin folds that were diagonally amputated in the dorsal side (Diagonal cut). 

In all cases the fins recovered at the same time, even though the fins that 

suffered a Regular cut had to regenerate more tissue in the same time 

period (Figure 4). Also there were no differences between different zebrafish 

wild type strains. Since the regeneration dynamics were similar we opted to 

do a more thorough analysis of the whole process after using always a 

Regular cut. 

Figure 2. Abrupt tissue contraction and actomyosin cable formation initiate wound 

healing. A–D Sequential images of a representative in vivo 55 min time-lapse movie of an 
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Utrophin-GFP mRNA-injected 2 dpf larva at different time-points after amputation. A At 

5minpa, there is accumulation of Actin at the leading edge cells. B By 8 minpa the Actin 

cable is assembled (arrow) and there is tissue contraction - note displacement of arrowheads 

in comparison with A. C At 30 minpa, the tissue has fully contracted. D At 60 minpa, the 

wound inflicted by the amputation is closed. E–H Sequential images of a representative in 

vivo 55 min time-lapse movie of a 2 dpf actb1:myl12.1-eGFP transgenic larva. E At 5minpa, 

there is accumulation of Myosin at the leading edge cells. F By 8 minpa the Myosin cable is 

assembled (arrow) and there is tissue contraction – note displacement of arrowheads in 

comparison with E. G At 30 minpa, the tissue has fully contracted. H At 60 minpa, the wound 

inflicted by the amputation is closed. I–L Sequential images of a representative in vivo 55 

min time-lapse movie of a 2 dpf ctnna-Citrine transgenic larva at different time-points after 

amputation. I At 5minpa, there is accumulation of Alpha-Catenin at the leading edge cells. J 

By 8 minpa this accumulation appears to localize to the actomyosin cable (arrow) and there 

is tissue contraction - note displacement of arrowheads in comparison with I. K At 30 minpa, 

the tissue has fully contracted and Alpha-Catenin is still localized at the wound edge. L At 60 

minpa, the wound inflicted by the amputation is closed. Anterior is on the left and scale bars 

correspond to 50µm in all images; n = 5 larvae per condition. See also Movies 1-3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Alpha-Catenin is present in the actin 

cable during wound healing. Representative frame 

part of the 3D reconstruction of a representative 

immunostaining against anti-GFP to detect Alpha-

Catenin (green) and phalloidin to detect F-actin (red) in 

2 dpf 5 minpa Alpha-Catenin-Citrine (ctnna-Citrine) 

transgenic larva. Arrow indicates the presence of the 

actin cable. Scale bar corresponds to 50µm. n=5 

larvae. See also Movie 4.  
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Figure 4. The fin fold regeneration dynamics are independent of the size of 

amputation. Representative brightfield live images of AB (A–L) and TU (M–X) wild-type 

larvae during several stages of the regenerative process and their respective age-matched 

uncut controls. Larvae were subjected to different amputation planes (Regular, Half-size and 
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Diagonal cuts) and followed throughout the next 3 regenerating days, time point in which the 

regenerative ability was accessed. 5 Larvae per condition. 

 

4.2 Epidermal tissue growth is increased upon fin fold amputation 

but maintains its developmental pattern. 

Following the termination of the wound healing phase, blastema formation 

takes place and then the fin outgrows. In the zebrafish fin fold, these two 

last stages are closely interconnected as the fin fold regenerates in a short 

period of time. Therefore, we opted to not distinguish between these two 

phases in very precise time points and instead we considered them as one 

continuous and progressive process. In order to follow the behavior of 

epidermal cells, which are the main tissue type that composes the fin fold, 

we did 5 hour long sequential time-lapse imaging starting at 1 hpa in the fin 

fold of 2 dpf larvae, using the transgenic β-actin:mGFP larvae (Cooper et al., 

2005), that labels cell outlines (see Experimental Outline Figure 5A). We 

compared the behavior of this tissue upon amputation in 6 time points along 

the blastema and outgrowth phases with its behavior during normal 

development in age-matched uncut fins. To quantitatively analyze these 

data, we performed an image correlation analysis on our images to estimate 

the velocity fields throughout the fin fold along time. This allowed us not only 

to see the final position and direction of the displacement vectors in the fin 

fold epidermis, but also to calculate the rate at which the tissue is 

expanding. Taking this into account, the general pattern of epidermal growth 

during development of the fin fold in 2 dpf, 3 dpf and 4 dpf zebrafish larvae 

is characterized as being radial, expanding  distally along the anterior-

posterior axis and to the fin’s sides (Figure 5B Uncut). During the blastema 

and outgrowth phases of regeneration, this pattern is maintained (Figure 

5B), but its average velocity is significantly increased with regard to the age-

matched uncut controls, mainly in the distal periphery of the epidermal 
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tissue (Figure 5C Red Areas). This increase in the average speed in a 

specific direction of epidermal growth is observed throughout most stages of 

regeneration when compared to the corresponding uncut developmental 

stages (Figure 5D). In summary, the fin fold epidermis has a defined pattern 

of growth that is not influenced by the occurrence of an amputation. 

Nevertheless, to recover from amputation, the epidermal tissue responds by 

significantly increasing its growth rate.  
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Figure 5. Epidermal tissue growth is enhanced upon fin fold amputation. A 

Experimental outline of the live imaging procedures taking into account not only the post 

amputation hours (hpa) but also the developmental days of the larvae (dpf). All the 

amputations were performed in 2 dpf larvae, and these were allowed to regenerate until the 

desired hour, the time point in which they were imaged for 5 hours. Taking into account that 
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the regeneration procedure takes several days, age-matched uncut controls were imaged in 

the same conditions and for the same amount of time for accurate comparison. B 

Representative maps of vector velocity fields (VVFs) depicting the tissue movement direction 

along 5h sequential time-lapse imaging of the fin fold regenerative process and respective 

age-matched uncut controls of β-actin:mGFP transgenics. C Representative heat maps of 

the VVFs shown in B depicting the tissue velocity in the fin fold area along the same 5h 

sequential blocks of the fin fold regenerative process and respective age-matched uncut 

controls. The red end of the spectrum correlates with higher velocity (0 to 10 µm.hour-1) 

within a given experiment. D Average velocity (µm.hour-1) of VVFs of 5 larvae per condition 

represented in B–C. Color code matches the Experimental Outline in A. *P value<0.05; 

Mann-Whitney test values: 2 dpf uncut<>3 dpf uncut = 0.03; 2 dpf uncut<>1–6 hpa = 0.03; 3 

dpf uncut<>21–26 hpa = 0.03; 3 dpf uncut<>31–36 hpa = 0.03; 4 dpf uncut<>41–46 hpa = 

0.03; 4 dpf uncut<>51–56 hpa = 0.02; 5 larvae per condition. Anterior is on the left and scale 

bars correspond to 50µm. See also Movies 5-6. 

 

4.3 Proliferation significantly increases during regeneration in a 

non-circumscribed area. 

One of the key characteristics of epimorphic regeneration is the occurrence 

of a boost of proliferation, precisely restricted in time and space mainly in 

the blastema (Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002). To determine whether the 

observed increase in the velocity of epidermal growth can be due to an 

increase in proliferation, we performed our in vivo time-lapse assay in uncut 

and amputated fins (Figure 5A). In order to detect the nuclei of all cells 

present in the fin fold, we used the transgenic H2a.f/z-GFP (Geldmacher-

voss et al., 2001) and quantified all visible cytokinesis events. We found that 

during larval development, the proliferation rate was progressively reduced 

from younger (2 dpf) to older (4 dpf) larvae (Figure 6A-B Uncut). In 

amputated animals, we observed no differences in the number of cell 

divisions in the initial stages after wound healing (1-6 hpa), when compared 
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to the 2 dpf uncut control. On the other hand, by 11-16 hpa the cell 

proliferation had increased significantly when compared to the uncut control 

(Figure 6B). At 21-26 hpa, the proliferation continued to be significantly 

higher with regard to 3 dpf uncut controls, albeit at lower levels than those 

recorded at 11-16 hpa. From 21 hpa until the end of the regenerative 

process the proliferation levels kept decreasing, until reaching the same rate 

as uncut controls (Figure 6A-B 4 dpf). These results led us to conclude that 

during regeneration of the fin fold, proliferation is precisely controlled in time. 

Regarding spatial restriction, we surprisingly observed that the fin fold tissue 

responded to the amputation by increasing proliferation in a global manner, 

instead of being restricted to the most distal portion of the fin fold (Figure 

6A), in clear contrast to what happens during zebrafish adult caudal fin 

regeneration where proliferation is mainly observed within the blastema 

region (Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002)(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2002). Since 

proliferation events are many times associated and dependent on apoptosis 

(Chera et al., 2009), we performed immunohistochemistry to detect active 

caspase 3 in uncut and amputated fins throughout the regenerative process 

and could never find significant levels of apoptosis in both experimental 

conditions (Figure 7). In conclusion, the zebrafish fin fold shows a timely 

control of proliferation upon amputation, but this is not delimited to a region 

of the fin fold, happening generally throughout the fin.  
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Figure 6. Global levels of proliferation significantly increase during regeneration in a 

non-spatially restricted manner. A Representative projections of H2a.f/z-GFP transgenics 

showing total cell divisions (marked in red) which occurred during 5 hour sequential time-

lapse imaging movies of the fin fold regenerative process and respective age-matched uncut 

controls. B Average number of cell divisions occurring per 100µm2 in the several conditions 
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represented in A. Color code matches the Experimental Outline in Fig. 3A. **P value<0.01, 

*P value<0.05; Mann-Whitney test values: 2 dpf uncut<>3 dpf uncut = 0.008; 2 dpf uncut<>4 

dpf uncut = 0.008; 2 dpf uncut<>11–16 hpa = 0.008; 3 dpf uncut<>21–26 hpa = 0.02; 3 dpf 

uncut<>31–36 hpa = 0.06; 5 larvae per condition. Anterior is on the left and scale bars 

correspond to 50µm. See also Movies 7-8. 

 

Figure 7. Apoptosis is not 

present during fin fold 

regeneration. Representative 

immunofluorescence with anti-

Active Caspase3 in uncut and 

amputated larvae of 3 dpf (A–

B), 4 dpf (C–D) and 5 dpf (E–

F). Arrow indicates the 

presence of an apoptotic cell. 

n=5 larvae per condition. Scale 

bar corresponds to 50µm in all 

images.  
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4.4 Cell divisions in the fin fold are stereotypically oriented during 

normal development and follow a randomization tendency upon 

amputation. 

It has been shown that the orientation of cell division is essential during 

embryonic development and contributes throughout growth and patterning 

events of several structures as well as during elongation of the embryo 

(Quesada-Hernández et al., 2010)(Žigman et al., 2010). Since we observed 

significant changes in the cell proliferation rate upon amputation, we asked 

whether the orientation of cell division could contribute to the regeneration of 

the fin fold. To analyze this, we divided the fin fold in 4 regions by 

establishing 2 main axes, one parallel along the notochord (anterior-

posterior axis) and one just distal to the tip of the notochord, perpendicular 

to it (dorso-ventral axis) (Figure 8). This allowed us to have a reference 

point to measure the angles at which cytokinesis occurs, in a 360 degree 

scale. In 2 dpf uncut control larvae, in regions 1 and 4, which are laterally 

located to the notochord, 78% and 67% of all cell divisions observed 

occurred in the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis, respectively (Figure 8A). These 

had a predominant angle of cytokinesis occurring mainly in the intervals of 

315-45 degrees and 135-225 degrees (Figure 8A and Figure 9). Hence the 

major direction of growth in these regions is parallel to the notochord, which 

likely contributes to the elongation of the body axis (Figure 8A’). Regarding 

regions 2 and 3, distally located to the notochord, 57% and 74% of the cell 

divisions occurred in the dorso-ventral (D-V) axis respectively, since they 

had a predominant angle of cytokinesis in the interval of 225-315 degrees 

and 45-135 degrees (Figure 8A). This pattern of growth likely allows the fin 

fold to expand to its sides (Figure 8A’). These results are in accordance with 

the pattern of growth obtained in our vector velocity field analysis (Figure 

5B) and led us to conclude that the cell divisions in the zebrafish fin fold are 
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stereotypically oriented during its development. A more detailed analysis 

using 45 degree angle intervals led to the same conclusions (Figure 9). 

Nevertheless, upon amputation, no statistically significant differences were 

observed in any of the analyzed regions when compared to uncut controls. 

Cell divisions happening in regions 1 and 4 kept the same behavior as in 

uncut controls, preserving the stereotypical orientations (Figure 8B-C; B’-C’; 

Regions 1 and 4); however, we verified a slight increase in the percentage 

of cell divisions in the A-P axis in regions 2 and 3 when compared to the 

same regions in uncut controls, both in the first regeneration time point 

(Figure 8B) as well as in the proliferation peak time point (Figure 8C). Thus, 

there seems to be a tendency for randomization of the angles of cell division 

during these regeneration stages (Figure 8B’-C’). During later stages of 

regeneration, we could not establish this analysis due to low cell division 

numbers.  

Taking into account that we observed a tendency for randomization during 

the wild-type fin fold regenerative process, we decided to functionally 

determine if disruption of cell division orientation could influence fin fold 

regeneration. For that, we tested the regenerative capacity of the zebrafish 

mutant pipetail (ppt), a mutant for wnt5b (Hammerschmidt et al., 1996). It 

has been shown that this gene is part of the non-canonical WNT and planar 

cell polarity signaling pathways; ppt -/- animals have impaired cell 

movements during posterior tailbud formation, leading to defects in tail 

elongation and resulting in posterior body shortening (Marlow et al., 2004). 

Importantly, wnt5b together with other members of the PCP pathway have 

been implicated in establishing stereotypical cell divisions during 

morphogenesis (Kilian et al., 2003)(Gong et al., 2004). By amputating the fin 

fold of homozygous ppt mutants at 2 dpf, we found that they were capable 

of regenerate within 3 days, being morphologically similar to wild-type 

(Figure 10A-B). By quantifying the fin fold area of 5 dpf mutants at 3 dpa 

versus matching wildtype larvae, we did not find significant differences 
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(Figure 10C). Although noticeably notochord defects could be noticed in the 

ppt -/- larvae, this phenotype did not appear to influence the regenerative 

process (Figure 10A-B, arrow).  

In summary, we conclude that changes in the pattern of cell division 

orientation do not seem to be a major determinant of fin growth during 

regeneration. 

 

Figure 8. Cell division orientation in the fin fold shows a tendency for randomization 

predisposition upon amputation. Distribution of division angles according to the interval of 

225–315º and 45–135º (orange) or 315–45º and 135–225º (blue) in the designated regions 

1–4 of the fin fold in A 2 dpf uncut control B 2 dpf 1–6 hpa C 2 dpf 11–16 hpa. Predominant 

growth direction in the regions 1–4 taking into account the orientation of the majority of cell 

divisions happening in A’ 2 dpf uncut control B’ 2 dpf 1–6 hpa C’ 2 dpf 11–16 hpa. n=193 
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divisions in 2 dpf uncut, n=175 divisions in 2 dpf 1–6 hpa, n=258 divisions in 2 dpf 11–16 

hpa; 5 larvae per condition. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Detailed distribution of cell division angles in the 4 regions of the fin fold. 

Distribution of cell division angles according to the interval of 0-45º (orange), 45–90º (yellow), 

90-135º (green) and 135–180º (blue) in the designated regions 1–4 of the fin fold. 
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Figure 10. Pipetail mutants 

accomplish fin fold regeneration in a 

similar manner to wild-type. 

Representative brightfield live images of 

5 dpf 3dpa wild-type, wt (A) and 

homozygous pipetail mutants, ppt (-/-) 

(B). Arrow indicates notochord defects in 

ppt (-/-) mutants. Dashed lines indicate 

amputation plane. C Quantification of 

average fin fold area (pixels) of 5 dpf 3 

dpa wt and ppt (-/-) larvae. n=10 wt 

larvae; 13 ppt (-/-) larvae. 

 

 

 

4.5 Mesenchymal cells alter their shape and migrate distally upon 

amputation. 

Besides the epidermis, the fin fold is composed of mesenchymal cells. It has 

been suggested that these cells give rise to the blastema upon amputation 

like in the adult fin system (Kawakami, 2010), although to our knowledge 

there is no detailed in vivo characterization of these cells during 

regeneration of the fin fold. These mesenchymal cells are fibroblast-like with 

a very particular shape, being very elongated with extended protrusions and 

stretched nuclei (Wood and Thorogood, 1984)(Zhang et al., 2010). It is also 

known that they are migratory and play a role in providing stabilization and 

structure to the fin fold by secreting actinotrichia (Wood and Thorogood, 

1984)(Zhang et al., 2010)(Feitosa et al., 2012). To understand the function 

of these cells during regeneration, we used a transgenic that expresses 

GFP driven by the osteopontin promoter. This transgenic labels numerous 
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structures in the zebrafish, including the mesenchymal cells in the fin fold 

(Figure 11). To follow and track the migration of these cells, we performed 

time-lapse imaging (up to 12 hour long) of double positive larvae for 

osteopontin:eGFP and for the cell cycle nuclear marker EF1α:mKO2-zCdt1 

(see Methods). We found that during development at 2 dpf, the osteopontin-

positive mesenchymal cells do not appear to migrate (Figure 12A-C). 

However, upon amputation, as early as 30 minpa, a fraction of the 

mesenchymal cells actively migrated towards the injury (Figure 12D-F). The 

migrating cells were originally located radially around the notochord, in the 

center of the fin fold. In addition to migrating, these cells lost their original 

elongated shape and acquired a more rounded form (Figure 12D-F, Zoom 

panels, white dots), accumulating distally to the notochord in a blastemal-

like zone. Of note, the osteopontin-eGFP positive mesenchymal cells 

always maintained the mKO2-zCdt1 labeling during the in vivo imaging 

(Figure 12) and throughout the next regenerating days (Figure 13). The 

protein zCdt1 is a marker for the G0-G1 phase of the cell cycle (Sugiyama 

et al., 2009), therefore our results indicate that these cells are kept in this 

phase of the cell cycle, even upon amputation. These data allow us to 

conclude that the observed changes in cell shape are not directly linked to 

cell proliferation.  

To characterize further the spatiotemporal dynamics leading to small 

morphology changes in the mesenchymal cells at a single cell level, we 

performed faster and shorter (up to 3h with acquisition every minute) time-

lapse imaging of the same transgenic EF1α:mKO2-

zCdt1;osteopontin:eGFP, starting at 5 minutes after amputation. In fact, by 

monitoring the mesenchymal cells in this manner we could detect the initial 

loss of elongation and rounding up of these cells as early as 35 minpa, and 

until 1h35 minpa there was a progressive change of morphology (Figure 

12G-J Zoom panels, white dots). These changes happened at the same 

time as the wound healing process was still taking place, indicating a quick 

reaction of the mesenchymal cells upon amputation and coincided with the 
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onset of distal migration of these cells. To clarify further the correlation 

between the migration and the change of cell shape of the mesenchymal 

cells, we accessed their polarization state. In migrating mesenchymal cells, 

centrosomes typically assume a position between the leading edge and the 

nucleus (Gomes et al., 2005)(Sepich et al., 2011). To address this in our 

system, we compared the location of the centrosome/microtubule organizing 

center (MTOC) relative to the cell nucleus (Sepich et al., 2011), by 

performing gamma-tubulin (Tubulin) immunohistochemistry in 

osteopontin:eGFP transgenic animals. We found that in 2 dpf uncut fin folds, 

the osteopontin positive mesenchymal cells had their MTOCs positioned 

between the nucleus and the stretched protrusions, and in many of these 

cells, the distance between the MTOC and the nucleus was remarkable 

(Figure 14, A-A’ Uncut). Upon amputation, during the cell shape change and 

active migration time-points (1 hpa), the MTOC position was maintained 

between the nucleus and leading edge of the cells, but in close proximity to 

the nucleus, indicating that these cells did not lose their polarization state 

during these events (Figure 14, B-B’ 1 hpa). By 1 day post-amputation 

(dpa), when the distal migration and change of shape events are completely 

concluded, the MTOC position was variable (Figure 14, C-C’ 1 dpa): in 

some cells the MTOC was positioned still between the nucleus and leading 

edge while in others the MTOC assumed a position in the rear of the cell. 

This indicates that the polarization of mesenchymal cells can be lost after 

the complete accumulation in the blastemal-like zone. 

To address whether the cell shape changes in mesenchymal cells would 

continue throughout the rest of the regenerative process, we did 

immunohistochemistry in the osteopontin:eGFP transgenic fish. We 

confirmed that at 1 and 2 dpa, groups of mesenchymal cells had 

accumulated near the amputation plane and had become rounder both in 

terms of cytoplasm and nucleus, when compared with uncut controls (Figure 

15A-D osteopontin:eGFP and Dapi). In addition, the cortical F-actin present 

in the regenerating fin fold had developed a complex meshwork in the round 
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cells (Figure 15B,D F-Actin). Both of these features were undetected at 3 

dpa and cell shapes resembled the uncut control, indicating that these 

events were specific to the regeneration process (Figure 15E-F). 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Expression pattern of the 2 dpf transgenic osteopontin:eGFP. At this stage of 

development, this transgenic has labeled the fin fold mesenchymal cells, but also other 

mesenchymal cells that are spread out along the midline and somites. Besides these, the 

pectoral fin, the eye and the brain are also GFP positive. 
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Figure 12. Mesenchymal cells in the fin fold change shape and migrate distally upon 

injury. A–C Sequential images of a representative in vivo 6h time-lapse movie of a 2 dpf 

uncut EF1α:mKO2-zCdt1;osteopontin:eGFP transgenic larva. D–F Sequential images of a 

representative in vivo 6h time-lapse movie of a 2 dpf 30 minpa EF1α:mKO2-

zCdt1;osteopontin:eGFP transgenic larva. G–J Sequential images of a representative in vivo 

1h30 time-lapse movie of a 2 dpf 5 minpa EF1α:mKO2-zCdt1;osteopontin:eGFP transgenic 

larva. Zoom panels highlight osteopontin positive mesenchymal cells in the central area of 

the fin fold in the respective time point. White dots mark the same cells along time to allow 

for better visualization and tracking of cell migration. Dashed lines indicate the outline of the 

notochord and the edge of the amputated fin fold. Scale bars correspond to 50µm in all 

images; 3–5 larvae per condition. See also Movies 9-10. 
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Figure 13. The mesenchymal cells 

are maintained in G0-G1 phases of 

the cell cycle regardless of an 

amputation. Live imaging 

representative images of double 

transgenic EF1α:mKO2-

zCdt1;osteopontin:eGFP larvae 

during several stages of the 

regenerative process and their 

respective controls. A, C, E are uncut 

(3 dpf, 4 dpf and 5 dpf respectively) 

and age matched controls for B, D, F 

(3 dpf 1 dpa, 4 dpf 2 dpa, 5 dpf 3 dpa 

respectively). Merged and single 

color images corresponding to 

osteopontin:eGFP labeling the 

cytoplasm of the mesenchymal cells 

(green) and mKO2-zCdt1 labeling the 

nuclei of fin fold cells in G0–G1 

phases of the cell cycle (red). 3 

larvae per condition. Scale bar 

corresponds to 50µm. 
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Figure 14. The mesenchymal cells are polarized. A Representative immunostaining with 

anti-GFP and anti-γTubulin in 2 dpf uncut transgenic osteopontin:eGFP larvae (single frame). 

B-C Representative immunostaining with anti-GFP anti-γTubulin in amputated transgenic 

osteopontin:eGFP larvae of 2 dpf 1 hpa and 3 dpf 1 dpa (single frames). A’-C’ 

Representative single frames of the corresponding zoomed area represented by a square in 

A–C. Merged and single color images of the MTOC (γTubulin, red) together with the nuclei 

(DAPI, blue) and osteopontin:eGFP labeling the mesenchymal cells (anti-GFP, green), 

respectively. The arrows highlight the presence of a MTOC to allow better comparison of its 

position relative to the corresponding nucleus. 5 Larvae per condition. Scale bar corresponds 

to 50µm in all images. 
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Figure 15. The shape modification of mesenchymal cells lasts throughout and is 

specific of regeneration. A, C, E Representative immunostaining with anti-GFP in uncut 

transgenic osteopontin:eGFP larvae of 3 dpf, 4 dpf and 5 dpf respectively. B, D, F 

Representative immunostaining with anti-GFP in amputated transgenic osteopontin:eGFP 

larvae of 3 dpf 1 dpa, 4 dpf 2 dpa and 5 dpf 3 dpa respectively. A–F Representative z-stack 

projections of the osteopontin:eGFP labeling. A’–F’ Representative single frames of the 
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corresponding zoomed area represented by a square in A–F. Merged and single color 

images of osteopontin:eGFP labeling the mesenchymal cells (anti-GFP, green), F-actin 

(phalloidin, red) and nuclei (DAPI, blue), respectively. 5 Larvae per condition. Scale bar 

corresponds to 50µm in all images.  
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5. Discussion 

 

In this work we have systematically characterized the fin fold regeneration 

process through in vivo studies. We analyzed the wound closure dynamics, 

the contributions of epidermal growth, proliferation levels and orientation of 

cell divisions necessary to achieve a functional and properly sized fin fold. 

Also, we have explored the role of mesenchymal cells in this process.  

Our findings show that during zebrafish fin fold regeneration there is an 

actomyosin based mechanism used for wound closure, which seems to be 

conserved in many other organisms (Macmanus et al., 2005)(Wood et al., 

2002)(Danjo and Gipson, 1998). This process is extremely rapid and 

involves major tissue contraction and relaxation. Importantly, the co-

localization of the adherens junctions component Alpha-Catenin with the 

actomyosin cable raises interesting questions about the complexity and 

function of this essential structure. This is in accordance with the presence 

of another adherens junctions marker, Beta-Catenin, at the leading edge 

cells during wound healing of the zebrafish fin fold (Ishida et al., 2010). 

During fin development, the epidermis has a precise pattern of movement 

and growth that is maintained in the blastema and outgrowth phases of 

regeneration. On the other hand, during regeneration, the growth rate is 

significantly increased in all time points apart from 11-16 hpa, to recover the 

fin’s original shape and size in a timely manner. Interestingly, there is a 

significant increase in proliferation in response to the amputation, which 

happens precisely at 11-16 hpa. This indicates that, like in the adult caudal 

fin regeneration system, the proliferation is controlled in time (Nechiporuk 

and Keating, 2002). However, in contrast to the adult system, this increase 

in proliferation does not seem to be spatially restricted (Nechiporuk and 

Keating, 2002)(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2002). In fact, during the proliferation 

peak, we noticed cytokinesis events happening in a broad area of the fin 

fold, and not only in the most distal tissue. It appears that the fin fold 
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blastema does not have a specific function for proliferation and in that way it 

is not a classical blastema, as observed in the adult system. 

Previous reports have shown that proliferation of blastema-like cells 

increases upon amputation of the larval fin fold, however, the authors 

suggested that such proliferation is spatially restricted (Kawakami et al., 

2004)(Yoshinari et al., 2009)(Ishida et al., 2010). This work was based on 

BrdU pulse-chase experiments where cells were labeled at different time 

points after amputation and their position within the fin fold accessed at the 

end of the regeneration process. In contrast our data shows that in the first 

hours after amputation the number of cell divisions increases but not in a 

preferential region of the fin. We propose that this discrepancy might be due 

to the distinct methods used to determine proliferation in the two studies. 

We believe that our characterization of the full process in vivo clearly 

reveals a global proliferation response, a property that appears to be 

specific of fin fold regeneration.  

When comparing the epidermal growth and proliferation events, we 

observed that the tissue growth rate seems to increase with time during the 

regeneration process at the same time as proliferation slows down 

(compare Figures 5D and 6B), implying that tissue growth is compensated 

by a mechanism that does not depend on proliferation. The only time point 

at which the velocity of epidermal growth is not significantly increased is 

when the proliferation is at its peak (between 11 and 16 hpa), suggesting 

that there are other outgrowth mechanisms that contribute crucially to this 

process. 

We show, for the first time, that the mesenchymal cells present in the fin fold 

react to amputation by migrating and accumulating distally. This is 

accompanied by a change of cell shape and an increase in the complexity of 

the cortical network of actin that is assembled in these cells. In fact, 

previous reports addressing these cells during fin fold regeneration, show 

that there is an increase in the condensation of their nuclei (Kawakami et al., 

2004). This is in accordance with our cell shape change results, where we 
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found a clear transformation of the mesenchymal cells typical shape into a 

more round form, including in their nuclear shape. This alteration in shape 

could be due to these cells entering an active cell cycle process, initiating 

cell division; however this does not seem to be the case, since the 

mesenchymal cells remain in the G0-G1 phase of the cell cycle throughout 

the full regeneration process. It is also possible that this change in 

morphology is part of a dedifferentiation process triggered by the 

amputation, as in the adult caudal fin model where these cells acquire a 

round form and migrate distally to constitute the blastema (Knopf et al., 

2011)(Sousa et al., 2011); nevertheless the differentiation state of the fin 

fold mesenchymal cells is still uncharacterized. There are indications that 

during the fin fold development, these cells acquire progressively their 

protrusive morphology, suggesting that this is consistent with a more 

differentiated status (Wood and Thorogood, 1984)(Feitosa et al., 2012); if 

that is the case, then the mesenchymal cells may be undergoing 

dedifferentiation during the fin fold’s regenerative process. The function of 

these cells in the regeneration process is still unclear, but it is possible that 

they are part of a signaling center (Yoshinari et al., 2009)(Mathew et al., 

2009)(Pittlik and Begemann, 2012), and to that extent, constitute the so-

called blastema in a comparable manner to the adult system.  
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1. Summary 

 

Upon amputation, the zebrafish has the extraordinary ability to regenerate 

the missing organ part, recovering precisely its original size and pattern. 

Which regulators take part in such a remarkable and exact process is yet to 

be determined. During larval stages, the fin fold allows the possibility of 

performing in vivo medium throughput chemical screens making this a 

straightforward system to search for new regulators of fin size during 

regeneration. In this work we functionally addressed this longstanding 

question by screening 1200 small molecules during the entire fin fold 

regenerative process, these being the first time that were tested in this 

context. From this chemical library, we found 14 compounds having an 

inhibitory effect on the regenerative process, leading to reduced growth of 

the fin fold. These results present a starting point to understand the 

mechanisms of size control during fin fold regeneration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Keywords 

 
Regeneration, zebrafish, fin fold, chemical screen, positional memory, size 
control. 
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2. Introduction 

 

One of the hallmarks of epimorphic regeneration is that, upon amputation, 

there is an accurate recovery of the injured organ to its original size and 

pattern (Spallanzani, 1769). This property, designated as positional 

memory, states that the cells within a certain location of the stump can 

identify signals that instruct them in restoring the missing structure (Morgan, 

1906)(Wolpert, 1969). Importantly, such signals have been considered 

morphogens, secreted signaling molecules, which can trigger the cells into 

events such as proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation and cell re-

arrangements. These processes must proceed in a specified manner, within 

certain controlled and proportional levels, so that growth of the organ is 

achieved gradually and robustly.  

The regenerative growth rate has been one of the readouts of the existence 

of positional memory within regenerating appendages (Iten and Bryant, 

1976)(Maden, 1976), since it will vary according to the amount of tissue that 

is amputated: the growth rate will be faster when there is a need to 

regenerate a greater portion of the appendage. This position-dependent 

growth rate suggests that concentration gradients of morphogenetic 

information are present along the proximo-distal axis of the organs 

regulating the regenerative growth rate and directing the cells in how much 

tissue is absent (Wolpert, 1969)(Wolpert, 2011). If this is the case, in an 

injury situation, regardless of how the existing signaling gradients are 

established and maintained, their disruption by a sudden overexpression or 

downregulation of an interfering molecule would affect the growth rate of 

amputated appendages, depending on the gradient’s orientation. Another 

possibility is that a morphogen would have a restricted location and pattern 

of expression within the regenerating tissue, providing local information to 

the cells at a specific time during the process.  
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In the fish caudal fins, the existence of positional memory during 

regeneration appears to occur in a similar way to the morphological events 

described in the limbs of salamanders and newts (Morgan, 1906)(Nabrit, 

1929). However, the maintenance of the original size upon injury remains 

with little molecular evidence. To date, it has been shown that Fgf plays a 

role in the regulation of proliferation along the proximal-distal axis of the 

regenerating caudal fin (Lee et al., 2005). Moreover, other signaling 

pathways that are essential for the regenerative process can also influence 

the proliferation levels in the fin; for example,  wnt5b mutants have to a 

certain extent longer fins upon amputation (Stoick-Cooper et al., 2007), and 

stimulation of shh with the use of smoothened agonists also leads to an 

enhanced proliferation in the blastema (Lee et al., 2009). Despite these 

examples, limited signaling pathways have been addressed during 

regeneration. This showcases the need for regeneration exploratory studies, 

in order to find possible signaling molecules that could act as morphogens 

instructing positional information via concentration gradients.  

Here we address this issue by establishing a chemical screen to search for 

new molecules that can modulate growth during regeneration in vivo. We 

use the zebrafish larvae fin fold as a screenable model since upon 

amputation there is a robust recovery of their fin fold size (Kawakami et al., 

2004)(our own work). This indicates that, like in the adult caudal fin system, 

there is also the presence of positional memory upon amputation, although 

the tissue has a simpler organization, containing less cell types (Wood and 

Thorogood, 1984)(Feitosa et al., 2012)(Durán et al., 2011)(Zhang et al., 

2010)(Slanchev et al., 2009)(Dane and Tucker, 1985). The propensity to 

screen large numbers of animals, their small size and capacity to regenerate 

within three days made this an appealing model system.  

We show that out of 1200 small molecules screened during fin fold 

regeneration 14 compounds were found to interfere with this process, 

leading to less growth phenotypes. This analysis led to the discovery of 
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inhibitory molecules never before associated with regeneration, possibly 

revealing new insights into this process. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 Ethics Statement 

All experiments involving animals were approved by the Animal User and 

Ethical Committees at Instituto de Medicina Molecular, according with 

directives from Direcção Geral Veterinária (PORT 1005/92). 

 

3.2 Zebrafish lines, maintenance and surgery 

Zebrafish AB wild-type strain lines were used and maintained in a re-

circulating system with a 14 h/day and 10 h/night cycle at 28°C. Embryos 

were gathered as described in The Zebrafish Book and kept in E3 (5mM 

NaCl, 0,17mM KCl, 0,33mM CaCl2, 0,33mM MgSO4, 10-5% Methylene Blue) 

zebrafish embryo medium at 28°C until reaching the desired developmental 

stage. All fin fold amputations were performed in 2 days post fertilization 

(dpf) larvae anaesthetized in 0.1% MS-222 (Sigma) using a scalpel as 

previously described (Kawakami et al., 2004). Regeneration was then 

allowed to proceed until defined time points at 28°C. 

 

3.3 Chemical screen 

The small molecule library Prestwick from Prestwick Chemical (1200 

compounds, Illkirch, France) was used for the screen. Two fin fold 

amputated larvae at 2 dpf were arrayed per each well in black 96-well plates 

with a clear flat bottom (Nunc). Each well contained 300µL of buffered E3 

without Methylene Blue (10mM Hepes, pH 7.0) with an individual chemical 

compound at a final concentration of 25µM. The amputated larvae were 

incubated in the compound for 3 days at 28ºC. Control larvae were treated 

with 1% DMSO (Sigma) in parallel wells of each plate. At 3 days post 

amputation and 5 dpf, the phenotypes were assessed by anaesthetizing the 
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larvae and acquiring images in a Zeiss Axiovert 200 with a phase contrast 

1.5x objective for automated acquisition of all wells in the plate (for a global 

overview) and with a 20x phase contrast objective for detailed fin fold 

images. 

 

3.4  Validation of specific small molecules 

For all the compounds that presented a growth phenotype, a repetition of 

the assay in three separate wells was performed in order to confirm the 

results. After this, if the phenotype was consistent, validation with the 

commercial individual compounds was performed.  

 

3.5  Database 

For compilation of all the screen generated information, a custom database 

was created using Filemaker with the following entry fields: chemical name, 

screen ID, location of the compound in the original Prestwick plate, final 

concentration in the well, known mechanisms of action, phenotype 

assessment, chemical structure and larvae results images. This allowed not 

only finding and comparing information in a faster manner, but also allowed 

for general data consultation. 
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4. Results 

 

4.1 Establishment of a screenable Zebrafish regeneration assay. 

 

As a starting point to try to understand how size-control is regulated in the 

zebrafish fin fold, a chemical screening strategy was developed in 2 dpf 

larvae to find new molecules capable of altering fin fold size. By using larvae 

at this stage we could apply the previously established fin fold regeneration 

model system (Kawakami et al., 2004) and test many compounds in a time 

and cost effective manner.  We decided to use a commercially available 

small molecule library, Prestwick, composed of 1200 FDA approved 

compounds. This choice was made not only because of the large chemical 

diversity of molecules present in the library but also due to the availability of 

information regarding possible mechanisms of action as a result of their 

employment in diverse therapies.  

The screening assay consisted in exposing the zebrafish larvae to the 

compounds right after amputation and throughout the entire regeneration 

period (3 days) at a restrictive final concentration of 25µM (Mathew et al., 

2007). This would allow us to identify as many molecules as possible that 

could have a specific mode of action in the different regenerative phases, 

possibly resulting in different phenotypic outcomes. After this, the animals 

were screened for a growth phenotype: positive, when the fin fold length 

was larger than controls; neutral, when the fin fold recovered to the same 

size as controls; or negative, when the fin fold length was smaller than 

controls (Figure 1). At this time, the analysis of the compound phenotypes 

included a morphological examination of possible toxic effects and 

preliminary analysis of the regeneration structures (i.e. presence of wound 

epidermis), which allowed an initial assessment of which regeneration 

phase the molecule could be acting. In order to have replicates and avoid 

false positives, each well contained two larvae to be exposed to the same 
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molecule; the compound was considered a candidate molecule for a positive 

hit only if both larvae exhibited the same growth phenotype. Following 

identification, validation of the candidate molecules was pursued by 

repeating the assay in three independent wells, each containing 2 larvae. If 

the growth phenotype was maintained following this initial validation, then 

the candidate molecule would be considered a positive hit in that growth 

phenotype category. 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental outline of the fin fold regeneration chemical screening assay. 

It is possible to retrieve the wild type (wt) zebrafish embryos (Day 0), amputate and expose 

them to the compound libraries (Day 2) and finally assess the possible drug effects in 

growth by morphological observation (Day 5). 

 

As reported previously, the zebrafish fin fold can recover its size upon 

amputation to the same as uncut age-matched siblings, demonstrating that 

the tissue is not only competent of recovering to its original developmental 

size at the time of the amputation, but also capable of recovering to its 

current developmental stage size (Kawakami et al., 2004)(Mateus et al., 

2012). This remarkable property indicates that the rate of regenerative 

growth must not only accompany the rate of developmental growth, but also 

be able to efficiently surpass it to allow for a successful regenerative 

process. As a further confirmation of this capacity, which was the premise of 
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our screening assay, we quantified the length of 5 dpf fin folds that were: 

subjected to no amputation (Figure 2 5dpf Uncut); amputated at 2 dpf 

(Figure 2 5dpf 3dpa Untreated); amputated at 2 dpf and treated with 1% 

DMSO (Figure 2 5dpf 3dpa DMSO). For all of these conditions, some of the 

larvae were incubated in normal E3 media and part were kept in buffered E3 

media. The basis for the use of buffered E3 was that it should maintain the 

pH at a steadier level throughout the experimental time of the screening 

assay, an essential feature for maximum efficiency of the small molecules to 

be tested. We observed that the amputated fin folds’ size was always 

recovered to uncut levels independently of the different conditions applied, 

reinforcing our screening readout robustness. 

 

Figure 2. The fin fold size is recovered to its developmental stage counterpart upon 

amputation. Average fin fold length (pixels) of 5 dpf larvae in different conditions: uninjured 

fin fold (5dpf Uncut), amputated fin fold at 2 dpf (5 dpf 3 dpa Untreated) and amputated fin 

fold at 2 dpf and exposed to 1% DMSO (5 dpf 3 dpa DMSO). For all fin fold conditions, larvae 

were kept for 3 days in Buffered E3 (red) or Not Buffered, regular E3 (blue). n=30 larvae per 

condition. 
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4.2 Identification of positive controls within the glucocorticoid 
cluster. 
 

The existence within the Prestwick library of a number of compounds 

belonging to the glucocorticoid cluster allowed having internal screening 

controls since this family of molecules has been shown to inhibit fin fold and 

adult caudal fin regeneration in zebrafish (Mathew et al., 2007). Thus, it 

provided us with a phenotype of less growth and the published compounds 

were considered positive controls in the screen, validating our experimental 

assay. These were the following: beclomethasone dipropionate, clobetasol 

propionate, triamcinolone, halcinonide and hydrocortisone (Figure 3A-E). In 

addition to the replicated phenotypes, we confirmed also the concentrations 

for proper action of some of these small molecules, since some showed 

levels of toxicity (Figure 3A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’). Moreover, all the compounds 

belonging to the glucocorticoid and anti-inflammatory clusters present in the 

library (24 molecules) were grouped together with the previously published 

compounds and not pursued as possible candidate molecules due to their 

identified inhibitory role in regeneration (Figure 4 for representative 

examples). 
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Figure 3. Known glucocorticoids found blindly as positive controls. A-A’’ 

Representative images of 5 dpf 3 dpa larvae exposed to beclomethasone dipropionate in 

different concentrations: 25µM (A), 2.5µM (A’) and 0.25µM (A’’). B-B’’ Representative 

images of 5 dpf 3 dpa larvae exposed to clobetasol propionate in different concentrations: 

25µM (B), 2.5µM (B’) and 0.25µM (B’’). Representative images of 5 dpf 3 dpa larvae 

exposed to triamcinolone in different concentrations: 25µM (C), 2.5µM (C’) and 0.25µM 

(C’’). D Representative image of a 5 dpf 3 dpa larva exposed to halcinonide at 25µM. E 

Representative image of a 5 dpf 3 dpa larva exposed to hydrocortisone at 25µM. Dashed 

lines indicate amputation plane. n=2 larvae per condition. 
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Figure 4. Glucocorticoids present in the chemical screen. A-D Overview of screen plate 

wells with treated larvae at 5 dpf 3 dpa, after exposure to the represented glucocorticoids. A’-

D’ Zoom of previous image highlighting the fin fold phenotype upon exposure to the 

compound during the regenerative process. A DMSO; B Dexamethasone acetate; C 

Betamethasone; D Fludrocortisone acetate. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. Dashed 

lines indicate amputation plane. n=2 larvae per condition. 
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4.3 Toxicity screen assay 
 

During the course of the chemical screen, some molecules were identified 

as toxic at the standard concentration used (25µM). These associated 

phenotypes appeared completely independent of the possible fin fold 

regeneration phenotypes and included the existence of lethal (animal death) 

and sublethal toxicological endpoints (heart edema, body curvature) (Figure 

5B, C and D respectively) (Fraysse et al., 2006). To overcome possible 

masking effects caused by the general toxicity of some molecules, not 

allowing for a proper evaluation of fin fold growth phenotypes, we performed 

a toxicity screen. This assay consisted in re-evaluating all the compounds 

that had scored morphological toxicity phenotypes upon treatment of the 

larvae (234 molecules; 19,5% of the total screened molecules) in two lower 

concentrations: 1/10 (2.5µM) and 1/100 (0.25µM) of the original 

concentration (25µM). If at certain lower concentration the molecules did not 

present a toxicity phenotype, but showed a fin fold growth phenotype, then 

those molecules were considered as candidate hits. This analysis allowed 

the discovery of several candidate hits in both growth categories: 2 small 

molecules leading to positive growth phenotypes (Oxethazaine - Na+ 

channel blocker, Celecoxib - cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor) and 6 small 

molecules leading to negative growth phenotypes (Troglitazone - 

peroxisome proliferator, Oxibendazol - anthelmintic, Dienestrol - nuclear 

receptor ligand, non-steroidal estrogen, Diloxanide furoate - antiamebic, 

Norgestimate - progestogen, Melengestrol acetate - progestogen (Figure 6 

for representative examples of each phenotype class).  
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Figure 5. Screen phenotypes associated with toxicity. Representative phenotypes 

classified as toxic upon 3 days exposure to different small molecules at a concentration of 

25µM. A DMSO control; B Tolnaftate (heart edema); C Flutamide (body curvature); D 

Diclofenac sodium (animal death). Arrows indicate the associated toxic phenotype. n=2 

larvae per condition. 
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Figure 6. Candidate molecules identified in the toxic screen. Representative images of 

phenotypes of 5 dpf 3 dpa larvae associated with compound toxicity at 25µM and afterwards 

screened at lower concentrations of the same molecule. A-A’’’ Oxethazaine exposed larvae 

leading to a positive phenotype regarding fin fold growth; B-B’’’ Oxibendazol exposed larvae 

leading to a negative phenotype regarding fin fold growth. A-B Overview of screen plate 

wells with larvae after exposure to the represented compound at 25µM; A’-B’ Corresponding 

zoom of previous images highlighting the fin fold phenotype; A’’-B’’ Representative images 

of fin folds of larvae exposed to the represented compound at 2.5µM; A’’’-B’’ Representative 
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images of larvae fin folds after exposition to the represented compound at 0.25µM. Dashed 

lines indicate amputation plane. Arrows indicate toxicity phenotype. n=2 larvae per condition. 

 

4.4 Candidate molecules 
 

After screening the entire Prestwick library and performed the toxicity screen 

assay, we found in total 88 candidate hit molecules, in which 17 of them 

showed a positive growth phenotype and 71 a negative growth phenotype. 

This corresponded to a 7.3% putative hit rate. To understand if there was a 

predominance of a certain type of molecules we searched for known 

characteristics and mechanisms of action and grouped them into clusters of 

shared properties (Figure 7). To confirm the initial phenotypes observed, we 

re-tested the candidate hit molecules. Upon this, none of the 17 possible 

candidate hits that had presented a positive growth phenotype maintained it 

and were therefore, considered false positives. However, from the negative 

growth phenotype group, 14 candidates were validated, hence they were 

kept as positive hits for this growth category (Figure 8), corresponding to a 

hit rate of 1.2%.  

Among the validated hits, we observed that chemical diversity leading to 

impaired regeneration phenotypes was preserved. Interestingly from the 14 

compounds, 8 were referenced as neuroactive substances having effects in 

several classes of neurotransmitters:  

- Ropinirole hydrocloride – non-ergoline D2, D3 and D4 dopamine 

receptor agonist with highest affinity for D4 

- Sertindole - Dopamine D2/Serotonin 5-HT2 receptor antagonist 

- Loxapine succinate – Dopamine antagonist 

- Galanthamine hydrobromide – cholinesterase inhibitor 

- Ipsapirone – Serotonin receptor type1a agonist 
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- Norcyclobenzaprine – acts selectively on serotonin receptor type 2a 

and alpha-2 adrenergic receptors 

- Tomoxetine hydrochloride – norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor 

Moreover, two molecules were classified as phosphodiesterase inhibitors 

(Papaverine hydrochloride and Sulmazole), one as a nucleic acid synthesis 

inhibitor (Rimantadine), one as a vasodilator (Eburnamonine) and two as 

hormones (Nomegestrol/Megestrol acetate and Alprostadil). Lastly, we 

found that vitamin B (Folic acid) also led to less growth of the fin fold. 

 

Figure 7. Global overview of all candidate molecules found in the chemical screen. 

Chart displaying all the initial putative positive hits found upon amputation of the fin fold, 

grouped into functional categories. Highlights in red and yellow show which compounds were 

confirmed as positive hits. Green highlights the compounds used as positive controls.  
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Figure 8. Positive hits leading to impaired regeneration phenotypes. Representative 

images of fin fold phenotypes of 5dpf 3dpa larvae associated with less growth after exposure 

to the small molecules classified as positive hits in the chemical screen. A Ropinirole 

hydrochloride; B Loxapine succinate; C Sertindole; D Galanthamine hydrobromide; E 

Ipsapirone; F Norcyclobenzaprine; G Tomoxetine hydrochloride; H Papaverine 

hydrochloride; I Sulmazole; J Rimantadine; K Eburnamonine; L Alprostadil M Nomegestrol 
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acetate; N Megestrol acetate; O Folic acid. Due to similarity in chemical structure and 

function, nomegestrol acetate and megestrol acetate were considered as only one positive 

hit. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. n=8 larvae per condition. 
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5. Discussion 

 

In this work we have searched for molecules that would functionally impact 

the fin fold regeneration process. We performed an in vivo chemical screen 

to identify compounds that would in some way lead to a regeneration 

specific growth phenotype. 

Our findings reinforce previous reports that the 2 dpf larvae fin fold is an 

easy and fast system to conduct chemical screens (Mathew et al., 

2007)(Molina et al., 2009). We were capable of screening 1200 small 

molecules in the amputated fin fold, replicate previous published results and 

identify 14 new small molecules that interfere with regenerative fin fold 

growth, indicating that this is indeed a robust model. 

Our goal relied on the ability of the fin fold to regain not only its original size, 

but also recover to its age-matched developmental size; this remarkable 

feature proved to be easily accessible in this type of functional studies. 

Nevertheless our analysis has also shown that inhibitory growth effects are 

more commonly achieved than enhancing growth effects during 

regeneration. This difficulty in identifying growth stimulators may be due to 

the complexity of the mechanisms that regulate positional memory and 

information within the regenerating organs. In addition, our assay design 

exposed larvae during entire regenerative process, without compound 

renovation; this could also have resulted in a bias for compound 

identification, since possible compound degradation towards the end of 

exposure and, consequently, in later regeneration stages, may have 

prevented identification of growth triggering small molecules. In contrast, 

these results can also be a consequence of the existence of different 

mechanisms that regulate fin fold size, independently of signaling 

molecules. 

The identified inhibitory growth phenotypes could indicate that the 

associated compounds are possibly inhibiting the action of an important 
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factor for regeneration; they could also indicate that they are activating 

some factor that generally needs to be inhibited for regeneration to proceed. 

Henceforth, further studies on understanding the mechanisms of action and 

possible molecular targets of each of the identified compounds remain to be 

explored. This could be achieved by testing the effects of the small 

molecules in established processes occurring during fin fold regeneration, 

namely: cell proliferation, actomyosin cable formation, mesenchymal cell 

migration or expression of specific regeneration genes, together with tests 

during adult caudal fin regeneration. 
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“The great powers of growth in a regenerating part may be local in their 

influence and not transferable to other parts.” 

 

In The Physiology of Regeneration 

T.H. Morgan, 1906 
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1. Summary  

 

Caudal fin regeneration is characterized by a proliferation boost occurring in 

a time and space defined manner in the mesenchymal blastema. This 

allows a gradual and robust restoration of original fin size. However, how 

this process is regulated and established is not well understood. Here we 

report that the fully formed blastema shows different cell densities along the 

proximal-distal axis, which correlate with alterations in cell morphology, 

cytoskeleton and cell-cell contacts in a proximal-distal manner within the 

mesenchymal cells. Importantly, these modifications are tightly associated 

with the dynamic intracellular location of Yap, the Hippo pathway co-

effector. By functionally manipulating Yap in vivo, we observed that its 

activation state regulates cell proliferation levels and affects the expression 

of several key signaling pathways during regeneration. In particular, active 

Yap stimulates proliferation in the proximal lower cell density areas of the 

blastema. Conversely, Yap inactivation occurs in the distal high cell density, 

non-proliferative region. In addition, by interfering with F-actin 

polymerization dynamics in vivo, we show that Yap activation is dependent 

on F-actin distribution, which also correlates with cell density along the 

mesenchymal blastema. We propose that Yap is an important regulator of 

fin regeneration and its activity is controlled by mechanical tension conferred 

by cell density and transduced by the actin cytoskeleton. 

 

1.1 Keywords 

 

Zebrafish, regeneration, tissue growth, Hippo, Yap, organ size, 

mechanotransduction, contact inhibition, F-Actin. 
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2. Introduction 

 

The ability of adult animals to regenerate lost or injured organs is restricted 

to few examples in nature. The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is one of these 

impressive cases, being able to regrow a fully efficient and anatomically 

similar organ through an epimorphic regeneration process (Morgan, 1901). 

The caudal fin is one of the most attractive organs to be employed in 

regeneration studies due to its accessibility, simple tissue structure and 

reproducible regeneration in a couple of weeks.  

Caudal fin regeneration proceeds in three main phases: wound healing, 

blastema formation and outgrowth. Upon amputation, wound healing starts 

by immediate migration of the epidermis adjacent to the stump, which will 

give rise to a specialized wound epidermis. This initial phase is completed at 

approximately 18 hours post amputation (hpa) and the resulting tissue will 

provide important signals to the underlying mesenchyme (Poleo et al., 

2001)(Lee et al., 2009).The blastema will then begin to form, entailing the 

migration of differentiated intrarray mesenchymal cells towards the stump 

that de-differentiate and proliferate in a lineage restricted fashion (Knopf et 

al., 2011)(Sousa et al., 2011)(Tu and Johnson, 2011)(Stewart and 

Stankunas, 2012). Once the blastema is fully formed at 48 hpa, it is divided 

into regions: a distal region associated with little proliferation and stem cell-

like properties and a proximal region where most of the proliferation and 

differentiation events occur. By 72 hpa, in the outgrowth phase, these 

regions along the proximal-distal axis become more distinct, with a non-

proliferative most distal blastema tip, a medial region where cell proliferation 

is mainly occurring and a proximal region where differentiation is taking 

place. At this time the cell cycle accelerates, enabling the fin to restore all its 

missing structures (Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002)(Wehner et al., 2014).  

A remarkable feature of this process is that upon amputation, the caudal fin 

regenerates the precise amount of tissue that was lost, at the correct 
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location. This indicates that a positional memory instructs the blastema cells 

according to their proximo-distal location in the fin (Lee et al., 

2005)(Azevedo et al., 2012). Coupled to this property, the regenerative 

process is maintained independently of the number of amputations applied 

and the fish age (Azevedo et al., 2011)(Itou et al., 2012). Such properties 

point toward a tight growth control program, involving good coordination 

between proliferation and positional information along the caudal fin, in 

order to direct cells where to go and what to become during epimorphic 

regeneration. Though it is yet unclear how these two central processes are 

molecularly controlled, it most likely comprises the integration of various 

signals to control final organ size (Wolpert, 2011). Regarding cell 

proliferation in the regenerating fin, many signaling pathways have been 

linked to its regulation (Stoick-cooper et al., 2007)(Blum and Begemann, 

2011)(Münch et al., 2013)(Chablais et al., 2010). To date, FGF has been the 

only morphogen to demonstrate capability of promoting an increase in the 

fin’s proliferation rate in a proximal-distal gradient-like manner (Lee et al., 

2005). More recently, the inhibition of the phosphatase Calcineurin and the 

presence of bioelectric signals through potassium channels were shown to 

be necessary for the fin to acquire proportionate growth both during 

development and regenerative processes (Perathoner et al., 2014)(Kujawski 

et al., 2014). Clearly it becomes crucial to elucidate the cellular mechanisms 

used to stop proliferation, as well as understand what regulates the final size 

of the renewed organ.  

One signaling pathway that has arisen as a potential regulator of growth 

during regeneration is the conserved Hippo pathway, which is essential for 

proper regulation of developmental organ growth in Drosophila and 

vertebrates (Pan, 2010). This protein kinase cascade can be activated by 

multiple inputs and ultimately converges in the phosphorylation and 

inactivation of its effectors, the transcriptional activator Yap and its 

paralogue Taz, by excluding one or both from the nucleus (Huang et al., 

2005)(Dong et al., 2007). When free to enter the nucleus, Yap/Taz bind to 
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different partners, namely the TEAD family of transcription factors, and 

together stimulate the transcription of diverse target genes (Mahoney et al., 

2005)(Zhao et al., 2008).  

Different studies have recently implicated the involvement of the Hippo 

pathway in regulation of repair mechanisms. Indeed several reports have 

established a role for this pathway as a mediator of intestinal repair, both in 

Drosophila and mice (Cai et al., 2010)(Staley and Irvine, 2010)(Shaw et al., 

2010). It has also been shown that Yap and upstream Hippo pathway 

members enhance and are required for the regenerative capabilities of 

injured mice hearts (Xin et al., 2013)(Heallen et al., 2013). In animals with 

higher regenerative aptitudes, this signaling pathway has been studied to a 

smaller extent, nevertheless showing that it can play key roles during this 

process (Demircan and Berezikov, 2013)(Lin and Pearson, 2014)(Hayashi 

et al., 2014). Moreover, the link between extracellular matrix stiffness, cell 

morphology and the actin cytoskeleton has been proven as a mode for 

Yap/Taz activation in vitro (Dupont et al., 2011)(Wada et al., 2011). 

Activation of Yap/Taz can also be cell density dependent (Zhao et al., 2007), 

possibly through the action of adherens junctions (Schlegelmilch et al., 

2011)(Silvis et al., 2011). These findings imply that cells in an organ are 

able to interpret the physical signals from their surroundings and transduce 

those mechanical cues into actual signaling by activation of Yap/Taz.  

In Zebrafish, the Hippo pathway has been identified for its functions during 

development of several organs (Engel et al., 2009)(Jiang et al., 2009)(Hu et 

al., 2013), but little is known about its role in organ growth. In zebrafish 

regeneration situations, where accurate growth must be controlled, this 

pathway has never been addressed, including during caudal fin 

regeneration. Furthermore, the contribution of mechanotransduction, 

cytoskeleton and adhesion has remained limited in this in vivo context 

(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2005)(Stewart et al., 2014).  

Here we explore the hypothesis that changes in tissue tension and cell 

density inherent to wounding and regeneration of the caudal fin, trigger a 
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series of events that control regeneration through the Hippo pathway. Our 

results indicate that Yap is dynamically regulated intracellularly, required for 

controlling proliferation within the blastema and necessary for regeneration 

to proceed. Interestingly, we found that Yap inactivation correlates with high 

cell density areas and Alpha-catenin and F-actin localization, suggesting 

that tension, conferred through a contact inhibition of proliferation 

mechanism and sensed through the junctions and the cytoskeleton, could 

be one of the mechanisms of balancing proliferation levels within the 

blastema (Figure 1. Graphical abstract). Finally, we show that F-actin 

controls Yap intracellular dynamics in vivo. We propose that the blastema is 

constrained by different levels of mechanical forces that are 

mechanotransduced by Yap, this being one of the means of achieving the 

final organ size during epimorphic regeneration. 

 

 

Figure 1. Graphical abstract 
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3. Materials and Methods 
 

3.1 Ethics Statement  

All experiments involving animals were approved by the Animal User and 

Ethical Committees at Instituto Medicina Molecular and Instituto Gulbenkian 

Ciência, according to European Union directives and Portuguese law 

(Directive 2010/63/EU and Decreto-Lei 113/2013). 

 

3.2 Zebrafish lines, maintenance and fin amputation 

All Zebrafish (Danio rerio) lines used were maintained in a re-circulating 

system with a 14 h/day and 10 h/night cycle at 28°C. Experiments were 

performed in 3-9 months old wild-type AB strain adult zebrafish. All caudal 

fin amputations were performed in fish anaesthetized in 160mg/mL MS-222 

(Sigma) using a scalpel as previously described (Poss et al., 2000). 

Regeneration was allowed to proceed until defined time points at 33°C, 

except for heat-shock experiments. For all heat-shock experiments, 

transgenic fish and siblings were maintained at 28ºC and heat-shocked 

once daily at 38ºC for 1 hour, by incubating them in a water bath. 

Subsequently fish were transferred to 28ºC until desired time points. All live 

imaging was done in anaesthetized fish and images were acquired using a 

Zeiss V12 Lumar equipped with a Zeiss digital camera. The transgenic lines 

used were: GT(ctnna-Citrine)ct3a (Žigman et al., 2010), Tg(EF1α:mAG-

zGem(1/100))rw0410h (Sugiyama et al., 2009), hsp70:RFP-CAyap and 

hsp70:RFP-DNyap (Fang and Poss, manuscript in preparation). These lines 

were kindly provided by Mihaela Zigman, Atsushi Miyawaki and Kenneth 

Poss.  
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3.3 ctgfa:eGFP transgenic line generation 

To create the ctgfa:eGFP reporter line, a pBSII-SK+ vector containing a 

3.0Kbp upstream promoter fragment of ctgfa, flanked with I-SceI sites, was 

coinjected with I-SceI meganuclease (Roche), as published (Soroldoni et al., 

2009). This construct was kindly provided by Dr. Jyh-Yih Chen and the 

original promoter sequence has been published by his laboratory (Chiou et 

al., 2006). Transgenic animals were selected starting at 24 hours post 

fertilization by eGFP fluorescence along the body. Microinjections to 

generate transgenic embryos were performed at one cell-stage in wild-type 

AB strain zebrafish embryos. 

 

3.4 Chemical treatments 

For Jasplakinolide (Jasp) (Sta Cruz Biotechnology) treatments, 72 hpa 

ctnna-Citrine fish were injected intraperitoneally with 7,1µg Jasp/fish gram in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma) (injection with 10µL/fish gram of 1mM 

Jasp working solution). Fish were injected 30 minutes prior to fixation with a 

30G U-100 insulin syringe (BD Micro-Fine). Control fish were injected in 

parallel with an equivalent volume of DMSO. Fins of treated fish were fixed 

in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) in PBS o/n and then processed for 

cryosections (see Immunofluorescence section) or were pooled for RNA 

extraction directly in Trizol reagent (see Total RNA isolation and quantitative 

realtime PCR section). 

 

3.5 In situ hybridization 

Whole-mount in situ hybridizations were performed as described (Sousa et 

al., 2011). The yap1, stk3, sav1, frdm6, nf2b genes were PCR-cloned by TA 

overhangs in PGEM-T-easy (Promega) by using primers listed in Appendix 
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II and using 5 dpf zebrafish total cDNA. The ctgfa plasmid for probe 

synthesis was kindly given by Dr. Uwe Strahle (Dickmeis et al., 2004). DIG-

labeled antisense RNA probes for all studied genes were synthesized as 

previously described (Henrique et al., 1995). Details for RNA probes are 

listed in Appendix III. Images of in situ hybridizations were obtained with a 

Leica Z6APO stereomicroscope equipped with a Leica DFC490 digital 

camera or a Zeiss V12 Lumar equipped with a Zeiss digital camera. 

 

3.6 Immunofluorescence  

This protocol was adapted from Mateus et al., 2012 with the following 

modifications: after o/n fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde, fins were 

saturated in 30% sucrose (Sigma)  in PBS o/n, then embedded in 7,5% 

gelatin (Sigma)/ 15% sucrose in PBS and subsequently frozen in liquid 

nitrogen. Longitudinal sections were cut at 12µm using a Microm cryostat 

and maintained at -20°C afterwards. Sections in slides were thawed 15 min 

at room temperature, washed twice in PBS at 37°C for 10 min, washed once 

in 0.1M glycine (Sigma) in PBS for 10 min, followed by acetone 

permeabilization and onwards as described. Cryosections were 

counterstained with DAPI (0.001 mg/mL in PBS, Sigma). Sections were 

mounted with DAKO Fluorescent Mounting Media and imaged using a Zeiss 

LSM710 confocal microscope. In stainings where phalloidin was used 

(1:200, conjugated with Alexa Fluor 568, Invitrogen), upon fixation there was 

no methanol transfer and fins proceeded directly to PBS-30% sucrose. The 

antibodies used are listed in Appendix IV. 

 

3.7 Image analysis and quantification 

For all image analysis, maximum intensity z-stack projections were made 

using the ImageJ software, except when noted. For concatenation of several 
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images along the proximal-distal axis of the same longitudinal section, the 

ImageJ plugin 3D Stitching, was used. XZ projections were performed by 

using the Dynamic Reslice tool in ImageJ, using synchronized channels.  

For quantification of Yap intracellular localization, longitudinal sections of 

individual regenerating blastemas in defined time points stained with anti-

Yap and DAPI, were imaged with a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope 

using identical settings (magnification, contrast, gain and exposure time) 

and XZ projections were made. For each XZ projection, we applied a 

threshold (8-25 index) in the DAPI channel (visualizing nuclei) to create a 

binary mask. The DAPI binary mask was superimposed to the anti-Yap 

channel using the Image Calculator (Multiply option), resulting in the nuclear 

Yap images. The same approach was followed to obtain cytoplasmic Yap 

images using the inverse mask. The average intensities of nuclear and 

cytoplasmic Yap images were determined and normalized to the area. The 

resultant individual data was processed using Excel, where a ratio of 

nuclear Yap intensity over cytoplasmic Yap values was calculated for each 

sample. Total ratios for each condition were plotted using GraphPad Prism 

software and non-parametric, two-tailed Mann-Whitney tests were 

performed between the several conditions. 

Proliferation quantifications were performed using an ImageJ plugin, 

ObjectJ. This plugin was used to manually identify all Geminin and pH3 

positive cells and quantify the respective blastema area including the 1st 

segment proximal to the amputation level. Resultant data was processed 

and normalized (area normalization) using Excel. Normalized cell divisions 

(total numbers) were plotted using GraphPad Prism software, and two-tailed 

Mann-Whitney tests were performed between the several conditions. For 

each condition n=15 sections, 3 fish. 

For cell density measurements in the blastema, longitudinal sections of 

individual regenerating blastemas in defined time points counterstained with 

DAPI to reveal their total nuclei, were imaged with a Zeiss LSM710 confocal 

microscope using identical settings (magnification, contrast, gain and 
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exposure time). Intensity measurements along blastemas including the 1st 

segment proximal to the amputation plane were done with the Plot profile 

tool in ImageJ along rectangular regions of interest (Knopf et al., 2011). For 

each condition n=7 sections, 3 fish. 

For intercellular mesenchymal space quantifications in the blastema, 

longitudinal sections of ctgfa:eGFP individual regenerating blastemas in 

defined time points were analyzed after immunofluorescence with anti-GFP, 

to reveal the mesenchymal cells morphology and space occupied within the 

blastema. Imaging was performed in a similar way as above. A threshold 

(index 35) was applied to the images in order to label all the intercellular 

mesenchymal space, the LUT was inverted and intensity measurements 

were performed in a similar way as above. For each condition n=9 sections, 

3 fish. 

For cell aspect ratio determination, individual mesenchymal cells were 

manually outlined using ImageJ and measurements to determine values for 

x (major) and y (minor) axes of the cells were performed using the Fit Ellipse 

plugin. Resultant individual data was processed using Excel, where y 

divided by x values for each cell were plotted in order to have individual cell 

aspect ratios - in which a perfect circular shape corresponds to a ratio 

between y and x equal to 1. Total ratios for each condition were plotted 

using GraphPad Prism software, and two-tailed Mann-Whitney tests were 

performed between the several conditions. n=45 total cells per condition; 5 

cells randomly selected per image; 9 sections; 3 fish per condition. 

 

3.8 Total RNA isolation and quantitative realtime PCR (qPCR) 

For gene expression analysis, regenerated tissue from 5 caudal fins, 

including one ray segment of the stump, were harvested per experiment and 

pooled for each sample. Regenerated tissue from heat-shock transgenics 

and siblings was retrieved at 2 hours after completion of the heat-shock. 
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Regenerated tissue from JASP and DMSO injected animals was retrieved at 

30 minutes post injection or at 2 hours post injection. All samples were 

analyzed in biological and technical triplicate for each gene. RNA was 

extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and treated with DnaseI (Roche) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was synthesized from 1μg 

total RNA using the Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche), 

following the oligo dT protocol. qPCR was performed using a Roche 

LightCycler 480 and FastStart Essential DNA Green Master Mix. Cyclic 

conditions were: 15min at 95°C followed by 55 amplification cycles, each 

cycle for 30s at 95°C, 15s at 68°C. Gene expression values were 

normalized using the elongation factor 1α (ef1α, NM_131263) 

housekeeping gene and fold change was calculated using the ΔΔCt method. 

Results were plotted using GraphPad Prism software and two-tailed, non-

parametric paired Wilcoxon tests were performed between the several 

conditions. Primer sequences are listed in Appendix II.  
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4. Results 

 

4.1 Yap has a dynamic intracellular localization according to the 

stage and region of the blastema 

A hallmark of Yap and Taz activation, co-effectors of the Hippo pathway, is 

their translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus (Yagi et al., 

1999)(Zhao et al., 2007)(Oh and Irvine, 2008). In order to understand if Yap 

could become activated during the caudal fin regenerative process, we 

assessed its protein expression by performing immunofluorescence in 

longitudinal sections of the fin rays. This characterization showed striking 

intracellular dynamics in several stages of the regenerative blastema. Upon 

amputation, as early as 6 hours post amputation (hpa), the mesenchymal 

cells in the segment next to the amputation plane displayed Yap 

translocation to the nucleus, in contrast to uncut and 3 hpa fins, where Yap 

was uniformly present in the cytoplasm (Figure 2A-C, G). This suggests that 

Yap becomes activated early in the regenerative process, in the wound 

healing phase. The nuclear localization of Yap was maintained at 24 hpa as 

mesenchymal cells migrated to the forming blastema (Figure 2D). By 48 

hpa, when the blastema was fully formed, we detected different regions of 

intracellular Yap: in proximal regions Yap was mostly nuclear, whereas in 

distal regions it was mainly cytoplasmic (Figure 2E, G). This expression 

pattern correlates with the known proliferative regions in the fully formed 

blastema (Nechiporuk and Keating, 2002)(Santos-Ruiz et al., 2002), where 

the proximal region contains most of the proliferative events in contrast with 

the distal region which has little proliferation. Finally, during blastema 

outgrowth at 72 hpa, these regions were more defined, with Yap more 

cytoplasmic in the distal-most region and progressively becoming nuclear 

towards the proximal region (Figure 2F, G). This led us to believe that Yap 

could be playing an active role in controlling the proliferation levels during 
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caudal fin regeneration. Of note, the assessment of Yap intracellular 

localization by quantifying the average intensity ratios between nuclear and 

cytoplasmic Yap in the 48 hpa distal and 72 hpa distal-most regions showed 

that these were comparable to uncut ratio values, suggesting that Yap is 

inactive in these blastema areas. 

To determine if other Hippo pathway members were present during 

zebrafish caudal fin regeneration, we analyzed their expression in different 

regenerative stages through in situ hybridization and quantitative PCR 

(qPCR) (Figure 3A-B). We observed that core components of the Hippo 

pathway (stk3, sav1, lats2, yap1, wwtr1, nf2b, frmd6) and possible DNA 

binding partners for Yap (tead1a and tead4) were expressed in the 

blastema, but the Hippo pathway core components were not upregulated 

upon amputation, indicating that the pathway main regulatory events are not 

occurring at the transcriptional level. Subsequently we addressed the 

expression of phosphorylated active forms of Mst 1/2 and Lats 1/2 as well 

as total NF2 in 72 hpa blastemas by immunohistochemistry. We noticed an 

increase of phosphorylated Mst 1/2 and Lats 1/2 in the distal areas where 

Yap is more cytoplasmic (Figure 4A-B), and the presence of NF2 throughout 

the blastema (Figure 4C). This suggests that upstream members of the 

Hippo pathway capable of inactivating Yap are present in the blastema and 

appear to be active specifically in the distal region where Yap is mainly 

cytoplasmic, indicating a possible regulatory mode. Together these results 

show that this pathway is conserved in zebrafish and activated in the 

blastema during caudal fin regeneration. 
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Figure 2. Yap is present and highly dynamic during the regenerative process. A-F 

Representative immunostainings with anti-Yap in longitudinal sections of the caudal fin 

throughout several regenerative stages. A Uncut control; B 3 hpa; C 6 hpa; D 24 hpa; E 48 
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hpa; F 72 hpa. Single color and merged XZ projections panels of mesenchymal region are 

shown to highlight Yap’s intracellular localization. Distal (yellow) and proximal (red) colored 

lines in 48 hpa (E), and distal-most (yellow), distal (orange) and proximal (red) colored lines 

in 72 hpa (F) panels correspond to the mesenchymal area in the medial blastema where the 

XZ projection was made in the above section. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. n=10-

15 sections; 5 fish per condition. Scale bars correspond to 50µm. G Quantification of 

average Yap intracellular localization by expressing a ratio between average intensities of 

Nuclear Yap:Cytoplasmic Yap of XZ projections from blastemas at different time points. 

Higher ratio values correspond to higher intensities of nuclear Yap. P corresponds to XZ of 

proximal regions (red); D corresponds to XZ of distal regions (orange); DM corresponds to 

XZ of distal-most regions (yellow). *P value<0.05, **P value<0.01, ***P value<0.001; two 

tailed, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. n=15 sections, 5 fish per condition.   
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Figure 3. Hippo pathway components are present during zebrafish caudal fin 

regeneration. A Representative in situ hybridizations for nf2b, stk3, sav1, yap1 and frmd6 at 

24 hpa, 48hpa, 72 hpa, 96 hpa, 120 hpa and uncut fins. n=3 fins per condition. Scale bars 

correspond to 100µm. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. B qPCR determination of 

yap1, wwtr1, lats2, stk3, tead1a and tead4 relative expression levels during several 

regenerative stages (24 hpa, 30 hpa, 48 hpa, 72 hpa and 120 hpa) versus uncut controls. 

Logarithmic scale, base 10. 
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Figure 4. Upstream members of the Hippo pathway are present in the outgrowth 

blastema. Representative immunofluorescence images against phosphorylated Mst 1/2 (A), 

phosphorylated Lats 1/2 (B) and total NF2 (C), in 72 hpa blastemas. n=9 sections, 3 fish per 

condition. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. Scale bars correspond to 50µm. 

 

4.2 Yap controls proliferation levels during regeneration 

To demonstrate that Yap could indeed be controlling proliferation in the 

regenerating blastema, we used conditional heat-shock transgenics to 

functionally manipulate Yap (Fang and Poss, manuscript in preparation). 

These allowed us to constitutively activate Yap (hsp70:RFP-CAyap, referred 

as CA-yap, Figure 5A) and to dominantly inactivate Yap (hsp70:RFP-

DNyap, referred as DN-yap, Figure 5A) in an effective manner. Upon a 

single heat shock, yap1 expression was induced 6-fold in CA-yap and 115-
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fold in DN-yap transgenics (Figure 6B). We observed that in both cases, by 

applying a daily heat-shock during the blastema forming phases (24 hpa 

and 48 hpa, Figure 6A), regeneration was impaired at 72 hpa (Figure 6C-F). 

To understand if the phenotypes could be due to proliferation defects, we 

applied the same heat-shock protocol in the functional Yap transgenics 

coupled to S/G2/M cell cycle marker transgenic fish, Ef1α:mag-zGeminin 

(Sugiyama et al., 2009). Immunohistochemistry analysis of Geminin 

expression together with the mitosis marker phospho-Histone 3 (pH3), 

revealed more proliferation in CA-yap double transgenics resulting in a 

mispatterned and smaller blastema by 60 hpa when compared to sibling 

controls (Figure 6G-H, K). Conversely, in DN-yap transgenics the 

proliferation was reduced causing an undersized blastema. This likely 

happens due to a cell cycle delay at G2/M phases (Xia et al., 2002), since 

cells were able to enter the cell cycle and express Geminin, but not to 

proceed to mitosis, shown by the reduction of pH3 (Figure 6I-J, L). By 

detecting in these conditions the expression of RFP, which is fused to the 

respective Yap manipulated form in each transgenic, we observed 

differences in Yap intracellular dynamics: in CA-yap transgenics, Yap is 

nuclear (Figure 6H’) and in DN-yap transgenics, Yap is cytoplasmic (Figure 

6J’). This confirms the intracellular localization of CA-Yap and DN-Yap 

proteins, since they functionally localize to the expected intracellular 

compartment. The differences in proliferation phenotypes, suggest that a 

tight equilibrium of proliferation is required for regeneration to occur. 
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Figure 5. ctgfa is conserved as a direct transcriptional target of Yap in Zebrafish. A 

Schematics of the constructs of the transgenics used in this study. B qPCR determination of 

ctgfb relative expression levels in CA-yap and DN-yap positive transgenics versus respective 

sibling controls, upon single heat-shock induction at 72 hpa. RNA extraction was performed 2 

hours after heat-shock. Logarithmic scale, base 10. C-D Representative in situ hybridization 

for ctgfa in 24 hpa fins of sibling control of CA-yap (C) and CA-yap positive fish (D). Fins 

were collected 2h post single heat-shock (2 hpHS) induction of transgenics. n=3 fins per 

condition. Scale bars correspond to 500µm. E-F Representative immunostaining with anti-

Yap in 72 hpa longitudinal sections of ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap double transgenics, fins were 

fixed 7 hours post single heat-shock (7 hpHS). E Yap staining in sibling control of CA-yap; F 

Yap staining in CA-yap positive. Note that due to high Yap levels in F, normal settings in 
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acquisition of images in E-F had to be decreased to avoid image saturation. n=9 sections, 3 

fish per condition. Scale bars correspond to 50µm. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. 

 

 

Figure 6. Yap influences the proliferation in the blastema. A Experimental outline of the 

daily heat-shock protocol applied to access functionality of Yap during regeneration. After 
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amputations were executed, fish were allowed to regenerate 24h, time in which the first heat-

shock was performed. A second heat-shock at 48 hpa was applied and phenotypes were 

accessed at 60 hpa or 72 hpa. The same protocol was applied to sibling controls. B qPCR 

determination of yap1 expression levels in Yap transgenics versus respective sibling controls 

upon single heat-shock at 72 hpa. RNA extraction was performed 2h after heat-shock. *P 

value<0.01; two tailed, non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test, logarithmic scale, base 10. C-F 

Representative brightfield images of Yap transgenics and sibling controls at 72 hpa after 

protocol applied in A. C CA-yap control; D CA-yap positive; E DN-yap control; F DN-yap 

positive. n=5 fish per condition. Scale bars correspond to 200µm. G-J Representative 

immunofluorescence with anti-pH3 in 60 hpa longitudinal sections of double transgenics 

Ef1α:mag-zGeminin; CA-yap/DN-yap and sibling controls after protocol defined in A. G CA-

yap control; H CA-yap positive; I DN-yap control; J DN-yap positive. H’, J’ Corresponding 

CA-Yap/DN-Yap RFP expression in functional transgenics after protocol described in A, at 

60 hpa. Siblings do not show RFP expression. K, L Quantification of average proliferation 

labeled with Geminin and pH3 occurring per 10mm2 in Ef1α:mag-zGeminin; CA-yap/DN-yap 

transgenics and respective siblings, at 60 hpa. K CA-yap proliferation quantification; M DN-

yap proliferation quantification. *P value<0.05, **P value<0.01; two tailed, non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney test. n=15 sections, 3 fish per condition. Scale bars correspond to 50µm.  

 

 

4.3 Yap regulates the expression of known targets and regeneration 

factors  

 

To ascertain that by manipulating Yap we were affecting its activation state 

through the induction of transcription of downstream genes, we searched for 

bona fide Yap transcriptional targets in the regenerating blastema by 

performing quantitative PCR (qPCR) upon heat-shock induction in Yap 

functional transgenics. We found that connective tissue growth factor A 

(ctgfa) and amphiregulin, two of Yap’s well characterized targets (Zhao et 
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al., 2008)(Zhang et al., 2009), were upregulated in CA-yap transgenics but 

not in DN-yap cases when compared to siblings (Figure 7A-B). Since in 

zebrafish the ctgf gene is duplicated (Fernando et al., 2010), we confirmed 

that the observed effect is ctgfa specific (Figure 5B). The upregulation of 

ctgfa in response to Yap activation was also confirmed through in situ 

hybridization performed in CA-yap transgenics versus siblings, upon single 

heat-shock induction (Figure 5C-D). In addition, we monitored ctgfa 

activation dynamics in vivo with a reporter line (ctgfa:eGFP, Figure 5A) 

coupled with the functional Yap transgenics. We observed that by 7 hours 

post a single heat-shock (hpHS) given at 72 hpa, the expression of ctgfa 

was upregulated in regenerating blastemas of double transgenics 

ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap when compared to siblings (Figure 7C-D). Conversely, 

in ctgfa:eGFP; DN-yap transgenics, ctgfa expression remained equal to 

siblings in the same time frame post heat-shock, in agreement with qPCR 

results (Figure 7E-F). Furthermore, evidence of Yap activation in double 

transgenics ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap was obtained by performing 

immunofluorescence against Yap in the same fins monitored in vivo (Figure 

5E-F). We observed that by 7 hpHS, Yap was more nuclear in those fins, 

confirming the efficiency of the heat-shock. These results allowed us to 

conclude that the regeneration phenotypes observed in the functional 

transgenics are specific to Yap manipulation and that ctgfa is likely to be a 

direct target of Yap in zebrafish, as it is in higher vertebrates. Of note, ctgf 

can also be a downstream transcriptional target of other signaling pathways, 

namely WNT and TGFβ, as shown in other systems (Luo et al., 2004)(Fujii 

et al., 2012). This possibly explains why in the ctgfa:eGFP reporter line, 

there is GFP expression in mesenchymal cells, even in regions where Yap 

is not active, indicating the existence of other means of ctgfa regulation not 

exclusive of Yap.  

To further explore mechanistically these observations, we analyzed the 

expression of several genes known to be involved in regeneration by 

performing qPCR upon heat-shock induction in Yap transgenics. We found 
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that in CA-yap transgenics, a number of these factors were significantly 

downregulated, namely fgf20a, wnt10a, lef1 and shh, while dkk1b was 

highly upregulated (Figure 7G).  In contrast, in DN-yap transgenics, there 

was the opposite tendency of expression, with fgf20a upregulated (Figure 

7H). Of interest msxB, bmp2a and bmp2b did not appear to be affected by 

Yap manipulations (Figure 7G-H). These results indicate that Yap has the 

ability to regulate a number of key regeneration molecules. The impairment 

of regeneration that occurs in CA-Yap and DN-Yap transgenics is likely to 

be a combination of changes in expression of those factors with effects in 

cell proliferation. 
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Figure 7. Transcriptional gene 

regulation induced by Yap. A-B 

qPCR determination of ctgfa and 

amphiregulin (areg) expression levels 

in Yap transgenics versus respective 

sibling controls upon single heat-

shock at 72 hpa. A Relative 

expression levels in fins of CA-yap 

positive transgenics; B Relative 

expression levels in fins of DN-yap 

positive transgenics. RNA extraction 

was performed 2h after heat-shock. *P 

value<0.01; two tailed, non-parametric 

paired Wilcoxon test, logarithmic 

scale, base 10. C-F Representative 

ctgfa expression levels in double 

transgenics ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap/DN-

yap and sibling controls upon heat-

shock at 72hpa. Images were 

acquired at 7 hours post heat-shock 

(hpHS). C CA-yap control; D CA-yap 

positive; E DN-yap control; F DN-yap 

positive. n=5 fish per condition. Scale 

bars correspond to 500µm. Dashed 

lines indicate amputation plane. G-H 

qPCR determination of fgf20a, msxB, 

wnt10a, wnt3a, lef1, dkk1a, dkk1b, 

shh, bmp2a, bmp2b expression levels 

in Yap transgenics versus respective 

sibling controls upon single heat-
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shock at 72hpa. G Relative expression levels in fins of CA-yap positive transgenics; H 

Relative expression levels in fins of DN-yap positive transgenics. RNA extraction was 

performed 2h after heat-shock. *P value<0.05, **P value<0.01; two tailed, non-parametric 

paired Wilcoxon test, logarithmic scale, base 10.  

 

4.4 Yap is not activated in uninjured caudal fins 

It is known that fins grow throughout the life of adult fish, depending on a 

homeostasis process involving some of the genes necessary for epimorphic 

regeneration (Wills et al., 2008). To test if in an uninjured situation Yap 

could lead to proliferation phenotypes related to the ones observed during 

epimorphic regeneration, we applied the same daily heat-shock protocol as 

before (Figure 6A) to both Yap functional transgenics and respective 

siblings in uncut situations. Remarkably, we observed that in uncut fins CA-

yap induction lead to no morphological changes (Figure 8A-B). Also in vivo 

upregulation of ctgfa upon single heat-shock by 7 hpHS in uncut double 

transgenics ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap was not detected (Figure 8C-D), indicating 

that even though the constitutively active form of Yap was being driven, that 

was not enough to stimulate the transcription of its target gene. This points 

to the existence of a robust inhibitory mechanism for homeostatic 

proliferation in adult fins. The same results were observed with DN-yap 

uncut transgenics (Figure 8E-H). By amputating just half of the caudal fin in 

ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap double transgenics and applying the same single heat-

shock protocol at 72 hpa, we observed no changes in ctgfa expression in 

the uncut half of the fin when compared to sibling controls. However, in the 

amputated fin half of ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap positive transgenics, we observed 

the expected induction of ctgfa at 7 hpHS (Figure 8I-J). The uninjured adult 

caudal fin tissue is known for its liability for silencing transgenes (Thummel 

et al., 2006). To confirm that the previous results were not consequences 

from such an effect, we applied single heat-shocks in the functional 
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transgenics with 72 hpa half fin amputations and performed yap1 in situ 

hybridizations. In both CA-yap and DN-yap there was a clear yap1 

upregulation upon transgene activation when compared to siblings 

expression (Figure 8K-N), both in the amputated and uncut fins (Figure 8K’-

N’, K’’-N’’). This indicates that Yap transgenes can be transcribed in 

uninjured, homeostatic situations, but fin cells appear to be in a non-

responsive state. During epimorphic regeneration, however, cells appear to 

be prone to respond to Yap activity, causing specific phenotypes. 
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Figure 8. Yap is not activated in a homeostatic context. A-B, E-F Representative 

brightfield images of uninjured CA-yap/DN-yap transgenics upon heat-shock in 2 consecutive 

days, phenotypes were accessed on the next day. A CA-yap control; B CA-yap positive; E 

DN-yap control; F DN-yap positive. C-D, G-H Representative ctgfa expression levels in 

double transgenics ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap/DN-yap and sibling controls upon single heat-shock 
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in uninjured animals, images were acquired at 7 hours post heat-shock (hpHS). C CA-yap 

control; D CA-yap positive; G DN-yap control; H DN-yap positive. I-J Representative ctgfa 

expression levels in double transgenics ctgfa:eGFP; CA-yap upon single heat-shock in 72 

hpa half fin amputated animals, images were acquired at 7 hpHS; I CA-yap sibling control; J 

CA-yap positive. n=5 fish per condition. K-N Representative in situ hybridizations for yap1 in 

72 hpa half amputated fins of sibling control of CA-yap (K), CA-yap positive fish (L), sibling 

control of DN-yap (M), DN-yap positive fish (N). Corresponding zoomed images of the uncut 

half (K’-N’) and 72 hpa blastema half (K’’-N’’) of the in situs shown in K-N, highlighting the 

differences in yap1 expression in both CA-yap and DN-yap transgenics versus siblings. Fins 

were collected 2h post single heat-shock (2 hpHS) induction of transgenics. n=3 fins per 

condition. Scale bars correspond to 500µm. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. 

 

 

4.5 Cell density along the blastema associates with the localization 

of active Yap 

One possible explanation for the regulation of Yap intracellular dynamics in 

the regenerating blastema is that changes in the cell matrix rigidity and/or in 

cell density triggered by the amputation can modify tissue tension, thus 

affecting cell morphology as well as cell area (Zhao et al., 2007)(Dupont et 

al., 2011)(Wada et al., 2011)(Aragona et al., 2013). These changes could be 

sensed at the cell membrane, through its junctions and cytoskeleton and 

control Yap’s activation and proliferation levels (Schlegelmilch et al., 

2011)(Kim et al., 2011)(Fernández et al., 2011). To test this hypothesis, we 

established a cell density map along the proximal-distal (PD) axis of the 

regenerating blastema by measuring the average intensity of mesenchymal 

nuclei labeled with DAPI in different regeneration stages. We found that at 

24 hpa, while the blastema is being formed, cell density appears to be 

homogeneous along the PD axis (Figure 9A-B). Strikingly, at 48 and 72 hpa, 

when the blastema is fully formed, we observed that cell density was 

differential within the blastema: cell density was higher in distal regions 
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when compared to proximal regions of the same samples (Figure 9C-F). 

The high cell density regions correlated with the distal regions where Yap is 

mainly cytoplasmic, thus mostly inactive, suggesting that cell density could 

control Yap inactivation through a contact inhibition mechanism in vivo 

(compare Figure 9C-F with Figure 2E-F). To understand if these cell density 

changes translated into an effect in cell morphology, we performed 

immunofluorescence against GFP in ctgfa:eGFP transgenics, as this marker 

allowed us to label all mesenchymal cells, in the same regeneration stages 

as the cell density measurements. We observed that at 24 hpa, the 

mesenchymal cells were variable in shape, presenting many protrusions, in 

agreement with their migratory phenotype for blastema formation. When 

quantifying their cell aspect ratio, which provides a measurement of how 

round the cells are, by representing the relation between the x and y axes of 

the cell, the 24 hpa mesenchymal cells had an average aspect ratio of 0.42 

(Figure 10B, G-H). At this stage, the quantification of the space between 

mesenchymal cells along the PD axis revealed that cells were uniformly 

spread throughout the blastema (Figure 10A). Consistent with the cell 

density data, by 48 and 72 hpa, the mesenchymal cells towards the distal 

region became more compact (Figure 10C-D, E-F), reflecting the increase in 

cell density and not a major change in cell size along the PD axis. 

Regarding morphology, these distal cells showed significantly less variability 

in shape, being rounder and lacking protrusions (average aspect ratio of 

0.71 and 0.67, for 48hpa and 72hpa respectively), when compared with the 

cells of the corresponding proximal region (0.50 and 0.48 for 48 hpa and 72 

hpa respectively) or 24 hpa blastemas (Figure 10G, I-L). This suggests that 

blastema cells adapt their morphology to tension changes, conferred by the 

density of their surroundings, and that these mechanical cues have effects 

on Yap intracellular localization.  
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Figure 9. Mesenchymal cell density changes according to the regenerative stage. A, C, 

E Quantification of average DAPI intensity (in arbitrary units, A.U.) in the mesenchymal cells 

along the proximal-distal axis (µm) of the regenerating blastema at 24 hpa (A), 48 hpa (C) 

and 72 hpa (E). For all measurements, areas from the medial blastema were considered. 

n=7 sections, 3 fish per condition; shadows indicate the standard deviation of the mean for 

each curve. B, D, F Representative images of DAPI stained longitudinal sections of the 

blastema. B 24 hpa; D 48 hpa; F 72 hpa. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. Scale bars 

correspond to 50µm. 
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Figure 10. Mesenchymal cell morphology is altered in accordance with changes in cell 

density. A, C, E Quantification of average space (in arbitrary units, A.U.) between 

mesenchymal cells along the proximal-distal axis (µm) at 24 hpa (A), 48 hpa (C) and 72 hpa 

blastemas (E). For all measurements, areas from the medial blastema were considered. n=9 

sections; 3 fish per condition; shadows indicate the standard deviation of the mean for each 

curve. B, D, F Representative images of anti-GFP stained longitudinal sections of 

ctgfa:eGFP transgenics. B 24 hpa; D 48 hpa; F 72 hpa. G Quantification of average cell 

aspect ratio of mesenchymal cells of 24 hpa, 48 hpa and 72 hpa, in which y is the minor axis 
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of the cell and x the major axis of the cell. A perfect circular shape corresponds to a ratio 

between y and x of 1. ***P value<0.0001; two tailed, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. 

n=45 total cells per condition; 5 cells were randomly selected per image; 9 sections; 3 fish 

per condition. H-L Corresponding zoom panels of B, D, F highlight cell morphology of 

blastema mesenchymal cells at 24 hpa (H), 48 hpa proximally (I), 48 hpa distally (J), 72 hpa 

proximally (K) and 72hpa distally (L). Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. Scale bars 

correspond to 50µm. 

 

4.6 Alpha-Catenin correlates with Yap intracellular localization 

To find possible adhesion and cytoskeleton associated proteins acting as 

cell density sensors in the blastema, through which Yap dynamics could be 

mediated, we performed an immunohistochemistry screen in fully formed 

blastemas (48 and 72 hpa) searching for differences in expression along the 

PD axis (Table 1). This led to the identification of several adhesion proteins 

present in specific cell types during regeneration (Figure 11). Interestingly, 

Alpha-Catenin was the only junctional protein localized in the mesenchymal 

cells in a PD dependent manner. By performing immunostainings against 

Yap and GFP in Alpha-Catenin protein trap transgenics (Žigman et al., 

2010) at 72 hpa, we observed that the expression of endogenous Alpha-

Catenin correlated with Yap intracellular dynamics (Figure 12A-B). In 

particular, the junctional localization of Alpha-Catenin in the distal, more 

dense and round, mesenchymal cells fit with the areas where Yap is more 

cytoplasmic (Figure 12D, F); conversely, in the proximal areas where Yap is 

more nuclear and cells are more sparse and protrusive, Alpha-Catenin was 

not present at the junctions (Figure 12C, E). This suggests that Alpha-

Catenin could be working as a mechanosensor of cell density during the 

regenerative process and, like in other systems (Schlegelmilch et al., 2011), 

might inhibit Yap activation when cell-cell contacts are reinforced in 

response to a contact inhibition mechanism. 
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Table 1. Proteins screened through immunohistochemistry in the regenerating 

blastema.  (a) Published in Stewart (2014), (b) Published in Jaźwińska (2007). 

 

Protein Present 
in 

blastema 

Stages tested Cell type labeled Type of adhesion 
associated 

Alpha-Catenin Yes Uncut, 24hpa, 
48hpa, 72hpa 

Most distal 
mesenchymal 

cells; osteoblasts; 
present in all 

layers of epidermis 
(a) 

Adherens junction 

Beta-Catenin Yes Uncut, 3hpa, 
6hpa, 24hpa, 
48hpa, 72hpa 

In early stages in 
the mesenchyme, 
present in some 

layers of 
epidermis, 

osteoblasts (a) 

Adherens junction 

P120-Catenin No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

E-Cadherin Yes 48hpa, 72hpa All layers of 
epidermis 

Adherens junction 

N-Cadherin Yes 72hpa New osteoblasts 
(a) 

Adherens junction 

M-Cadherin No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

P-Cadherin No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

R-Cadherin No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

Cadherin 5 No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

Cadherin 11 No 72hpa -- Adherens junction 

Zyxin No 72hpa -- Integrin 
associated protein 

ZO-1 Yes 48hpa, 72hpa Most apical layer 
of epidermis, 
blood vessels 

Tight junction 

Claudin 1 Yes 72hpa Most epidermal 
layers 

Tight junction 

Fibronectin Yes 48hpa, 72hpa Extracellular 
matrix of all 

fibroblast-like cells 

Extracellular 
matrix 

Laminin Yes 24hpa, 48hpa, 
72hpa 

Extracellular 
space between 
basal epidermal 

layer and 
mesenchyme, 
blood vessels 

Extracellular 
matrix 
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Tenascin C Yes 24hpa, 48hpa, 
72hpa 

Extracellular 
space of all 

mesenchyme (b) 

Extracellular 
matrix 

F-Actin 
(Phalloidin) 

Yes Uncut, 6hpa, 
24hpa, 48hpa, 

72hpa 

Initially in 
epidermis, later 

restricted to most 
apical layer of 

epidermis and all 
mesenchyme, 
blood vessels 

Cytoskeleton 

Phospho-
Myosin Light 

Chain 2 

Yes Uncut, 6hpa, 
24hpa, 48hpa, 

72hpa 

Initially in 
epidermis, later 

both in epidermis 
and all 

mesenchyme, 
blood vessels 

Cytoskeleton 

Phospho-
Ezrin/ Radixin/ 
Moesin (ERM) 

Yes 48hpa, 72hpa Similar to F-actin Cytoskeleton, 
Actin associated 

protein 

Scribble No 72hpa -- Tight junction 

Vinculin No 72hpa -- Integrin 
associated protein 
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Figure 11. Novel adhesion and cytoskeleton proteins expressed in the regenerating 

blastema. Representative immunostainings of positive hits found in the adhesion and 

cytoskeleton related screen performed in fully formed blastemas (72 hpa and 48hpa 

longitudinal sections). n=3 sections per condition. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. 

Scale bars correspond to 50µm. 
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Figure 12. Alpha-Catenin accumulates in the most-distal region of the outgrowth 

blastema where Yap is mainly cytoplasmic. Representative immunofluorescence with 

anti-Yap and anti-GFP in 72hpa longitudinal sections of Alpha-Catenin transgenics. A Alpha-

catenin expression; B Corresponding Yap expression. C-F Zoomed areas represented by 

squares in A-B. Proximal (C) and distal (D) images from A showing Alpha-Catenin 

expression. Corresponding proximal (E) and distal (F) images from B showing Yap 

expression. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. n=9 sections, 3 fish. Scale bars 

correspond to 50µm.  
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4.7 F-Actin controls Yap dynamics 

 

Taking into account that the cytoskeleton also plays an active role in 

mediating the mechanical forces to which cells are exposed to, we 

investigated F-actin localization along the PD axis of the regenerating 

blastema. By performing phalloidin stainings, we observed that F-actin also 

underwent changes along the PD axis in 72 hpa blastemas (Figure 13A-B): 

it localizes to the cortex in distal mesenchymal cells, where cell density is 

higher and Yap more cytoplasmic (Figure 13D, F, XZ Distal); in proximal 

regions, where cell density is lower and Yap nuclear, F-actin is present 

throughout the cell in the cytoplasm (Figure 13C, E, XZ Proximal). F-actin 

also co-localized partially with the accumulation of Alpha-Catenin at the 

junctions in the distal blastema (Figure 14).  

To determine whether F-actin is involved in regulating Yap’s activity (Dupont 

et al., 2011)(Wada et al., 2011)(Sansores-Garcia et al., 2011)(Fernández et 

al., 2011)(Reddy et al., 2013), we performed in vivo intraperitoneal injections 

of Jasplakinolide (Jasp), an inducer of F-actin polymerization and stabilizing 

compound (Bubb et al., 1994), in 72 hpa Alpha-Catenin transgenic 

zebrafish. We accessed Yap protein expression through immunostainings 

and observed that its intracellular localization was affected, as early as 30 

minutes after Jasp injection. In particular, nuclear translocation of Yap was 

induced throughout the blastema in contrast to DMSO controls (Figure 15A-

B) and was particularly evident in distal regions of Jasp treated animals 

(Figure 15C-E, compare DMSO XZ Distal with JASP XZ Distal). To confirm 

that Jasp was not only triggering Yap nuclear translocation but also its 

activation state, we performed qPCR for its target gene ctgfa, in Jasp versus 

DMSO injected animals. This analysis showed that upon 30 minutes of Jasp 

injection, the ctgfa transcription levels were not readily affected in the 

blastema; however, by 2 hours post Jasp injection there was a significant 

ctgfa upregulation when compared to DMSO animals (Figure 15F). This 
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suggests that by disrupting F-actin dynamics we are able to override the 

mechanical cues possibly provided by the high cell density in the distal tip of 

the blastema and with that control Yap and its downstream targets. When 

looking at the localization of Alpha-Catenin in these conditions, we found 

that this protein does not display modifications in its accumulation in the 

distal tip upon Jasp treatment (Figure 15G-J), indicating that Alpha-Catenin 

is not directly affected upon F-actin manipulation in the regenerating 

blastema. Altogether, these observations show that F-actin acts as an 

upstream regulator of Yap in vivo, controlling its activation during the 

regenerative process.  
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Figure 13. Differential proximo-distal expression of F-actin associates with Yap 

intracellular location. Representative immunofluorescence with anti-Yap and phalloidin (F-

actin) in 72hpa longitudinal sections. A F-actin expression; B Corresponding Yap expression. 

C-F Zoomed areas represented by squares in A-B. Proximal (C) and distal (D) images from 

A showing F-actin expression. Corresponding proximal (E) and distal (F) images from B 

showing Yap expression. Single color and merged XZ projections of distal blastema images 

D-F and proximal blastema images C-E are shown to highlight intracellular localization. 
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Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. n=9 sections, 3 fish. Scale bars correspond to 

50µm.  

 

 

Figure 14. Alpha-catenin and F-actin partially co-localize in the regenerating blastema. 

A Representative immunofluorescence with anti-GFP and phalloidin (F-actin) in 72 hpa 

longitudinal sections of Alpha-catenin transgenics. A Representative single frame of Alpha-

catenin; B Corresponding single frame of F-actin. C-F Corresponding zoomed areas 

represented by squares in A-B. Proximal (C) and distal (D) zoomed images from A showing 
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the differential Alpha-catenin expression along the PD axis. Corresponding proximal (E) and 

distal (F) zoomed images from B showing the differential F-actin expression along the PD 

axis. Single color and merged XZ projections of proximal blastema images D-F and distal 

blastema images C-E are shown below the corresponding panel to highlight intracellular 

localization. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. n=9 sections, 3 fish. Scale bar 

corresponds to 50µm. 
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Figure 15. F-actin controls Yap intracellular dynamics. Representative 

immunofluorescence with anti-Yap and anti-GFP in 72hpa longitudinal sections of Alpha-

Catenin transgenic animals injected with Jasplakinolide (JASP) and respective DMSO 
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controls. Yap expression in DMSO controls (A) and JASP animals (B). C-D Zoomed areas 

represented by squares in A-B; single color images showing Yap expression and merged 

with DAPI in DMSO (C-C’) and JASP (D-D’) conditions. Corresponding XZ projections of 

distal blastema images C-D are shown to highlight intracellular localization in both situations 

(DMSO XZ Distal, JASP XZ Distal). E Quantification of average Yap intracellular localization 

by expressing a ratio between average intensities of Nuclear Yap:Cytoplasmic Yap of XZ 

projections from distal blastemas exposed to DMSO or JASP conditions, at 30 minutes post 

injection. Higher ratio values correspond to higher intensities of nuclear Yap. ***P 

value<0.001, two tailed, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test.  n=8 sections, 4 fish per 

condition. F qPCR determination of ctgfa expression levels in JASP versus respective DMSO 

injected animals. Relative expression levels in fins of JASP injected animals at 30 minutes 

post injection and 2 hours post injection, time points in which RNA was readily extracted. **P 

value<0.01; two tailed, non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test, logarithmic scale, base 10.  G-I 

Alpha-Catenin expression in DMSO controls (G) and JASP animals (I). H-J Zoomed areas 

represented by squares in F-H, showing Alpha-Catenin expression in the distal blastema of 

DMSO controls (H) and JASP animals (J).  Corresponding XZ projections of distal blastema 

images G-I are shown to highlight intracellular localization in both situations; single color 

images showing Alpha-Catenin expression and merged with DAPI. Intraperitoneal injections 

were performed in 72 hpa animals, 30 minutes pre-fixation of the caudal fins. n=12 sections, 

4 fish per condition. Dashed lines indicate amputation plane. Scale bars correspond to 

50µm. 
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5.  Discussion 

 

Our study identifies a mechanism for the regulation of Yap activity within the 

zebrafish caudal fin regenerating blastema based on the differences in cell 

density along the mesenchymal tissue. The mesenchymal cells seem to 

respond to a mechanotransduction process that involves changes in cell 

morphology, junction assembly and cytoskeleton remodeling, which together 

lead to a graded control of tissue growth via Yap, a Hippo pathway effector. 

In wild type settings, the regenerating blastema presents a 

compartmentalized organization once fully formed. The proximal 

mesenchymal region exhibits high proliferation and differentiation rates that 

progressively decrease towards the distal tip (Nechiporuk and Keating, 

2002). We show that intracellular expression of Yap correlates with these 

spatially restricted regions and could account for the different levels of 

proliferation described. Remarkably, the same intracellular Yap dynamics 

also correlates with the degree of cell density within the proximal-distal axis 

of the blastema. In the distal high cell density domain, Yap is mainly 

cytoplasmic while in the proximal lower cell density domain, Yap is largely 

nuclear. The functional relevance of Yap intracellular localization was 

confirmed by genetic manipulation: overexpression of a constitutively active 

form of Yap leads to an increase in proliferation, while overexpression of a 

dominant negative form of Yap results in the opposing phenotype 

characterized by a cell cycle delay, halting proliferation between G2 and M 

phases (Xia et al., 2002). The effects of Yap are not only restricted to 

proliferation as it also affects the expression of several signaling factors 

involved in fin regeneration. Interestingly, regeneration specific genes such 

as fgf20a are upregulated when Yap activity is compromised in DN-yap 

transgenics and downregulated when Yap activity is enhanced in CA-yap 

transgenics. The size of the blastema is reduced in both cases, indicating 
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that Yap is on top of a complex network of tissue growth regulation during 

regeneration, not restricted to the control of proliferation. 

Our observations suggest a mechanism of contact inhibition of proliferation 

that has been described to regulate Yap in various cell culture systems 

(Zhao et al., 2007)(Wada et al., 2011)(Mcclatchey and Yap, 2012). Recently 

it has been proposed that Yap dynamics can be controlled by different 

upstream cues that govern each other hierarchically when different levels of 

confluency are achieved (Aragona et al., 2013). In these epithelial systems, 

Yap is mostly nuclear in sparse cultures, fairly cytoplasmic in confluent 

cultures and completely cytoplasmic in dense cultures. In confluent 

situations, there is a relevant role for junction proteins and upstream Hippo 

pathway components in inactivating Yap. In contrast, in dense cultures, 

there is a dominant role of the extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffness and 

cytoskeleton mechanics over the other Yap inactivating mechanisms. 

Interestingly, in our in vivo system, the distal mesenchymal cells that exhibit 

high density and mostly cytoplasmic Yap appear to have features of both of 

these inactivating situations. Those blastemal cells present rounder cell 

morphology, have mature cell-cell contacts shown by the presence of Alpha-

Catenin, seem to have an increase in activated Mst 1/2 and Lats 1/2, and 

display changes in F-actin intracellular localization. Physiologically, this 

suggests that a combination of several mechanical stress mechanisms exist 

to robustly inactivate Yap in the distal blastema; nevertheless the 

inactivation hierarchy of such mechanisms remains to be established. 

The recruitment of Alpha-Catenin to the membrane as a consequence of 

high cell density may lead to accumulation of cortical F-actin that in turn 

drives the inactivation of Yap, resembling the process described in the 

mouse epidermis (Schlegelmilch et al., 2011). Interestingly, if we consider 

that less substrate contacts with the ECM are a consequence of high cell 

density, in which rounder blastema cells are packed, this should also lead to 

repositioning of F-actin to the cell cortex and exclusion of Yap from the 

nucleus. We can only speculate about the possible mechanical contribution 
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of ECM stiffness towards Yap inactivation, but it is tempting to associate the 

high cell density zone of the blastema with a possible soft substrate in which 

there is low mechanical tension conferred by the ECM. This would enable 

the system to have multiple ways of directing F-actin to the cell cortex and 

consequently inactivating Yap distally (Gumbiner and Kim, 2014). The initial 

step in the cascade of events leading to Yap inactivation in the distal tip 

needs further investigation, but it is conceivable that it depends primarily on 

the increase of density and cell contacts. The cause for cells accumulating 

distally remains unclear, possibly being a structural consequence of the 

surrounding epithelial layers that lead to physical constraints in the 

underlying mesenchyme. 

We show that F-actin plays a major role in mediating the information from 

the surrounding environment and Yap dynamics in vivo. F-actin may be 

directly involved in sensing the mesenchymal cell density state and translate 

that into Yap activation, thus proliferation. The idea that F-actin can act as a 

mechanotransducer is not new (Romet-Lemonne and Jégou, 

2013)(Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013), but here we reveal that it can 

contribute to control organ size during epimorphic regeneration. Additionally, 

by manipulating F-actin, the accumulation of Alpha-Catenin in the distal 

blastema was maintained; this could mean that Alpha-catenin is upstream of 

F-actin, reinforcing its possible role as a mechanotransducer in response to 

cell density changes in the blastema. 

High cell density in the blastema seems to play an instructive role in the 

distal inactivation of Yap; it is unlikely however that low cell density is the 

initial Yap activation trigger, but may rather be a required permissive step. 

The first signs of Yap activation were observed at 6 hpa when cell migration 

towards the stump had not yet taken place; hence density in the blastema is 

unlikely to be considerably lower than the uncut mesenchymal tissue where 

Yap is inactive (Figure 2A-C). Yap activation could be linked to the 

appearance of F-actin in the mesenchyme or with the presence of soluble 

growth factors, such as WNT, which is known for its interplay with the Hippo 
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pathway and is also early activated upon amputation (Imajo et al., 

2012)(Rosenbluh et al., 2012)(Stoick-cooper et al., 2007). 

Our finding that Yap appears to be inhibited in uninjured, fully differentiated 

caudal fins supports the idea that Yap has a specific function during the 

regenerative process, when there is a need for a timely and precise control 

of tissue growth. This apparent prerequisite of a less differentiated 

environment is consistent with observations of phenotypes in other model 

systems, in which experimental manipulation of Yap leads to phenotypes 

only in tissues that are not fully differentiated. This is the case in embryonic 

development settings, adult contexts involving stem cell niches and in 

cancer models where cell plasticity is affected (Barry and Camargo, 

2013)(Hiemer and Varelas, 2013). This is suggestive of multiple levels of 

Yap regulation in fully differentiated tissues.  

The coordination between a number of signaling pathways and morphogens 

during fin regeneration is essential to guarantee robustness and to restore 

the correct final fin size. Our work shows for the first time that mechanical 

input within the blastema is also crucial for regeneration to occur. By a 

process of mechanotransduction, mediated via Alpha-Catenin and F-actin, 

Yap regulation is balanced, thus influencing cell proliferation and conferring 

an important in vivo physiological role to this member of the Hippo pathway.  
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Owing to the limited capacity of Humans in recovering from severe organ 

damage, the ultimate goal in regenerative medicine is to provide strategies 

to improve the proper replacement of injured tissues, leading to functional 

organs. By studying non-mammalian regenerative models, such as the 

Zebrafish, in which accurate organ substitution occurs naturally, new options 

may become available to exploit the potential of intrinsic tissue regeneration 

in humans. In particular, with this work I have investigated the innate ability 

of zebrafish to recover its fin size after injury and contributed to expand our 

understanding of how final growth is achieved and controlled during this 

process. Growth control is essential not only during organ regeneration but 

also in other processes like development and cancer, hence some of the 

results described in this thesis may provide useful knowledge across the 

biology of size field. 

 

Insights into fin fold regeneration  
 

By definition, bona fide epimorphic regeneration implies the formation of a 

blastema that leads to the recovery of lost tissues upon injury in developed 

animals (Morgan, 1901). By exploring the regeneration process of the 

established zebrafish 2 dpf fin fold, we found not only conserved, but also 

unique features of this model when compared to adult caudal fin 

regeneration.  

We have demonstrated that during fin fold regeneration a wound epithelium 

rapidly forms, mesenchymal cells accumulate distally, and proliferation 

occurs in a time-restricted manner. These are all common features to fin fold 

and adult caudal fin regeneration, which complement previous studies and 

support the view that fin fold regeneration occurs in a similar manner to the 

adult system (Kawakami et al., 2004)(Yoshinari et al., 2009)(Mathew et al., 

2007, 2009)(Ishida et al., 2010). We could demonstrate that there is a distal 
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accumulation of migratory, shape-changing fibroblasts, which appear to 

constitute a signaling center (Yoshinari et al., 2009)(Pittlik and Begemann, 

2012), which resembles a blastema in its structure and formation. Despite 

this, we have not observed proliferation arising within those cells, rather 

noticing that it occurs in a wide area. This suggests that the fin fold blastema 

does not behave exactly as in the adult regenerating fin. 

Remarkably, the fin fold growth rate upon amputation outperforms the 

adult’s counterpart since this tissue recovers to its 5 dpf developmental size 

and pattern. This observation leads to considerations about positional 

identity and memory in this system. It is possible is that albeit this tissue is 

still being developmentally specified at 2 dpf, it has already acquired its 

proximal-distal positional values, which fin fold cells can recall in an injury 

situation. Another possibility is that positional identity cues are still being 

established from to 2-5 dpf, the developmental time points in which fin fold 

regeneration is inflicted. Therefore the tissue may independently attain its 

supposed size without resorting to positional memory, adopting a 

compensatory growth mechanism. By taking into account the example of the 

pectoral fin fold system, its anterior-posterior (AP) signature transcription 

factors are already present at 4 dpf, possibly indicating that establishment of 

positional values is an earlier event (Nachtrab et al., 2013). Nevertheless, 

the timing, nature and mode of action of the proximal-distal and dorso-

ventral fin fold axial cues are still unknown.  

We found that fin fold growth is not achieved solely by increasing cell 

numbers, given that the epithelial tissue is able to increase its growth rate 

after proliferation rates have decreased. This could be due to an increase in 

cell size, a remodeling of the epithelial cell layers or a contribution of other 

cell types present in the fin fold, reflecting another specific feature of this 

system that can provide knowledge on novel growth control mechanisms 

relevant for the field. 
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Growth and positional identity in epimorphic regeneration 
 

An important consideration to undertake is whether the mechanisms that 

establish final size of an organ during development are the same as the 

ones that lead to its recovery in a regenerative process. Taking into account 

positional memory mechanisms, the recapitulation of ontogenetic positional 

information during epimorphic regeneration should occur. In agreement with 

this, recently it has been shown that basal expression levels of transcription 

factors are maintained and restricted to their signature AP domains, 

throughout the zebrafish life and regeneration (Nachtrab et al., 2013).  

Interestingly, the adult fin cells that harbor the instructive information for 

recovering final size and form appear to be the same cells that contribute to 

blastema formation, these being the connective tissue cells, namely the 

intrarray osteoblasts and dermal fibroblasts (Nachtrab et al., 

2013)(Perathoner et al., 2014)(Kujawski et al., 2014). This feature appears 

to be conserved also during axolotl limb regeneration, since it is the 

connective tissue (but not the muscle cells) that harbors the positional 

information that guides regenerative patterning (Nacu et al., 2013). In 

comparison, the 2 dpf fin fold tissue does not contain osteoblasts but has 

dermal fibroblasts. Taking into account that fin fold fibroblasts give rise to 

the adult dermal fibroblasts (Lee et al., 2013), it is possible that positional 

identity specification is already conferred within these cells at that 

developmental stage.  

Despite our initial ideas, the mechanisms of ontogenetic size-control in fin 

fold and adult caudal fin can indeed be different. For instance, in the original 

zebrafish genetic screens, several mutants have been identified that 

develop enlarged fin folds (dreumes, leprechaun and ukkie), but presented 

regular sized adult fins. An interesting case is the mutant dreumes, which 

presented larger fin folds, however in adulthood showed smaller, but 

proportional, body and fin size (van Eeden et al., 1996). Conversely, 
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mutants having long (long fin, another long fin and rapunzel) or short/absent 

adult fins (finless and shortfin), have normal sized fin folds (van Eeden et al., 

1996)(Iovine and Johnson, 2000)(Green et al., 2009). In line with this 

research, a recent study has pinpointed the genetic basis for the presented 

positive allometry in another long fin mutants (Perathoner et al., 2014). 

Perathoner and colleges show that missense mutations in the kcnk5b gene 

lead to increased conductance and hyperpolarization of two-pore domain 

potassium channels (K2P), resulting in local action of these channels to 

control ontogenetic fin (and barbel) size. This increase in appendage growth 

was shown to be autonomous to the fin and barbel structures, not affecting 

body proportions, and relied on cell proliferation increase rather than cell 

size. 

In addition, another recent study has shown that the positional identities of 

the adult caudal fin were altered by inhibiting Calcineurin with two small 

molecules, tacrolimus and cyclosporin A, leading also to positive allometric 

growth resulting in longer fins during development, homeostasis and 

regeneration (Kujawski et al., 2014). Though the full mechanistic basis for 

these phenotypes is yet unclear, this study elucidated that during wild type 

regenerative outgrowth, there is indeed a shift from isometric to allometric 

growth rates through the action of Calcineurin. This phosphatase appears to 

be active during homeostasis and until the blastema is fully formed, thereby 

inhibiting fast growth rates; when entering the regenerative outgrowth 

phase, Calcineurin is endogenously inhibited, leading to a growth rate 

increase; and finally when the fin has recovered its original size, it is re-

activated. Cyclosporin A was screened as part of the Prestwick library, in 

our screening assay for compounds that would affect final fin fold size. 

However, this small molecule did not produce any increasing or inhibitory 

growth phenotypes, upon specific application during fin fold regeneration, 

reinforcing the differences between adult and fin fold systems in their 

regenerative size-control mechanisms.  
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The studies by Perathoner and Kujawski have contributed to the idea of 

multiple regulatory modes influencing ontogenetic and regenerative fin size 

and pattern (Perathoner et al., 2014)(Kujawski et al., 2014). In both cases, 

the manipulations performed led to proportionate overgrowths of the fin 

tissue, indicative that growth was achieved in a controlled manner. A more 

detailed analysis of these differences will be crucial to understand the 

mechanisms of establishment and control of ontogenetic and regenerative 

size control. 

 

Biomechanical factors as regulators of regenerative size 

 

The importance of biomechanical inputs in developmental processes has 

emerged recently as several groups started to identify mechanotransduction 

signaling pathways (Desprat et al., 2008)(Varelas et al., 2010)(Dupont et al., 

2011)(Brunet et al., 2013). This has been particularly relevant in regulation 

of organ size and cell differentiation by the action of the Hippo/Yap pathway. 

Our work complements this view, as we show that during caudal fin 

regeneration this signaling pathway is regulated via changes in cell density 

and the cytoskeleton.  

Our observation that the mesenchymal blastema has different levels of 

confluence provides evidence for a natural occurring process of contact 

inhibition of proliferation, in an in vivo context. Cell density within the 

blastema works as a mechanical stimulus that allows blastema cells to 

distinguish subtle temporal and spatial tension differences within their 

surroundings. As a result, these cells acquire different morphologies and 

strengthen their adhesion structures. Supporting this view, we found 

differences in the expression of Alpha-Catenin and F-actin according to the 

blastema cell density levels. Importantly, these changes are translated into 

differences in Yap activation, which controls a multitude of regeneration 
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factors and regulates proliferation, contributing for final size achievement. 

The existence of different cell densities along the PD axis of the blastema 

leads us to propose the blastema as dynamic structure that comprises 

different mechanical forces, which contribute as cues for restoration of the 

biomechanical equilibrium and tissue integrity. We believe that the nature of 

these mechanical forces can not only be derived from cell-cell applied 

tension, but also from tension conferred by the extracellular matrix into the 

cells, given that the blastema is a three-dimensional structure that responds 

to multiple inputs.  

Already at the first step of regeneration, during wound healing, there are 

mechanical forces release that induce tissue displacement, migration and 

contractility of the epithelial cells (Poleo et al., 2001)(Mateus et al., 2012). 

This leads to cell rearrangements and cell shape changes that may trigger 

intracellular mechanotransduction pathways in the succeeding regenerative 

phases. Regarding the ECM, its mechanosensitive components may sense 

the disruption in tissue integrity and react by changing its conformation, 

exposing growth factor binding sites, as well as aggregate in clusters 

altering its rigidity (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). The ECM can potentiate the 

transfer of information from the injury environment to the cell, leading to 

activation of mechanotransduction processes via the cytoskeleton. In spite 

of the unavailability of quantitative data in regenerative processes, it has 

been shown that during cutaneous wound healing, the ECM becomes stiffer 

(Schultz and Wysocki, 2009)(Wong et al., 2011). Recently the concept of a 

transitional ECM with specific roles in epimorphic regeneration situations 

has emerged, possibly leading to further understanding on how this complex 

protein scaffold can provide instructional cues directing cell behavior 

(Mercer et al., 2012).  

Upon sealing of the wound, local differences in tension may provide spatial 

cues that conduct cells into performing specific actions in subsequent 

regenerative stages (blastema formation and regenerative outgrowth). 

These cell responses can be consequences of the blastema anatomy and 
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change dynamically as the ECM is remodeled, due to cell migration and 

establishment of cell-cell contacts between blastema cells. Tension 

differences may result from the regionalization of the blastema, which then 

leads to differential cell behaviors resulting in a properly sized and patterned 

organ.  

How are mechanical forces established robustly in the blastema 

independently of the number of amputations? Can this be regarded as a 

compatible mechanism that provides positional memory instructions? Is it 

restricted to the regulation of certain cell functions, like proliferation? This 

information is most likely conferred in multiple ways and in close 

coordination with release and interpretation of morphogens, but their 

molecular nature and possible interactions is still unknown. Importantly, with 

this work we put forward the existence of different mechanical forces, 

mechanosensitive molecules and mechanotransduction signaling pathways 

as novel factors for attaining resilient epimorphic regeneration. 
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Main conclusions and Relevance 
 

 The zebrafish fin fold model regenerates independently of spatial 

restricted proliferation.  

 The larval fin fold and adult caudal fin appear to be governed by different 

size-control mechanisms. 

 The adult fully formed blastema presents heterogeneous cell densities 

that are reflected in cell morphology and cytoskeleton changes. 

 The adult blastema is the first described in vivo regenerative system that 

relies in contact inhibition of proliferation.  

 The mesenchymal blastema expresses a multitude of adhesion 

molecules which may be relevant for cell-cell communication. 

 The Hippo/Yap pathway is active in the mesenchymal blastema, where 

Yap acts as a mechanotransducer by responding to changes in the actin 

cytoskeleton. 

 

 

Future Perspectives  
 

Bioelectric signals 

The existence of endogenous electric currents established within the tissues 

that undergo wound healing and regeneration has been long established 

(Borgens et al., 1977), but only recently the relevance of ion channels and 

their transporters has started to be unraveled. Interestingly, bioelectric fields 

in which differential accumulation of ions are detected across cell 

membranes can coordinate important cell functions during epimorphic 

regeneration, such as proliferation and dedifferentiation (Adams et al., 

2007)(Monteiro et al., 2014). As discussed previously, gain of function 

mutations in potassium channels leads to caudal fin overgrowth (Perathoner 

et al., 2014). In addition, the calcium dependent phosphatase Calcineurin 
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needs to be transiently inhibited in the blastema to allow for proper size 

regulation of the fin (Kujawski et al., 2014). In this case, for Calcineurin to be 

active there is a need for an intracellular influx of calcium (Rusnak and 

Mertz, 2000). However, the mechanisms by which these ions regulate 

regeneration are yet unclear. It would thus be interesting to understand 

whether a common regulatory growth mechanism supported by ionic 

currents exists during caudal fin regeneration. Moreover, the possible 

regulation of intracellular calcium influxes during regeneration raises 

interesting questions of whether calcium could be involved in regulating the 

cytoskeleton and consequently the Hippo/Yap pathway. In wound healing, 

calcium fluxes have been shown to play a key role in modulating F-actin 

polymerization via actin binding proteins like Gelsolin (Antunes et al., 

2013)(Yoo et al., 2012)(Razzell et al., 2013). Therefore, it is possible that 

calcium and F-actin regulate downstream mechanotransduction 

mechanisms in which the Hippo pathway, in particular Yap, could be 

involved. 

 

Mechanical tension 

The discovery of highly conserved mechanotransduction pathways like the 

Hippo/Yap pathway or Beta-Catenin, which can influence organ growth and 

differentiation, has revealed a new level of regulation in developmental 

processes with regard to mechanical tension (Desprat et al., 2008)(Varelas 

et al., 2010)(Dupont et al., 2011)(Brunet et al., 2013). In the epimorphic 

regeneration field, the understanding of how this process occurs is still 

incipient. Recent advances in technology that allow accurate measurement 

and manipulation of mechanical tension in living tissues will undoubtedly 

provide means of probing function of these physical properties of cells and 

organs. By being able to functionally manipulate cell density, measure 

tension in the different blastema regions and probe how stable are cell-cell 
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or cell-matrix contacts in blastema cells, we may start to clarify the 

importance of mechanical forces in the regenerative process. 

 

Hippo pathway and cancer 

Classically, the blastema is a structure associated with being transiently 

highly proliferative, yet possessing tumor restraining mechanisms (Brockes, 

1998)(Pomerantz and Blau, 2013). Our finding that Yap is early activated 

and required during regeneration of the zebrafish caudal fin, captivated our 

interest in establishing parallels between epimorphic regeneration and 

cancer biology. In cancer model systems, inactivation of the upstream Hippo 

pathway members or activation of Yap promotes tumor overgrowth but also 

epithelial to mesenchymal transition, associated with invasive malignant 

migratory cancer phenotypes (Cordenonsi et al., 2011)(Hao et al., 2008)(Lei 

et al., 2008)(Overholtzer et al., 2006)(Zhang et al., 2008). The zebrafish 

does not possess special resistance to tumor formation mechanisms, 

actually being used as a disease model for many cancer types (Brockes, 

1998)(White et al., 2013). Taking this into consideration, how can Yap be 

repeatedly activated upon amputation in the blastema and the fin achieves 

only proportionate growth, without tumor formation? One possible reason is 

the blastema environment itself. As considered before, the blastema has a 

variety of factors, genetic, biochemical and biophysical, that may regulate 

robustly Yap activity in time and space. Most likely, there is redundancy in 

regulatory mechanisms to prevent situations in which one may fail. These 

multiple levels of Yap regulation perhaps do not occur in a cancer situation, 

where most somatic tissues – when challenged with unusual high 

proliferative rates – fail to activate multiple growth control mechanisms. 

Another reason for the balanced growth of the blastema is that the 

Hippo/Yap pathway can also have other developmentally associated 

functions during regeneration aside from regulating organ size, such as 
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regulation of differentiation (Pomerantz and Blau, 2013). By promoting 

differentiation, upstream members of the Hippo pathway can restrict 

unnecessary proliferation, since mature cells often do not divide. 

Conversely, Yap activation may promote the undifferentiated nature of 

progenitor cells, so important to replenish all the necessary cell types for 

reconstitution of the missing organ (Hiemer and Varelas, 2013)(Mo et al., 

2014)(Yimlamai et al., 2014).  This beneficial property in injury situations 

may also constitute a hazard in cancer settings, leading to expansion and 

spreading of undifferentiated malignant cells. Therefore, by exploring further 

the regulatory mechanisms of the Hippo/Yap pathway in an in vivo system, 

such as the regenerating caudal fin, there is a possibility of better 

understanding of what is the basis for cancer development. Moreover, this 

knowledge may also contribute significantly to design and improve efficient 

regenerative therapies in tissues and organs that do not possess natural 

recovering mechanisms. 
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Gene/ 
Accession 

no. 

Primer sequence Human/ 
Drosophila 
orthologue 

Forward Primer (5’) 
 

Reverse Primer (3’) 
 

frmd6 / 
NM_0010208

16 

CCATCGATATGAGCAAA
CTGACTTTCCACA 

CGGGCCCTTACACCA
CAAACTCTGGTTCTG 

frmd6 
(willin) 

/expanded 

nf2b / 
NM_212951 

CGGGCCTGGTTTAACA
CATA 

CAACAGAGCTCGGATT
GTTCT 

nf2/merlin 

sav1 / 
NM_0010045

60 

GTGTCAGTGCCAACCT
GGAT 

AGTAAGCTGTCTGAGT
GTGTCA 

salvador 
 

stk3 / 
NM_199672 

 

GCAGTGCTTCCTTAAAC
TCCAAAC 

qPCR: 
CCCAGAACAGAGAGCG

ACGGCAACTCAACT 

GCAGGAATCTAGAGTA
AGATGCAG 

qPCR: 
GCCAGCACTCTCGGA
ACCAGACTTCACCAT 

mst2/hipp
o 

lats2 / 
ENSDART00
000139620 

qPCR: 
GCGTGCCCTGAAACAG

ACTGGTAGCCGTAA 

qPCR: 
GCGTGCCCTGAAACA
GACTGGTAGCCGTAA 

lats2/wart
s 

wwtr1/ 
NM_0010376

96 
 

qPCR: 
TGTTACAGCATCCCGAC

CACTCCTGAAGAC 

qPCR: 
CCAGGTGAGGAAGGG

CTCGCTCTTGTT 

wwtr1(taz) 
/n.a. 

yap1 / 
NM_0011394

80 
 

CGACTTTCCTTGAAAAC
GGT 

qPCR: 
AGCCAAAGTCCCACTCC

AGACAAGCCAGTA 

AAGGTGTAGTGCTGG
GTTCG 
qPCR: 

GGCAGCGGCATGTCA
TCAGGTATCTCGTAA 

yap/yki 

tead1a / 
NM_212847.

2 
 

qPCR: 
GCGAACGGGCAAGACA

CGGACAAGAAAGC 

qPCR: 
ACTGTGGATGGCTGT
GGCGGAGACAATCTG 

tead1/ 
scalloped 

tead4 / 
XM_0026667

63.3 

qPCR: 
AAGGAGGACTGAAGGA

GCTGTTCGAGAAGG 

qPCR: 
GCCGAATGAGCAGAC
TTTAGTGGAGGAGGT 

tead4 / 
scalloped 

ctgfa / 
NM_0010150

41 

qPCR: 
TCCTCACAGAACCGCCA

CCTTGCCCAT 

qPCR: 
TCACGCCATGTCGCCA

ACCATCTTCTTGT 

ctgf/n.a. 

ctgfb / 
NM_0011025

73 
 

qPCR: 
GAGACAGGCATCTGCA

TGGCTCAAGAAGGT 

qPCR: 
GTCGCACACCCACTC

CTCACAGCACTT 

ctgf/n.a. 

amphiregulin 
/ 

ENSDART00
000114293 

qPCR: 
ACACTTCCGTGCTGGAT

CATGTGACTGTGA 

qPCR: 
TGGTTCTGCTCGTCTC

CTTTACTGGCTTGG 

amphiregu
lin/n.a 



 

236 
 

fgf20a / 
NM_0010371

03 

qPCR: 
GGTTCGGTCCAAGGCA

CGAGG 

qPCR: 
CGCTCGCCATGCCGA

TACAGG 

fgf20/n.a. 

msxB / 
NM_131260 

qPCR: 
CCAGCAGGTCGCGTGT

TCTCC 

qPCR: 
GCTTGCGTAAGGTGC

ACGGC 

n.a./drop 

wnt10a / 
NM_130980 

qPCR: 
GCTCTCACGACATCAGT

TGGCACTCTCC 

qPCR: 
AAGTAATCCATGCTGC

TGCTGCTCTTCTGC 

wnt10a/w

nt10 

wnt3a / 
NM_0010071

85 

qPCR: 
GCCCTGATGCCCGCTC

TGCTATGAATC 

qPCR: 
CCGATGTTTCTCAACC

ACCATTTCCGATGC 

wnt3a/n.a. 

lef1 / 
NM_131426 

qPCR: 
AAGGCCACCCGTACCC

GAGT 

qPCR: 
GGGTGAACGGCATGG

GACGG 

lef1/pango

lin 

dkk1a / 
NM_0012818

00 

qPCR: 
ACATCCCAGGAGAACC

ACAG (a) 

qPCR: 
AAACTTGTCCCTCTGT

CAGCA (a) 

dkk1/n.a. 

dkk1b / 
NM_131003 

qPCR: 
CTCCGCTCACCCAGGG

AATACATCCTACAA 

qPCR: 
ACCCGCCGCACCTGA

ACCGACTTTA 

dkk1/n.a. 

shha / 
NM_131063 

qPCR: 
GGCCAGGGGTTAAGCT

GCGT 

qPCR: 
CGGCCTTCTGTCCTCC

GTCC 

shh/hh 

bmp2a / 
NM_131359 

qPCR: 
CACTCCGTGAACGCAG

AGCAGGTTAGCA 

qPCR: 
TCGTCTGGGATGGAG
GTCAGGTTGAAGAGG 

bmp2/dpp 

bmp2b / 
NM_131360 

qPCR: 
AACCTACAGCCATGACG

GTCAAGGCACAG 

qPCR: 
CGTTCCAGCCGACATC

ACTGAAGTCCACAT 

bmp2/dpp 

 

(a)Published in Stewart (2014). 
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Gene Vector Sense Probe Antisense Probe Hybridization 
Temperature Restriction 

Enzyme 
Polymerase Restriction 

Enzyme 
Polymerase 

frmd6 pCS2 EcoRV SP6 BamHI T3 68ºC 

nf2b 
 

pGEM-
T-Easy  

NcoI 
 

SP6 
 

SpeI 
 

T7 
 

67ºC 
 

sav1 
 

pGEM-
T-Easy  

NcoI 
 

SP6 
 

SalI 
 

T7 
 

66ºC 
 

stk3 
 

pGEM-
T-Easy  

ApaI 
 

SP6 
 

SalI 
 

T7 
 

67ºC 
 

yap1 
 

pGEM-
T-Easy  

SalI 
 

T7 
 

NcoI 
 

SP6 
 

68ºC 

ctgfa 
(a) 

pSport BamHI T7 EcoRI SP6 67ºC 

 

(a)Published in Dickmeis et al. (2004)  
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Antibodies used in this study 
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Antibody Host Dilution Company 
Anti-Yap FL (63.07) Mouse 1:100 Sta Cruz 

Biotechnology 

Anti-Phospho 
Mst1(Thr18)/Mst2(Thr180) 

Rabbit 1:100 Cell Signalling 

Anti-Phospho Lats1 (Thr1079) Rabbit 1:100 Cell Signalling 

Anti-NF2 Rabbit 1:200 Sta Cruz 
Biotechnology 

Anti-GFP Rabbit 1:200 Invitrogen 

Anti-Beta-Catenin Mouse 1:200 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-E-Cadherin Mouse 1:200 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-N-Cadherin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-R-Cadherin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-P-cadherin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-M-cadherin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-ZO1 Mouse 1:100 Invitrogen 

Anti-Claudin1 Rabbit 1:100 Invitrogen 

Anti-Fibronectin Rabbit 1:100 Sigma 

Anti-Laminin Rabbit 1:100 Thermo Scientific 

Anti-TenascinC Rabbit 1:100 US Biological 

Anti-Zyxin Mouse 1:100 Sigma 

Anti-Cadherin5 Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-p120-Catenin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-Alpha-Catenin Mouse 1:100 BD Transduction labs 

Anti-Cadherin11 Mouse 1:100 Invitrogen 

Anti-Phospho Ezrin (Thr567)/ 
Radixin (Thr564)/ Moesin 
(Thr558) 

Rabbit 1:100 Cell Signalling 

Anti-Phospho Myosin Light Chain 
2 (Ser19) 

Rabbit 1:100 Cell Signalling 

Anti-Scribble Goat 1:100 Sta Cruz 
Biotechnology 

Anti-Vinculin Mouse 1:100 Sigma 

Anti-Phospho Histone 3 Rabbit 1:400 Millipore 

Anti- Tubulin Mouse 1:200 Sigma 

Anti-active Caspase 3 Rabbit 1:400 AbCam 

Alexa 488 anti-rabbit Goat 
 

1:500 
 

Invitrogen 
 Alexa 488 anti-mouse 

Alexa 568 anti-mouse 

Alexa 633 anti-rabbit 

Alexa 488 anti-goat Donkey 1:500 Invitrogen 
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